
Characteristics and Range This spectacular, large kingfisher

with its outrageous "Mohawk" crest and startling staccato

rattling call is one of North America's most widespread birds. It

breeds across the continent from the Low Arctic south to the

United States Southern Coastal Plains and arid southwest. It is a

partial migrant; northern breeders migrate south to winter in

ice-free areas, some moving as far as Central America and the

Caribbean (Kelly et al. 2009).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Atlas surveys show

the Belted Kingfisher is still widespread throughout the province;

comparison with The Birds of British Columbia indicates there

has been no appreciable change in distribution, provincially or

locally, over the past two decades.

The Probability of Observation model highlights several most

likely places to find the bird: valley systems around Vancouver

Island, in the southern Coast Mountains, on Haida Gwaii, in the

Stikine and Taku river basins in the northwest, and parts of the

Columbia and Duncan river drainages in the West Kootenay.

Whilst point counts are not the best technique for sampling this

bird's linear wetland habitat, they do suggest the lowest lying

valleys (below 250 m elevation) in the Coast and Mountains and

Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovinces also support the

highest abundance. Extensive areas of moderate PObs values (but

lower abundance) occur across the wetland-studded plateaus of

the Central Interior and Sub-boreal Interior ecoprovinces.

Belted Kingfishers prefer clear, fresh or salt water wetlands,

especially with rocky shoals and shallower fast-flowing sections,

in close proximity to natural or man-made exposed banks where

they can excavate nest burrows, and with abundant perches from

which they can forage for prey, chiefly fish, but also crayfish and

other larger aquatic invertebrates.

Conservation and Recommendations The Breeding Bird Survey

shows a long-term decrease in Belted Kingfishers, across Canada

and in British Columbia; reasons for the decline are not well

understood, but declining habitat quality, contaminants,

reduction in available nest sites (especially man-made sites like

gravel pits, road cuts and quarry sites), and human disturbance

are all potential contributors.
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Characteristics and Range Looking like a small crow with a red

face and pink undersides and a habit of foraging for flying insects

with acrobatic flights, the Lewis's Woodpecker is the province's

most unusual woodpecker. Its breeding range is restricted to parts

of western North America, approximately matching the

distribution of Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa), extending from

southern British Columbia through some western cordilleras and

plateaus to southern New Mexico and California (Vierling et al.

2013). Most birds that breed in the northern half of this range

migrate short distances to winter farther south.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In British Columbia, the

current primary range is in the valleys of the dry southern

interior. Breeding has expanded farther north in the Central

Interior and the Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovinces since

The Birds of British Columbia was published in 1990, but there is

no Atlas evidence of breeding in coastal areas. The species has not

recolonized the coast since its collapse there in the 1940-1960's

(Campbell et al. 1990, COSEWIC 2010, Siddle and Davidson

1991). Surveys for this species by volunteers and provincial and

federal governments in preparation for a management plan,

combined with the bird's visible nature, meant that Atlas

coverage was excellent and confirmed breeding was found in 77%

of 10-km squares with Lewis's Woodpecker observation, one of the

highest proportions of confirmed breeding found for any species

during the Atlas.

The core of the provincial population is in the Southern Interior

Ecoprovince: highest Probabilities of Observation and abundance

are in the central-southern Okanagan and Similkameen valleys,

the Thompson-Nicola and middle Fraser valleys. An area of

similar abundance but slightly lower Pobs values is found in the

Southern Rocky Mountain Trench. The total number of breeding

Lewis's Woodpeckers in the province is 315-460 pairs

(Environment Canada 2014).

Atlas records are all from below 1,230 m in elevation and the

majority are below 1,000 m, and almost entirely from the

Ponderosa Pine, Interior Douglas-fir and Bunchgrass

biogeoclimatic zones. The Lewis's Woodpecker favours open

Ponderosa Pine woodland including recent burns, sparsely treed

grassy slopes and riparian strips of Black Cottonwood (Populus

trichocarpa) with exposed snags.

Conservation and Recommendations A management plan has

been developed for Lewis's Woodpecker (Environment Canada

2014) that outlines best management practices, develops goals

and lists strategies for recovering the species. The objective of the

plan is to increase the British Columbia population to 600 pairs

by 2040. The species is listed as a species at risk under the British

Columbia Forest and Range Practices Act and over 2,200 ha in 88

areas have been set aside as Wildlife Habitat Areas for this species

(British Columbia Ministry of Environment 2015).
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Characteristics and Range Male and female Williamson's

Sapsuckers are so strikingly different in appearance that for 23

years they were named as separate species, until a nesting pair

was documented (Henshaw 1874). The Williamson's Sapsucker

inhabits the mountainous areas of western North America. It is a

migrant woodpecker, breeding from southern British Columbia

south to the mountains of northern Baja Peninsula, and spending

the winter in the cordilleras of the southwestern United States,

the Mexican Sierra Madre and northern Baja California (Gyug et

al. 2012).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Williamson's

Sapsucker breeds in three separate areas in southern British

Columbia: the northern Cascade Mountains; the plateau

connecting the Okanagan and Boundary regions in the Southern

Interior Ecoprovince; and the southern Purcell Mountains in the

Southern Interior Mountains Ecoprovince. The breeding range has

expanded since The Birds of British Columbia was published in

1990, due to a combination of greater search effort from

provincial surveys and Atlas work, and a true range expansion in

both the Kootenay and Thompson-Okanagan regions. The species

is now found further to the west and north along the Fraser and

Thompson Rivers (COSEWIC 2005, Gyug et al. 2012), and the East

Kootenay population that was thought to have been extirpated

(Campbell et al. 1990) actually hung on as a very rare breeder

(Gyug et al. 2012), and has since re-built, with breeding

confirmed in twelve 10-km squares and suspected in another

seven. COSEWIC (2005) estimated the population size at 430

mature individuals in 2004; that number has likely increased.

Most point count records came from the Southern Interior

Ecoprovince, but too few data are available to draw firm

conclusions on abundance. Probability of Observation mapping

suggests little difference in detection rates between the three

areas where Williamson's Sapsuckers now occur.

In British Columbia, the Williamson's Sapsucker breeds in

montane coniferous forests that typically have components of

live, mature Western Larch (Larix occidentalis) that are important

for nesting, sap well creation, and as a source of carpenter ants

(Camponotus species), a preferred prey. Atlas data show records

between 740 and 1,570 m elevation. In some areas, particularly

in the western part of its provincial range, it will also nest in

groves of Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) (Campbell et al.

1990; COSEWIC 2005).

Conservation and Recommendations In addition to provisions

under the federal Species at Risk Act (COSEWIC 2005), the

Williamson's Sapsucker is afforded some protection under the

British Columbia Forest and Range Practices Act, with several

Wildlife Management Areas setting aside habitat for the species.

Although the provincial range of the Williamson's Sapsucker has

increased slightly, the habitat the species depends upon, mature

and old montane forests, is in decline primarily due to forestry

activities and firewood collection that target these forest types,

particularly those containing Western Larch (COSEWIC 2005). A

provincial Recovery Plan has been developed that protects Crown

land in high quality habitat areas and implements live tree stem

retention in core nesting areas (British Columbia Ministry of

Environment 2012). Annual inventory surveys and monitoring of

known nests may be beneficial in determining the effectiveness of

the current Recovery Strategy and whether or not any

modifications will be necessary. Birders can help document any

further range changes by reporting sightings to programs like

eBird and the Conservation Data Centre.
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Characteristics and Range The Yellow-bellied Sapsucker is one

of four sapsuckers, species of woodpecker that regularly drill

holes through bark to feed on tree sap. Sapsuckers maintain and

defend extensive systems of sap wells, which other species such

as hummingbirds feed from. Until 1983, three of the four

sapsuckers, Red-breasted, Red-naped and Yellow-bellied, were

considered the same species. They are in fact three closely related

species, which prior to the Pleistocene (last Ice Age) were

probably a single widespread species whose populations became

separated as ice sheets advanced southwards. Those populations

evolved into distinct species that have come back into contact

with each other since the ice retreated. The Yellow-bellied is the

most migratory and easterly distributed of the three, breeding

across the Boreal Forest from Alaska to the Atlantic Coast, and

wintering in the Southern Coastal Plain, the Caribbean, and

Central America (Walters et al. 2002).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat It is widespread east of

the Rocky Mountains in north-east British Columbia, and more

sparsely distributed across northern British Columbia. The Atlas

extended the breeding range significantly southwest since The

Birds of British Columbia was published in 1990, and filled many

distribution gaps. Breeding occurs as far southwest as the

Nechako Plateau and the upper Skeena River drainage, and as far

northwest as Atlin Lake. Increased survey coverage partly

explains the change, but an actual southwestern expansion may

have occurred over the past two decades, supported by a distinct

flow of Yellow-bellied Sapsucker genes within hybrid sapsuckers

as far west as Francois Lake (Seneviratne et al. 2012)

The extensive areas of high Probability of Observation for the

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker are in the Peace, Fort Nelson and Liard

river lowlands in the Boreal and Taiga Plains ecoprovinces. Point

counts show highest abundance in the White and Black Spruce

biogeoclimatic zone that dominates this region, between 250 and

750 m, confirming that this is the centre of the provincial

population. Point counts also showed that it is very common in

the Sub-boreal Spruce biogeoclimatic zone, where the hybrid

zone with Red-breasted Sapsucker is centred.

In British Columbia, the Yellow-bellied Sapsucker prefers young

forests at early stages of succession, especially Trembling Aspen

(Populus tremuloides), Balsam Poplar (Populus balsamifera),

White Spruce (Picea glauca) and birch (Betula) species (Campbell

et al. 1990). It uses deciduous trees for excavating cavities, and

performs an important primary excavator role in bird

communities in the Boreal Taiga Plains.

Conservation and Recommendations There are no

management concerns for the species, which is stable across its

breeding range (Environment Canada 2011). Its preference for

early seral stage habitats means that it is well-adapted to

regenerating cut-over forests, and forest harvest regimes will

likely supply adequate breeding habitat over the long term.

Projected drying climate change scenarios (Hamann and Wang

2006) could facilitate its movement into interior forests. These

changes in landscape may enable the more aggressive Yellow-

bellied Sapsucker to outcompete the Red-breasted Sapsucker

where they overlap (Seneviratne et al. 2012). The hybrid zones of

the trio of sapsuckers provide useful markers in predicting forest

birds' responses to changes in climate and forest cover

(Seneviratne et al. 2016).
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Characteristics and Range The Red-naped Sapsucker is one of

four sapsuckers (woodpeckers) that regularly drill holes in tree

bark to feed on the sap. Birds maintain and defend extensive

systems of sap wells, which other species such as hummingbirds,

squirrels, and wasps also take advantage of as food sources. Until

quite recently, three of the four sapsuckers, including the

Red-naped, likely formed a single species that occupied a

widespread range across northern North America. The Pleistocene

ice sheets split their populations, which became further

fragmented by geographic barriers like the Rocky Mountains.

These separated populations evolved into distinct species, which

have come back into contact with each other following the ice

retreat. The range of the Red-naped Sapsucker is wedged in

between those of the Red-breasted and Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers,

with which it hybridises. The Red-naped is a short distance

migrant, breeding from central British Columbia south through

the eastern Cascade and northern Rocky Mountains, and

wintering in the southern Rocky Mountains south to the Mexican

Sierra Madre (Walters et al. 2014).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Red-naped

Sapsucker is widespread across British Columbia's southern

interior plateaus, mostly east of the Coast Mountains and south of

about 53°N. The Atlas filled distribution gaps at the northern end

of the southern Rocky Mountain Trench and in the rain shadow of

the Coast Mountains. These may represent local range expansions

over the two decades since The Birds of British Columbia was

published. At the interface of the three sapsuckers' ranges around

the Interior Plateau, distinguishing hybrids from pure birds can

be very challenging, but Red-napeds could occur in drier forests

along and north of the Nechako River.

There is a high likelihood of finding this sapsucker across much of

the Southern Interior and Central Interior ecoprovinces and at

lower elevations in the Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovince.

Within this population core, highest abundance is in the Interior

Douglas-fir, Interior Cedar-Hemlock, and locally in the Sub-boreal

Spruce biogeoclimatic zones, across the 500-1,250 m elevation

range.

At a finer scale, the Red-naped Sapsucker actually prefers

deciduous woodlands, including Trembling Aspen (Populus

tremuloides) and birch (Betula species) groves and riparian strips,

excavating most nest cavities in deciduous trees, especially

Trembling Aspen, and it consumes sap from a variety of

deciduous and occasionally conifer tree species (Campbell et al.

1990, Walters et al. 2014).

Conservation and Recommendations The highest counts on

Breeding Bird Survey routes are in British Columbia, which is why

the province has a high global responsibility for Red-naped

Sapsucker populations (Walters et al. 2014). There are no major

management concerns for the species, which is stable or

gradually increasing (Environment Canada 2011), but local

extirpations may have occurred through riparian habitat loss.

Red-naped Sapsucker is a keystone excavator in British Columbia

forests: it excavates cavities used by a wide range of other

animals (Martin and Eadie 1999). Forest harvest plans that

include retention of its preferred deciduous stands are

recommended. The past century has seen substantial natural and

anthropogenic changes in British Columbia's interior forests (Pojar

2010). The trio of sapsuckers in British Columbia form hybrid

zones that provide useful markers in predicting forest birds'

responses to changes of climate and forest cover (Seneviratne et

al. 2012).
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Characteristics and Range The Red-breasted Sapsucker is one of

four sapsucker species, woodpeckers that regularly drill holes

through bark to feed on tree sap. Sapsuckers maintain and defend

extensive systems of sap wells, which other species such as the

Rufous Hummingbird feed from. Three of the four sapsuckers,

including the Red-breasted, are believed to have been a single

species that occupied a widespread range across northern North

America but became separated by the Pleistocene ice sheets, and

further fragmented by geographic barriers such as the Rocky

Mountains. There they evolved into separate species that have

come back into contact with each other following the ice retreat.

Today's distribution of the three sapsucker species is directly

related to their ice age refugia. The Red-breasted Sapsucker is

restricted to the Pacific biomes of western North America, where

it is largely resident, making some local movements, except in

interior British Columbia where the breeding population is

entirely migratory (Walters et al. 2014).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat It was widely

distributed through the Coast Mountains and on larger islands

along the entire length of the province north to south, extending

eastwards in a tongue across the Interior Plateau to the Rocky

Mountain Trench. The Atlas confirmed breeding in three new

areas since The Birds of British Columbia was published in 1990:

the Stikine River catchment, along Williston Lake in the Northern

Rocky Mountain Trench, and on the Cariboo Plateau. This likely

reflects increased survey effort in these areas during the Atlas, but

may also represent local range expansions.

Atlas Probability of Observation modelling highlighted three

areas where the species was most likely to be found: on Haida

Gwaii, in the Georgia Depression, and the northern Coast and

Mountains ecoprovinces. Within these areas, it favoured Western

Hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga

menziesii) dominated forests at lower elevations. Abundance on

point counts was highest in the Coastal Western Hemlock, Interior

Cedar-Hemlock, Coastal Douglas-fir and Sub-boreal Spruce

biogeoclimatic zones, and four times higher below 250 m than

above that elevation.

The majority of nest cavities are excavated in deciduous trees of a

wide diversity of species (Campbell et al. 1990). The bird is

usually found near water bodies. Sap from a variety of coniferous

and deciduous tree species is consumed; insects are an essential

food source for young birds (Walters et al. 2014).

Conservation and Recommendations There are no major

management concerns for the species, although it is prone to

inconsistent short-term population fluctuations (Environment

Canada 2011). Projected climate change scenarios will likely alter

distribution of forest types in British Columbia (Hamann and

Wang 2006, Pojar 2010). There is already evidence that the more

aggressive Yellow-bellied Sapsucker outcompetes Red-breasted

through aggression and asymmetric hybridization in drier forest

types (Seneviratne et al. 2012). The trio of sapsuckers in British

Columbia form hybrid zones that provide useful markers for

predicting forest birds' responses to changes of climate and forest

cover (Seneviratne et al. 2016), so it will be instructive for future

ornithology to monitor the three sapsuckers accordingly.
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Characteristics and Range The Downy Woodpecker is the

smallest North American woodpecker and is a welcome sight at

winter suet feeders. It is a year-round resident throughout most

wooded regions of North America, from the northern treeline to

the southern United States (Jackson and Ouellet 2002). Although

similar in appearance to the Hairy Woodpecker, the two species

are not closely related; their similar plumages are likely the

result of convergent evolution (Weibel and Moore 2005).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Downy Woodpecker

breeds throughout most of British Columbia, but is very sparsely

distributed across the far north and northern coast. It has been

rarely observed on Haida Gwaii (Campbell et al. 1990) and the

Atlas made no observations there. Campbell et al. (1990) noted

that the Downy Woodpecker bred throughout most of southern

British Columbia, and was very rare farther north, where breeding

was confirmed only six times. The Atlas greatly expanded the

breeding season distribution in central-northern parts of the

province, likely due to increased survey effort. Breeding was

mostly between sea level and about 1,250 m.

The most extensive areas of higher Probability of Observation

were in valley systems and lower elevation areas of the Georgia

Depression, Southern Interior and Southern Interior Mountains

ecoprovinces. However, the moderate samples available from

point counts suggested that abundance did not vary appreciably

with elevation, and at the ecoprovince scale, abundance was

similar almost everywhere except the Boreal Plains, where the

bird was less common. High Pobs values in the Coastal

Douglas-fir, Ponderosa Pine and Bunchgrass biogeoclimatic zones

were not mirrored by higher abundance on point counts, which

suggested that the species was similarly common in a wide

variety of lower elevation biogeoclimatic zones.

The Downy Woodpecker is generally present in open, deciduous,

especially riparian, woodlands throughout its range, and also

uses forest burns, logged areas and suburban habitats. It prefers

dead deciduous trees for nesting.

Conservation and Recommendations Although there has been

a moderate increase in population across Canada since about

1970, the most recent decade shows a large decrease

(Environment Canada 2011), including in British Columbia

(Environment Canada 2014). This is in contrast to the Hairy

Woodpecker which is showing a large increase in abundance in

British Columbia. There appear to be few threats to the still-

common and adaptable Downy Woodpecker.
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Characteristics and Range This black-and-white, robin-sized

woodpecker is among the most widespread and familiar of North

American birds. It is also one of the most geographically variable

North American birds, varying in size and colour across its range.

The Hairy Woodpecker occurs across North America from near the

northern limit of boreal forest south throughout the United States

and, in disjunct populations, to highland forests of Central

America (Jackson et al. 2002). It is generally a resident species,

although it may move locally in winter.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Hairy Woodpecker is

a widespread, resident breeder throughout British Columbia,

mainly in the southern two-thirds of the province. A well-defined,

endemic, insular population (P. v. picoideus) is resident on Haida

Gwaii. The distribution from the Atlas is similar to that reported

when The Birds of British Columbia was published in 1990.

The Atlas found the most extensive areas of high Probability of

Observation in the Southern Interior and Coast and Mountains

ecoprovinces, including on Haida Gwaii. Atlas point count data

confirmed that these regions support a slightly higher abundance

than other ecoprovinces. There was no clear elevation preference;

abundances were similar across the broad altitudinal range (sea

level to 1,750 m) where most breeding occurs.

The Hairy Woodpecker is found in all types of forests, but prefers

coniferous or mixed forests, particularly forest edges, and nests in

large dead stubs or in living trunks of trees with fungal decay.

Point counts showed no appreciable differences in abundance

between most biogeoclimatic zones.

Conservation and Recommendations There appear to be few

immediate threats to this species in Canada. There has been a

significant increase in abundance in British Columbia since 1970

(Environment Canada 2014). This is in contrast to the Downy

Woodpecker which has shown a large decrease in abundance in

British Columbia over the past decade. The subspecies

P. v. picoideus is provincially Blue-listed; very little is known

about its ecology. Disturbance and loss of critical foraging and

nesting features from development and logging are considered

one of the most significant threats (Zevit 2010). Because this

subspecies is endemic to Haida Gwaii, and therefore has a

restricted range and is vulnerable to extinction, it should be

managed on an ecosystem level (Cooper et al. 2004).
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Characteristics and Range The White-headed Woodpecker is

perhaps the most pursued bird by birders in the province due to

its rarity and distinctive appearance. It does not occur in other

Canadian provinces, except as an accidental. In British Columbia,

it is at the northern extent of its range, which is restricted to the

mountains of western North America south to California. It is not

always observed annually in the province. Individual birds may

remain year-round in southern parts of the Okanagan if adequate

food resources are present.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat White-headed

Woodpecker is known to breed only in the southern Okanagan

Valley (Campbell et al. 1990). There are few breeding records in

the recent past. Atlas data do not include confirmed breeding,

although one square had probable breeding. Historically,

individual birds have also been reported in other dry areas of

both the Southern Interior and Southern Interior Mountains

Ecoprovinces, most notably in the Similkameen Valley, Kettle

Valley, and the Kootenays. Atlas data include two records from

the Kootenays. There has been no change in breeding status,

distribution or timing between The Birds of British Columbia

published in 1990 and the Atlas periods.

COSEWIC (2011) estimated the White-headed Woodpecker

population in British Columbia as "perhaps in the order of ten

adults". The very small numbers of observations reported in the

Atlas confirms that this is a very rare species in the province.

In British Columbia, the White-headed Woodpecker is dependent

on dry, open forests of mature Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa).

Mature pines that produce large cones and seeds are an

important food source. Large diameter Ponderosa Pine snags or

live trees with advance stages of heart rot are also typically used

for nesting. Due to the small number of known nest sites in

British Columbia, specific nesting habitat requirements for the

province are poorly known.

Conservation and Recommendations The greatest threat to the

White-headed Woodpecker in British Columbia is the continued

loss of mature Ponderosa Pine due to forest harvesting, forest

fires, urbanization, firewood collection, and more recently, the

Mountain Pine Beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) infestation

(COSEWIC 2010). As White-headed Woodpecker is a Ponderosa

Pine obligate in British Columbia, some of the current predictive

models for pine loss from Mountain Pine Beetle suggested that

suitable habitat for the species could be significantly impacted by

the infestation (Province of British Columbia 2011).

The small number of White-headed Woodpeckers that occurs in

the province each year, and the seemingly erratic selection of

nesting areas, makes it a difficult species to study with any

structured survey or monitoring effort. The rarity and irregularity

of White-headed Woodpecker in British Columbia also makes it

difficult for the implementation of conservation efforts for the

species. Suspected breeding birds should be monitored when the

species is present to provide a greater sample size of nest sites

and breeding habitat use.

Paul Chytyk and David F. Fraser
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Characteristics and Range The American Three-toed is one of

two woodpecker species in North America that have 3 toes on

each foot, and breeds farther north than any woodpecker on the

continent. It is a quiet denizen of spruce (Picea) forests and

heavily reliant on bark beetles (Scolytidae) for food. American

Three-toed Woodpeckers are resident throughout their range

which spans the Boreal Forest from Pacific to Atlantic coasts, and

south through portions of the Coast, Cascade and Rocky

mountains. Occasional winter irruptions may see movements as

far south as the Great Lakes region bordering the Great Plains

(Leonard 2001).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat American Three-toed

Woodpeckers breed throughout the interior of the province but

are sparsely distributed within and west of the Coast Mountains.

The Atlas confirmed breeding for the first time on Vancouver

Island and in the lower Skeena River valley, but Atlas distribution

is much as described when The Birds of British Columbia was

published in 1990. Elevation use ranges from 90 to 1,350 m in

the Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince, and from 350 to 2,150 m

across the interior ecoprovinces.

The probability of observing an American Three-toed Woodpecker

is 60% higher in the Sub-boreal Interior Ecoprovince than in the

next-ranked, neighbouring Northern Boreal Mountains and

Central Interior ecoprovinces. Atlas point count data indicate that

the species is equally common in the Sub-boreal Interior,

Northern Boreal Mountains, and Southern Interior ecoprovinces.

Abundance varies by elevation, with peaks likely reflecting

regional differences; 80% of interior Atlas observations were

made between 750 and 1,250 m, of which half were around

1,000 m.

This woodpecker is largely associated with coniferous stands in

the boreal, sub-boreal and sub-alpine zones where various spruce

(Picea) species are usually dominant, and at the upper limits of

the Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and Western Hemlock

(Tsuga heterophylla) forests. Highest abundance and PObs values

both come from the Sub-boreal Spruce, Sub-boreal Pine-Spruce

and Montane Spruce biogeoclimatic zones. Campbell et al. (1990)

reported nests in spruce, Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides)

and Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta). Irruptions may occur into

recently burned habitats. Trees with disease such as heart rot are

often important for the provision of nesting cavities.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

indicate an increasing trend in British Columbia as well as

Canada-wide, although data reliability is considered low, and

there appear to be no population level conservation concerns

(Environment Canada 2011). Timber harvesting, fire suppression,

habitat fragmentation, rapid cutting rotations and salvage

logging can have negative implications for the species and have

contributed to declines in parts of North America (Leonard 2001).

Trees under attack by bark beetles provide a good food source for

woodpeckers, but are in conflict with timber production and

aesthetic management objectives, so productive woodpecker

habitats can be degraded by pest management strategies such as

aerial spraying and salvage logging. Setting aside habitats for

American Three-toed Woodpeckers and the wider community of

bark beetle-feeding, cavity nesting species should be considered

in forest harvesting plans. Population monitoring for this and

other woodpeckers is recommended because woodpeckers are

keystone/facilitator species, and indicators of forest condition and

forest bird communities in general (Drever and Martin 2010).

Rick Howie
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Characteristics and Range The Black-backed and the American

Three-toed Woodpeckers are the only 2 species of woodpecker in

North America that have 3 toes on each foot. The Black-backed

breeds almost as far north as its counterpart and occupies a

similar distribution across the Boreal Forest from Alaska to the

Atlantic Coast, through the Cascade and northern Rocky

mountains, south to the Sierra Nevada. The species is largely

resident within this range but irruptions and winter movements

may bring birds south to the Great Lakes and northern

Appalachian Mountains (Dixon and Saab 2000).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Black-backed

Woodpeckers are relatively widespread in all of the interior

ecoprovinces, but very sparsely distributed in the northerly

portions of the Coast Mountains. The Atlas results approximate to

the distribution known when The Birds of British Columbia was

published in 1990, except that the range during the Atlas period

extends farther west and more extensively north across the

interior plateaus.

The probability of observing a Black-backed Woodpecker is low

everywhere, and only slightly higher in the Omineca Mountains

and northern Rocky Mountain Trench area in the Sub-boreal

Interior and Northern Boreal Mountains ecoprovinces. Too few

observations were made on Atlas point counts to draw firm

conclusions, but abundance appears to be highest in the

750-1,000 m elevation band, which is where 48% of all

observations with elevation data were made.

Black-backed Woodpeckers are largely associated with boreal and

upper elevation coniferous forests supporting Douglas-fir

(Pseudotsuga menziesii), spruce (Picea) species, Western Hemlock

(Tsuga heterophylla) and Subalpine Fir (Abies lasiocarpa),

reflected in the slightly higher PObs values in spruce-dominated

biogeoclimatic zones. Recent burns invaded by wood-boring

beetles are considered to be essential habitats. Birds are also

found around openings such as the margins of ponds, bogs and

swamps. Campbell et al. (1990) reported that all nests were

found in living or dead conifers including Douglas-fir, spruces,

Western Hemlock, Western Larch (Larix occidentalis), Western

Redcedar (Thuja plicata) and pines (Pinus species).

Conservation and Recommendations Canada's responsibility for

global conservation stewardship is ranked very high (Environment

Canada 2011), but British Columbia's responsibility is rated only

medium by the British Columbia Conservation Data Centre. The

species may be declining, although trend data are difficult to

interpret due to the low sample sizes. Fire suppression and

post-fire salvage logging have negative implications for the

species (Dixon and Saab 2000). Reserving a percentage of

fire-killed stands from salvage logging may be a way of retaining

some essential habitat.

Rick Howie
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Characteristics and Range The colourful and charismatic

Northern Flicker inhabits open forests and parklands throughout

North America wherever its primary prey, ants, can be found.

Unlike other woodpeckers, the flicker spends most of its time

foraging on the ground (Wiebe and Moore 2008). Differences in

plumage colour can easily distinguish between the two

subspecies groups found in British Columbia, the auratus group,

or Yellow-shafted Flicker (C. a. auratus and perhaps C. a. luteus)

and the cafer group or Red-shafted Flicker (C. a. cafer). They form

a long contact zone, thousands of years old, following the Rocky

Mountains north to about Tumbler Ridge and then angles

northwest to the Haines Triangle (Wiebe and Moore 2008). North

and east of this contact zone, the Yellow-shafted form prevails,

while south and west of it the Red-shafted form is most common.

Intergrades are regularly seen throughout southern British

Columbia, becoming more common closer to the contact zone.

Northern Flickers are short-distance migrants, with northern

breeders migrating farther south to winter at lower elevations

(Gow and Wiebe 2014), resulting in large numbers wintering in

the valleys of southern British Columbia (Campbell et al. 1990).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Widespread throughout

much of British Columbia, Northern Flickers occur in every

ecoprovince and almost every biogeoclimatic zone. The breeding

range is relatively unchanged since The Birds of British Columbia

was published in 1990. Northern Flickers are more sparsely

distributed in the Northern Boreal Mountains and Coast and

Mountains ecoprovinces.

Striking in its habitat flexibility, Northern Flickers are found at all

elevations, but are most common below 1,250 m. It is most likely

observed and most abundant in the open mixedwood and

coniferous forests in the valleys and on the lower plateaus of the

Southern Interior and Central Interior ecoprovinces, especially in

the Interior Douglas-fir, Ponderosa Pine and Bunchgrass

biogeoclimatic zones.

Northern Flickers prefer forest edges and open woodlands

approaching savannas, but variation in tree species composition

is broad (Wiebe and Moore 2008). Although nest tree species vary,

flickers in British Columbia prefer to nest in decaying or dead

Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) with only a single cavity,

choosing to nest in a different cavity every year (Martin and Eadie

1999, Aitken and Martin 2004, Martin et al. 2004).

Conservation and Recommendations Population trends are

variable in British Columbia, with some regions showing small

increases and others small decreases (Environment Canada 2014).

There may be several causes of local declines. European Starlings

compete aggressively with flickers for cavities (Wiebe 2003).

Flickers also require future reserves of both healthy and decaying

trees for excavating cavities, interspersed with open foraging

areas (Aitken and Martin 2004). Northern Flickers are key cavity

excavators upon which most secondary cavity nesters in British

Columbia rely (Martin and Eadie 1999). Forestry management

practices that retain the keystone species-pair of Trembling Aspen

and Northern Flicker across broad landscapes will help safeguard

other cavity-nesting species in British Columbia (Martin et al.

2004, Martin et al. 2006).

Wendy E. Easton
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Characteristics and Range The striking Pileated Woodpecker is

the largest woodpecker in Canada. A resident species, pairs loudly

defend their large territory all year, chasing off intruders, calling

and drumming (Bull and Jackson 2011). While the Atlas

constitutes some of the most northern breeding records, Pileated

Woodpeckers have a widespread range extending from the

southern Boreal Forest south through western and eastern forests

to the United States' Southern Coastal Plains.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat While more common

widespread in the southern half of British Columbia, the Atlas

confirmed Pileated Woodpeckers breed in all but a single

ecoprovince, the Northern Boreal Mountains, where breeding is

probable. Breeding observations are absent from the central and

northern coasts, including on Haida Gwaii. This general

distribution is similar to The Birds of British Columbia was

published published in 1990, however the Atlas provides more

comprehensive coverage and definitive breeding records

throughout the provincial range.

Pileated Woodpeckers are more likely found in valley systems and

on interior plateaus at elevations below 1,250 m. This coincides

with their preferred breeding habitat, where they select for larger

diameter, taller trees for nesting and roosting compared with

other woodpeckers (Bull and Jackson 2011). Pileated Woodpeckers

are more abundant in British Columbia's interior forests and the

drier forests of the Coastal Douglas-fir biogeoclimatic zone than

in the wetter coastal forests.

Throughout the mixed forests of British Columbia's interior, it

prefers large, live Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides), often

with visible signs of decay (Martin et al. 2004). Throughout

British Columbia's western forests, it uses a variety of tree species,

mostly coniferous, both snags and deteriorating live trees. All

trees are large and tall; many have heart rot fungi (Bull and

Jackson 2011). Pileated Woodpeckers are typically most abundant

in forests with higher densities of dead wood, older trees and

more complex structure and species composition (Hartwig et al.

2004, Bull and Jackson 2011).

Conservation and Recommendations Populations appear

relatively stable across most of British Columbia with a notable

recent increase across the Northern Rockies Bird Conservation

Region coinciding with the largest continental outbreak of

Mountain Pine Beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) ever recorded

(Environment Canada 2014, Martin et al. 2006). The Pileated

Woodpecker plays a critical ecological role in the continent's

forests by excavating large cavities used by a diverse array of

animals for nesting and roosting (Martin and Eadie 1999, Bull

and Jackson 2011), supporting high breeding site productivity for

ducks and raptors (Evans et al. 2002, Martin et al. 2004). Pileated

Woodpeckers accelerate decomposition of wood and nutrient

recycling, and may help control bark beetle populations during

pandemics (Bull and Jackson 2011). The species can tolerate less

canopy cover during insect outbreaks provided dead trees and

logs remain abundant and are not logged for salvage (Bull et al.

2007), and in suburban landscapes where the proportion of

adjacent forest is high (Blewett and Marzluff 2005). Its primary

prey species are carpenter ants (Camponotus species) and

wood-boring beetle larvae, so healthy populations of Pileated

Woodpecker require a network of older and diverse forest

structures of different tree species, both healthy and unhealthy,

downed wood and snags to support their prey base (Martin et al.

2006, Bull and Jackson 2011).

Wendy E. Easton
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Characteristics and Range The Olive-sided Flycatcher, with its

familiar "quick-three-beers" whistled song is, with the exception

of the kingbirds, the largest flycatcher that breeds in British

Columbia. It breeds throughout North America's Boreal Forest

and the coniferous forests of the western mountain ranges, and in

two isolated coniferous patches of the southern Appalachian

Mountains. This flycatcher migrates long distances to winter in

Central and South America.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat This species is

widespread across southern British Columbia, and east of the

Coast Mountains. It probably breeds throughout the province

where there is any conifer forest, except Haida Gwaii where it is

absent. Because it occurs at relatively low densities, it was likely

unrecorded in many 10-km squares where it is present. There is

no indication of a change in distribution from that depicted by

Campbell et al. (1997).

The Probability of Observation map indicates that the highest

likelihood of finding the Olive-sided Flycatcher is on the plateaus

and in the mountain ranges of the Central Interior and

Sub-Boreal Interior ecoprovinces where the Mountain Pine Beetle

(Dendroctonus ponderosae) epidemic has been most extensive,

and in smaller areas in the Georgia Depression, the Cascade

Mountains, and the Rocky Mountains in southeastern British

Columbia. Atlas point counts show that the species reaches

highest abundance locally in the Coastal Douglas-fir

biogeoclimatic zone, but the core of the provincial population is

in the spruce, hemlock and Douglas-fir dominated biogeoclimatic

zones of the Sub-Boreal, Central, and Southern Interior and

Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovinces, at elevations between

1,250 and 2,000 m.

This species seems to prefer cool, mesic or moist conifer forest

with tall trees; however, it will occupy younger forest with

scattered tall trees or snags. Dead treetops or tall snags are

heavily used as foraging locations, much more so than by most

other North American flycatchers.

Conservation and Recommendations The Olive-sided

Flycatcher has shown a major, sustained and widespread decline

based on Breeding Bird Survey data (Sauer et al. 2014), leading to

its Blue-Listing in British Columbia, Threatened status under

Canada's Species at Risk Act (COSEWIC 2007), and Near

Threatened status globally (BirdLife International 2015). It is

probable that multiple causes are involved, but loss and

degradation of habitat on both breeding and wintering grounds is

likely a major factor in these declines. Whilst the species shows

apparent flexibility in choice of breeding habitats, there is local

evidence that harvested landscapes may be ecological traps and

reproductive success is higher in fire origin stands (Robertson and

Hutto 2007). These long-distance migrants may also be impacted

by climate-driven asynchrony between migration/breeding

phenology and insect abundance (Blancher et al. 2009). Testing

hypotheses and developing conservation solutions is a very high

priority.

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range The Western Wood-Pewee is

generally more numerous with less specific habitat requirements

than its congener the Olive-sided Flycatcher. It breeds in western

North America from the Boreal Forest south through the western

Great Plains and cordilleras to Central America, and winters from

Panama through northern South America to Bolivia.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat This species breeds

throughout most of British Columbia (except for Haida Gwaii,

where it is absent), but appears to be quite localized in wet

coastal forests. The distribution has not changed appreciably

from that shown in Campbell et al. (1997). Two subspecies are

generally recognized in British Columbia: C. s. saturatus, found in

coastal regions and the adjacent Coast and Cascade mountains,

and C. s. veliei found to the east. However, Godfrey (1986) casts

some doubt on the validity of these two subspecies.

The Probability of Observation model indicates the areas where

the species is most likely to be found are the Central Interior,

Sub-Boreal Interior, and in valleys of the Southern Interior

ecoprovinces. Point count data suggest these regions also support

the highest abundance, in the Sub-Boreal Spruce and Sub-Boreal

Pine-Spruce biogeoclimatic zones in the Central Interior and

Sub-Boreal Interior, and in the Interior Douglas-fir and Ponderosa

Pine biogeoclimatic zones in the Southern Interior. Campbell et

al. (1997) considered it was most numerous in the Sub-Boreal

Interior. It is much less common in coastal areas and on

Vancouver Island, and in the Peace River lowlands in the

northeast, where the Pobs model shows a relatively high

likelihood of finding it.

The Western Wood-Pewee occupies a wide variety of forested

habitats, usually preferring open over denser canopies. Unlike the

Olive-sided Flycatcher, which tends to prefer higher altitudes, it is

at home in riparian Black Cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa)

stands, Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) groves, and open

Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa) forest. The maximum altitude

recorded for this species was 1,750 m, versus 2,670 m for the

Olive-sided, and the wood-pewee's preference for lower and

middle altitudes is evident in all parts of the province, with

highest abundance recorded between 500 and 1,000 m.

Conservation and Recommendations The Western Wood-Pewee

has shown a significant long-term decline throughout its North

American range (Sauer et al. 2014), as have many species of

aerial insectivores (NABCI-Canada 2012). The cause of the decline

may include habitat loss and degradation on wintering and

breeding grounds as a result of development, forestry and

agriculture. However, it has not yet been identified as a species of

concern by any governmental agencies.

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range The Yellow-bellied Flycatcher is one

of the two species of Empidonax in British Columbia with

strongly yellowish underparts, the other one being the

Pacific-slope Flycatcher. It is a characteristic species of the Boreal

Forest, breeding from the eastern slopes of the Pacific coastal

mountain ranges to the Atlantic Coast and south to the northern

Great Lakes. It is a medium-distance migrant that winters from

Mexico south to Panama.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Previously thought to be

very thinly distributed in northern and central British Columbia

(Campbell et al. 1997), the Atlas shows the Yellow-bellied

Flycatcher to be widespread in this area. There are suggestions of

a recent southward range expansion in central British Columbia,

with records from the Nechako Plateau area and from Mount

Robson Park south to Kinbasket Lake, although specimens had

been collected from a little farther north in the Bowron Lakes

area as long ago as 1929 (Dickinson 1953). This species is

probably even more widespread than shown by the Atlas, because

it is inconspicuous and often prefers less accessible boggy

habitats.

This species has a high Probability of Observation in the Taiga

Plains and Boreal Plains ecoprovinces, and lower Pobs values

across the Northern Boreal Mountains and Sub-Boreal Interior,

which largely agrees with the pattern described by Campbell et

al. (1997). However, Atlas point count data suggest that

abundance is locally higher in the Northern Boreal Mountains

and Sub-Boreal Interior than in the Taiga Plains and Boreal

Plains. It is most common at low to mid elevations

(250-1,000 m).

The Yellow-bellied Flycatcher uses a variety of habitats, including

older, shady spruce forests, dense stands of young coniferous or

broad-leaved trees and thickets dominated by spruce (Picea),

willow (Salix), alder (Alnus), birch (Betula), and even aspen

(Populus), as well as mixed stands. It often inhabits areas in or on

the edges of boreal bogs, especially east of the Rocky Mountains,

but upland forest stands are also used, including young

Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta) forests farther west. One

relatively common feature of habitats used is a dense carpet of

moss.

Conservation and Recommendations There appear to be no

conservation concerns for this species. There are not enough

Breeding Bird Survey data for British Columbia to show

meaningful trends (there are too few survey routes), but

continent-wide data show an apparently stable population over

the past five decades (Sauer et al. 2014).

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range When it comes to identification, the

Alder and Willow Flycatchers are a confusing species pair in a

confusing genus. These two are almost identical in appearance,

and can be distinguished in the field only by vocalizations.

Combined for many years as the "Traill's Flycatcher", the two were

split into separate species as a result of research carried out by

Robert Stein in the Cariboo region of British Columbia (Stein

1963). The Alder Flycatcher, the more northerly breeder of the

species-pair, has a wide breeding range, mostly in the Northern

Forest biome, from western Alaska to the Atlantic Coast, and

south to the southern Appalachian Mountains. It migrates very

long distances to winter from Mexico south to Argentina.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Alder Flycatcher

breeds throughout northern and central British Columbia, but is

absent from Haida Gwaii, Vancouver Island, and the coastal

mainland south of Douglas Channel-Kitimat Arm. It is not known

to breed in the province south of the southern Cariboo Plateau

and the Columbia River valley around Revelstoke at 51°N.

However, there are a number of records of singing males on

territory in the Nicola Valley and in southeastern British

Columbia, and occasional breeding in these areas is a distinct

possibility. There is little, if any, change in range from that

described by Campbell et al. (1997); some of the few records

cited by these authors in southern, coastal British Columbia are

now believed to be erroneous.

The Probability of Observation for this species is consistently

highest in the Taiga Plains and Boreal Plains ecoprovinces,

especially the former, which also supports the highest local

abundance on point counts; Campbell et al. (1997) also

considered the Taiga Plains to support the highest numbers.

Secondary patches of abundance occur on the Interior Plateau,

and around the Rocky Mountain Trench where the Sub-Boreal

Interior, Central Interior, and Southern Interior Mountains

ecoprovinces converge. It is most common between altitudes of

250 and 1,000 m, and is rarely encountered above 1,250 m

altitude.

This species is found in thickets of deciduous shrubs or small

trees such as alder (Alnus), willow (Salix), and birch (Betula)

species, usually but not always in wet areas close to ponds, lakes,

or streams. It will also use shrub thickets in drier areas such as

along rights-of-way. The Alder Flycatcher and the Willow

Flycatcher appear to show little difference in habitat preference

where their ranges overlap.

Conservation and Recommendations The Alder Flycatcher has

shown a long-term, continent-wide decline based on the Breeding

Bird Survey database (Sauer et al. 2014); and recent declines in

the Boreal Taiga Plains Bird Conservation Region may be a cause

for concern (Environment Canada 2011). However, because the

Alder Flycatcher is still one of the most abundant birds in

northern British Columbia and nearby areas, and because

populations are increasing in some other parts of its range, no

significant conservation concerns have been expressed.

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range The Willow Flycatcher's emphatic

song is a familiar summer sound across much of southern British

Columbia, from late May through late July. It breeds in shrubby

habitats across several biomes spanning much of central North

America from Pacific to Atlantic coasts, south of and slightly

overlapping the southern part of the breeding range of its very

close relative the Alder Flycatcher. It is a shorter-distance

migrant than the Alder Flycatcher, and winters farther north, in

Central America and far northern South America.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Willow Flycatcher

breeds throughout most of southern and south-central British

Columbia, but becomes more sparsely distributed in the northern

part of its range. Two subspecies are found in the province:

E. t. brewsteri (west of the Coast and Cascade mountains) and

E. t. adastus (east of these mountains). A comparison with The

Birds of British Columbia published in 1997 suggests that there

may have been some northward range expansion, with numerous

Atlas records in the northern Central Interior and Sub-Boreal

Interior ecoprovinces from Quesnel Lake to the south end of the

Northern Rocky Mountain Trench. However, we know of some

records from this area as far back as 1963 which were not

included in Campbell et al. (1997), so it is uncertain whether this

range expansion is real or only apparent.

The highest Probability of Observation and abundance for the

Willow Flycatcher is in the Georgia Depression and adjacent

southernmost Coast and Mountains ecoprovinces; Campbell et al.

(1997) also considered the Georgia Depression to support the

highest numbers. It is also numerous in the Southern Interior,

part of the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench and the central

Chilcotin Plateau. It is most common below 500 m altitude in the

interior, and especially below 250 m in coastal areas.

Preferred habitat for this species is dense thickets of willows

(Salix species), alders (Alnus species), and other deciduous shrubs

or small trees, usually near water or in riparian areas. There are

distinct differences in habitat preferences between the southern

British Columbia interior and the south coast. On the coast, the

species also frequently uses shrub thickets in regenerating cut

blocks in dry, upland areas, which it generally does not do east of

the Coast and Cascade mountains.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey

results demonstrate a long-term decline in the Willow Flycatcher

(Sauer et al. 2014), both continent-wide and in British Columbia,

where the rate of decline is higher. The Willow Flycatcher is a

frequent host of the parasitic Brown-headed Cowbird (Sedgwick

2000). Campbell et al. (1997) reported that 36% of 210 Willow

Flycatcher nests in British Columbia contained cowbird eggs; only

7% on the south coast, but 44% in the southern interior. The

subspecies of the Willow Flycatcher breeding farthest southwest,

E. t. extimus, is on the United States endangered species list as a

result of both habitat loss and cowbird parasitism (Finch and

Stoleson 2000). Although Willow Flycatchers in British Columbia

are not currently thought to be at risk, they could be in future if

high rates of cowbird parasitism persist.

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range The Least Flycatcher is best known

for its insistent, sneeze-like "che-bec! " song, which can be

repeated hundreds of times without much of a break. The French

name for the species "Moucherolle tchébec" is onomatopoeic. It

has a wide breeding range, mainly in the eastern deciduous

forests, the aspen parkland belt on the Prairies, across the

southern Boreal Forest and in western basins and the

Appalachian Mountains. It is a medium-distance migrant that

winters in Mexico and Central America.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat This species is widely

distributed in British Columbia east of the Coast and Cascade

mountains, but becomes less numerous and more scattered in the

far south of the province. Campbell et al. (1997) presented

evidence that central and southern British Columbia have been

occupied only recently (since the 1950s). Whilst the provincial

range has not changed much since The Birds of British Columbia

was published in 1997, the Atlas fills distribution gaps across the

province, especially in the north and in southern valleys. The

species is largely absent west of the Coast and Cascade

mountains except along major river valleys including the lower

Fraser, Skeena, Nass, and Stikine.

The highest Probability of Observation for Least Flycatcher is in

the Fort Nelson and Liard river lowlands of the Taiga Plains and

the Peace River lowlands of the Boreal Plains ecoprovinces.

However, point counts show that abundance is three times higher

in the Boreal Plains, where the species is found in every square

with significant coverage. It is also locally quite common in the

Northern Boreal Mountains Ecoprovince. The bird is found

overwhelmingly at lower altitudes, reaching peak abundance

between 250 and 500 m, and is scarce above 1000 m.

The Least Flycatcher is most numerous in stands of Trembling

Aspen (Populus tremuloides), a tree which is common through

much of the British Columbian interior and especially in the

Boreal Plains Ecoprovince. However, it is also found in stands of

other poplars such as Black Cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa)

and, less often, in stands of other deciduous trees.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

indicate a small but steady long-term decline in Least Flycatcher

populations (Sauer et al. 2014), including those in British

Columbia. However, the species is not yet considered to be at risk

either in the United States or in Canada. It is one of many aerial

insectivores that are declining (Nebel et al. 2010), but the causes

for decline in this species are unclear.

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range The Hammond's Flycatcher is often

confused by birders with the similar-looking Dusky Flycatcher;

both are widespread and rather common flycatchers of forested

habitats, and overlap considerably in habitat preference.

Although there are similarities in the songs of the two, once

learned they can be readily and reliably distinguished. The

Hammond's Flycatcher is a western North American species,

breeding in conifer forest from Alaska's Brooks Mountains to the

southern Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada. It spends the

winter in the Mexican Sierra Madre and south in the mountains to

Nicaragua.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Hammond's

Flycatcher breeds through most of the province, including the

coastal slope where the Dusky Flycatcher is largely absent. There

has been no significant change in range from that shown by

Campbell et al. (1997), but the Atlas has filled many distribution

gaps in northern British Columbia. It appears to reach its

northeastern range limit along the Fort Nelson River valley in the

Taiga Plains. Whilst migrants are recorded on Haida Gwaii in

spring, there is no proof of breeding there

The Probability of Observation and abundance values for this

species are highest in the Southern Interior Mountains, Georgia

Depression, and Sub-Boreal Interior ecoprovinces. This expands

on Campbell et al. (1997), who singled out the Southern Interior

Mountains as supporting the highest numbers. The Hammond's

Flycatcher appears to have a particular affinity for the Interior

Cedar-Hemlock and Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic

zones, which have the highest abundance values. It occurs

commonly at all altitudes from sea level to 1,500 m, but is most

abundant between 750 and 1,250 m.

This species occupies a variety of forest types, including both

coniferous and mixed, but prefers mature or old-growth stands

with a continuous canopy. It is common in Douglas-fir

(Pseudotsuga menziesii) stands, in mid-elevation stands

dominated by spruce (Picea) and fir (Abies) species, in lower-

elevation coastal forests, and in riparian stands where tall

cottonwood (Populus) species are mixed with spruces or other

conifers. However, it does not usually breed in open Ponderosa

Pine (Pinus ponderosa) forest, or in upper-elevation subalpine

forests.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

indicate stable or slightly increasing populations of this species

over the last 50 years, both continent-wide and in British

Columbia (Sauer et al. 2014). No conservation concerns have been

expressed about Hammond's Flycatcher.

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range This typical Great Basin species is

readily distinguished from other Empidonax species by its

tail-dipping habit, long, pale lower mandible tipped with black,

and (as always in this genus), distinctive vocalizations. A short- to

medium-distance migrant, it breeds in drier woodlands of the

Great Basin and intermontane regions of western North America,

and winters mainly in Mexico and in small numbers farther

north. The Gray Flycatcher has undergone a dramatic northward

range expansion since the 1960s. Prior to 1970, it was unknown

north of central Oregon. It was first recorded in Washington in

1970, and first nested there in 1972 (Yaich and Larrison 1973); in

British Columbia, it was first recorded in the Okanagan Valley in

1984, and first nested there in 1986 (Cannings 1987, Campbell et

al. 1997).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat This species is found

regularly in British Columbia only in the Okanagan Valley. The

range expansion into southern British Columbia seems to have

slowed down since the 1980s, but may not have stopped. The

occurrence during the Atlas of a singing male on territory near

Barnes Lake in the lower Thompson drainage may be evidence of

a continuing northward movement.

The Gray Flycatcher occurs only in the Southern Interior

Ecoprovince, with Atlas records from only eleven 10-km squares,

so there are too few data to model Probability of Observation or

calculate abundance. Nearly all locations are in the Ponderosa

Pine biogeoclimatic zone, spanning an elevation range of

approximately 500 m.

In British Columbia, this species is found mainly in the ecotone

between Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa) woodlands and shrub-

steppe grasslands. This habitat overlaps that used by the Dusky

Flycatcher; the two species breed side by side in parts of the

Okanagan Valley. In much of the western United States, the Gray

Flycatcher breeds commonly in large tracts of sagebrush

(Artemesia species) at some distance from any trees, but it has

not been found in such habitats in British Columbia. The bird

found in the lower Thompson was in atypical habitat, a recently

burned, open Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) forest with

some sagebrush present; there is also plenty of typical habitat for

the species here, and future breeding in this area is quite possible.

Conservation and Recommendations The Gray Flycatcher

appears to be increasing in all parts of its breeding range based

on data from the Breeding Bird Survey (Sauer et al. 2014). It is

Blue-listed in British Columbia; this is because of the small

current range and population size, and not because of any known

threats to the species. Continued monitoring through programs

like eBird and future atlassing efforts will be important in

documenting any further range changes.

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range The sharp notes of the Dusky

Flycatcher's song are one of the characteristic bird sounds of the

dry valleys of the southern British Columbian interior. Its global

breeding range extends across montane western North America,

mainly from the Rocky Mountains west, and from southern Yukon

to northernmost Baja California. It is a short- to medium-distance

migrant to the winter range in Mexico, southern Arizona and New

Mexico.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat This species occurs

throughout most of the interior of the province, although it is

much less widespread in the northern third of British Columbia

and east of the Rocky Mountains. West of the Coast and Cascade

mountains, it only occurs along the largest river valleys, and has

only been confirmed to breed once, prior to the Atlas. The Atlas

maps many more records in the Sub-Boreal Interior and Northern

Boreal Mountains than were known when The Birds of British

Columbia was published in 1997. It is not clear if this is simply a

result of more comprehensive coverage, or an actual range

expansion.

The Probability of Observation for Dusky Flycatcher is highest and

most extensive on the mid-elevation plateaus in the Central

Interior and Sub-Boreal Interior ecoprovinces. Highest abundance

on point counts is also in these ecoprovinces, plus the Southern

Interior, and locally in the Northern Boreal Mountains, and

between 750 and 1,250 m altitude. Campbell et al. (1997)

considered the Southern Interior Ecoprovince to support the

highest numbers.

The Dusky Flycatcher occupies a wide variety of forested habitats

but generally avoids cool coniferous forest with a closed canopy

(including most coastal and subalpine forests). It is common in

the open Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and Ponderosa Pine

(Pinus ponderosa) forests of the southern interior; it is also

common in Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) stands and

areas where aspens are intermixed with conifers. This is reflected

in the higher abundances in Interior Douglas-fir, Sub-Boreal

Spruce and Sub-Boreal Pine-Spruce biogeoclimatic zones. It will

also use shrubby burned or logged areas with only scattered

trees. In far northern British Columbia the southern Yukon, it

breeds in very open forest close to the timberline (Sinclair et al.

2003), a habitat which it avoids across most of its range. A

requirement is tall deciduous shrubs or small trees such as

willows (Salix species) or Saskatoon (Amelanchier alnifolia), in

which it makes nests. Campbell et al. (1997) found that 95% of

nests in British Columbia were in deciduous shrubs and small

trees.

Conservation and Recommendations No conservation concerns

have been expressed about the Dusky Flycatcher. There may be a

slight long-term declining trend in British Columbia, based on

Breeding Bird Survey data, but at the continental level, the

population is apparently stable (Sauer et al. 2014).

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range In 1989, the species formerly known

as the Western Flycatcher was split in two: the current species,

and the Cordilleran Flycatcher Empidonax occidentalis (Monroe

et al. 1989). The two forms are almost indistinguishable in

appearance and are best identified by vocalizations; both the

song and the male "position note" are distinctive in pure

populations. Although the Cordilleran Flycatcher was originally

believed to be present in interior British Columbia, subsequent

research has shown that populations east of the Coast and

Cascade mountains are intermediate between the two taxa, both

in vocalizations and in genetic characteristics (Rush et al. 2009).

This research has thrown into question the validity of the two

species currently recognized. Because there appear to be no

populations in British Columbia that are unequivocally

Cordilleran Flycatchers, we will discuss all "Western Flycatchers"

in the province under Pacific-slope Flycatcher. The Western

Flycatcher complex as a whole breeds in a band down the Pacific

Coast from southeastern Alaska to Mexico, and in the interior

western cordilleras. The winter range is almost entirely in Mexico.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat This species breeds

through much of British Columbia, being especially widespread

along the coast. It is rather more sparsely distributed east of the

Coast and Cascade Mountains, as far north as the Liard River

drainage. Campbell et al. (1997) describe its northward and

eastward spread through the interior of British Columbia. As of

1997, there was only one record in British Columbia north of a

line connecting the Nass River valley on the coast with the Peace

River in the interior, around 56°N, and it had not yet been

recorded in the Yukon as of 2003 (Sinclair et al. 2003). The Atlas

documents the continuing northward range expansion of this

species.

The Probability of Observation model and abundance values for

this species are highest, by far, in the Georgia Depression and

Coast and Mountains ecoprovinces, especially Vancouver Island

and Haida Gwaii, which continue to support the core of the

provincial population, as noted in Campbell et al. (1997). The

elevation plot shows that not only is it far more common, but the

vast majority of point count records are at altitudes of 250 m or

less, although in the Rocky Mountains in the Southern Interior

Mountains Ecoprovince it is recorded up to 1620 m.

In coastal regions of British Columbia, the Pacific-slope

Flycatcher prefers mature and old-growth coniferous and mixed

forests with an open understory. East of the Coast and Cascade

Mountains, the species is usually found close to water, either in

moist forests (Douglas-fir Pseudotsuga menziesii, Western

Redcedar Thuja plicata, or Western Hemlock Tsuga heterophylla)

or well-treed gardens along lakeshores; or in shady, mossy

canyons in a variety of forested and unforested habitats. The

mossy nests are placed on ledges on vertical surfaces, both

natural, e.g., upturned root mats, rock cliffs, river banks, or

man-made, e.g., exterior walls of buildings, road banks, bridge

girders (Lowther 2000).

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey

analyses combine data for Pacific-slope and Cordilleran

Flycatchers. Continent-wide data show a long-term declining

trend (Sauer et al. 2014). In British Columbia, however, it is stable

or increasing. No conservation concerns have been noted for this

species either in Canada or in the United States.

Wayne C. Weber and Richard J. Cannings
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Characteristics and Range Although fairly drab and

non-descript in appearance, the Eastern Phoebe is a familiar bird

to many people in the eastern United States and southern

Canada. It frequently nests on man-made structures and its

characteristic tail-bobbing and clear and distinctive 'fee-bee'

song make it easily identifiable. The Eastern Phoebe breeds

mainly in eastern temperate forests, westward into the Great

Plains and north to the southern Boreal Forest. The range extends

much farther to the west in Canada, reaching the Rocky Mountain

foothills. The Eastern Phoebe winters primarily in the United

States Southern Coastal Plains and eastern Mexico.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The species is found

almost exclusively east of the Rocky Mountains in British

Columbia, primarily in the Boreal Plains Ecoprovince and

northward into the Taiga Plains Ecoprovince. There were isolated

Atlas records on the Interior Plateau farther west. This pattern of

distribution generally matches that when The Birds of British

Columbia was published, although Campbell et al. (1997)

documented an isolated record from the Southern Interior

Mountains Ecoprovince. Breeding west of the Rocky Mountains

remains sporadic.

Within its restricted range in the province, the Eastern Phoebe is

only moderately common. It was found between 350 and 880 m

elevation and the highest Probability of Observation was in the

Peace River lowlands of the Boreal Plains Ecoprovince,

unchanged since The Birds of British Columbia was published in

1997. Similarly high PObs values were modelled only in a

restricted area of the Fort Nelson River lowlands. Almost all Atlas

records are from the Boreal White and Black Spruce

biogeoclimatic zone.

In British Columbia, the Eastern Phoebe is found in open

woodland, brushy areas, and forest edges, almost always near

water during the nesting season, but post-breeding birds range

more widely. Habitat use is similar elsewhere (Weeks 2011).

Man-made structures, similar to those used by Barn Swallows

(e.g., outbuildings, picnic shelters, bridges, etc.), are often

selected for nesting sites. Phoebes and swallows have not been

found nesting concurrently on the same structure (Phinney 1998),

but each may use the others empty nest, after refurbishment.

There is no evidence of either species usurping an occupied nest

of the other (Weeks 2011). Unlike Barn Swallows, which now

rarely nest on natural substrates, much of the British Columbia

population of Eastern Phoebes continues to nest in natural

locations such as caves, rock outcrops, riverbank overhangs and

similar niches.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

suggest a long-term decrease across Canada, the causes of which

are unclear (Environment Canada 2011). Acceptance of

man-made structures for nesting has probably helped the Eastern

Phoebe expand its breeding range into the Great Plains (Weeks

2011) and has likely bolstered populations elsewhere, including

northeast British Columbia. However, demolition of old buildings

and replacement of wood-beam bridges with culverts or cement

bridges has reduced potential nesting sites for this species

(Phinney 1998, Weeks 2011). Northeastern British Columbia has

an abundance of creeks and rivers with steep overhanging banks

that will continue to provide natural nesting sites for this species.

Mark Phinney
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Characteristics and Range This elegant, medium-sized

flycatcher of open country is easily recognised by its cinnamon

undersides. The Say's Phoebe breeds over much of western North

America from the Great Plains west to the Sierra Nevada and

from the Yukon tundra south to the Mexican Sierra Madre

(Schukman and Wolf 1998). A short- to medium-distance

migrant, northern populations winter from the southwestern

United States to central Mexico, overlapping with southern

residents.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Say's Phoebe has a

restricted breeding distribution in interior British Columbia, with

two discrete breeding populations: one clustered in the Southern

Interior Ecoprovince with outliers in the East Kootenay, and the

other very dispersed across the Northern Boreal Mountains. The

distribution pattern from the Atlas is similar to that observed

when The Birds of British Columbia was published in 1997,

including a breeding distribution gap of about 600 km across

forested areas of central British Columbia Atlas observations in

the Sub-Boreal Interior and Boreal Plains ecoprovinces are within

suitable breeding dates and habitat, but with no stronger

suggestion of breeding.

Probabilities of Observation largely match the distribution

pattern. The accuracy of the Pobs model in the Southern Interior

is probably quite high, with a very discrete, small area of high

Pobs values in the South Okanagan, whereas the model

projection in the north may over-estimate Pobs values. Most

breeding is below about 500 m, where highest abundance was

recorded during the Atlas. The highest Probabilities of

Observation are in the Ponderosa Pine and the Bunchgrass

biogeoclimatic zones in the south and in the Boreal White and

Black Spruce and the Spruce-Willow-Birch biogeoclimatic zones

in the north. This species has shown a large increase in

abundance across western Canada since 1970, although there is

some uncertainty in the assessment (Environment Canada 2011);

this increase is also seen in British Columbia (Environment

Canada 2014).

The Say's Phoebe prefers open country, rangelands, and semi-arid

sites, often near human habitation. In northern British Columbia

It is often found near human structures, such as hunting lodges,

mine sites, and along road cuts. It generally avoids watercourses,

rich agricultural land, and heavily forested land.

Conservation and Recommendations This species appears to

have benefitted from human activity; overall, threats on the

breeding and wintering grounds appear to be few, as evidenced

by the widespread increasing population trends.

Art Martell
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Characteristics and Range This large grey flycatcher with a

lemon-yellow belly and black tail is often seen hawking for

insects in open country. The Western Kingbird breeds from

southwestern Canada south to northern Mexico (Gamble and

Bergin 2012). A medium-distance neotropical migrant, it winters

from the Pacific coast of central Mexico south to Central America.

The planted trees, buildings, and utility poles that followed

human settlement across the western plains of North America in

the last century are favoured by the Western Kingbird and

allowed its westward spread (Campbell et al. 1997, Gamble and

Bergin 2012).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Western Kingbird is

a fairly widespread breeder in the valleys of southern British

Columbia, centered in the Southern Interior Ecoprovince. The

distribution from the Atlas is similar to that reported by

Campbell et al. (1997).

The highest Probabilities of Observation are in the Okanagan,

Thompson-Nicola and Fraser river valleys in the Southern Interior

Ecoprovince, which is also where most Atlas point count data

were recorded. Abundance here, however, did not vary greatly

from locally high abundance values (based on small point count

samples) in neighbouring ecoprovinces. Elevation is a better

predictor of abundance, the species being most common between

250 and 500 m, an elevation range corresponding to valley floor

locations supporting plentiful man-made or planted perching

and nesting locations, within the three driest biogeoclimatic

zones, Interior Douglas-fir, Ponderosa Pine, and Bunchgrass.

The Western Kingbird breeds in a wide variety of open habitats

such as grasslands, desert shrub, sagebrush flats, pastures,

cultivated fields, urban areas, and rangelands along Ponderosa

Pine forest edges. Where both the Western Kingbird and the

Eastern Kingbird occur together, the Western Kingbird prefers

lower, dryer, open areas with tall trees while the Eastern Kingbird

prefers wetter, riparian forest (Campbell et al. 1997).

Conservation and Recommendations There has been a

moderate increase in Canadian populations since 1970

(Environment Canada 2011) but populations in British Columbia

have shown a moderate decrease (Environment Canada 2014).

There are no known conservation concerns for this adaptable

species.

Art Martell
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Characteristics and Range Noticeable as it hawks for insects, no

other North American flycatcher is entirely blackish-gray above

and white below. The Eastern Kingbird has the most extensive

breeding range of all North American flycatchers, from the Pacific

Northwest east to the Atlantic and Caribbean coasts (Murphy

1996). A neotropical, long-distance migrant, this species leaves

behind its aggressive "tyrant" nesting behaviour and winters in

South America, primarily in Amazonia, where it feeds on berries

in large, social flocks.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Atlas results showed

that the Eastern Kingbird bred quite widely in the southern and

central interior of British Columbia, particularly in the Okanagan

and Thompson-Nicola regions, with clusters on the Cariboo and

Fraser Plateaus and along the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench.

There was also a population cluster in the Peace and Fort Nelson

river lowlands. The Atlas distribution was similar to that when

The Birds of British Columbia was published, but the Atlas

confirmed breeding in the upper Skeena River drainage, farther

northwest than was previously known, and failed to record any

breeding on Vancouver Island.

The Probability of Observation map combined with the point

count data highlighted the importance of the floors of the valley

systems of the Southern Interior, Central Interior and Southern

Interior Mountains ecoprovinces; in the northeast, PObs and

abundance values were much lower. Abundance was highest from

250-500 m, corresponding to the altitude where highest PObs

values were mapped, and decreased steadily up to the highest

elevation it was recorded, in the Rocky Mountains at 1,250 m. The

core of the British Columbia Population remains in the Southern

Interior and Southern Interior Mountains (Campbell et al. 1997).

Open environments, such as fields with scattered shrubs and

trees, orchards, woodland edges, riparian woodlands, and similar

edges of wetlands, are preferred nesting habitats.

Conservation and Recommendations There has been a

significant decrease in Canadian populations since 1970

(Environment Canada 2011) but this is not reflected in British

Columbia (Environment Canada 2014). Habitat loss and

degradation due to urbanization, intensive agriculture, and forest

regeneration are likely contributing to the current decline in

Eastern Kingbird populations (Murphy 1996).

Art Martell
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Characteristics and Range The circumpolar Northern Shrike has

a North American breeding range that spans the northern boreal

and taiga from coast to coast, but it is much more often observed

on its wintering range across southern Canada and the northern

United States. It is an exciting winter visitor in open,

low-elevation habitats in central and southern British Columbia.

Birdwatchers hope to catch a sight of this tame songbird, whose

Latin binomial means "butcher watchman", because it is a furtive

hunter that impales its prey on convenient spines (its larder) for

later consumption. Despite its predatory nature, it is a songbird,

and family groups emit bizarre sounds while caring for noisy

fledglings. Its melodious and erratic song can locally fill the

remote mountains of northern British Columbia where few birders

are lucky enough to venture.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Northern Shrike

seems to reach the southern extent of its breeding range in the

Northern Boreal Mountains Ecoprovince, which was the case

when the The Birds of British Columbia was published in 1997.

Atlas records east of the Rocky Mountains and in the upper

Skeena drainage were of birds observed in potential breeding

habitat: muskeg and high elevation scrub respectively. It was

difficult to determine if these were late migrants or if they

represent the outer limits of the breeding range. Campbell et al.

(1997) noted that records have come from the Peace River

lowlands in all seasons, so perhaps the Northern Shrike breeds in

the muskeg habitats east of the Rocky Mountains as it does

further north. It probably breeds, in low abundance, in a wider

range of the Northern Boreal Mountains than illustrated by the

Atlas, but due to the remote and inaccessible location of its

alpine/subalpine habitat in northern British Columbia, it is rarely

encountered.

Its highest abundance in British Columbia is likely in the Haines

Triangle in the far northwest where there is a cluster of 10-km

square records. The cluster of records here represents a previously

known breeding area where alpine habitat is easily accessible and

much sought after by birdwatchers. Not enough data were

available to model a Probability of Observation. The easternmost

and lowest elevation (450 m) records came from the Taiga Plains.

The western records came from mountainous habitats as high as

1,670 m west of the northern Rocky Mountains, substantially

higher than noted in Campbell et al. (1997).

The bulk of the records in northern British Columbia are situated

around the Spruce-Willow-Birch and Boreal Altai Fescue Alpine

biogeoclimatic zones around treeline krummholz and open

meadows.

Conservation and Recommendations The Northern Shrike was

not well sampled by the Atlas, nor is it well sampled by the

Breeding Bird Survey because most routes lie south of the species'

known breeding range in northern Canada and Alaska. Christmas

Bird Counts are presently the best way to understand populations

and assess status; those data indicate a possible long-term

decline in winter numbers in eastern North America and no

change in the central and western winter range (Cade and

Atkinson 2002).

Christopher Di Corrado
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Characteristics and Range For most birders the presence of a

Cassin's Vireo is usually signalled by its distinctive repetitious

song: a nasal, rising "question", followed by a downward inflected

"answer". The species breeds from coastal Alaska (Heinl and Piston

2010) through western mountain ranges to northern Baja

California (Goguen and Curson 2002). It migrates, and

overwinters mainly in the Mexican Sierra Madre and north to

southern California. An isolated non-migratory subspecies is

found in southern Baja California.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Cassin's Vireo is

widespread across central and southern British Columbia but still

sparse in the north, although the distribution is now more

extensive than shown in Campbell et al. (1997) and even the

most recent popular field guides (e.g., Sibley 2014). Atlas

observers found Cassin's Vireos along the west coast of Vancouver

Island and in river valleys along the central and the north coast,

where they were formerly very rare, and reported the first records

from the Haines Triangle in the far northwest. The species is also

expanding its breeding range elsewhere in western North

America (DeCicco and Hajdukovich 2008, Heinl and Piston 2010,

eBird records).

The core of the provincial population remains in the southern

interior. When The Birds of British Columbia was published in

1997, the highest density of Cassin's Vireos was in the Southern

Interior Ecoprovince. This is still an area of high abundance for

the species, but Atlas point counts indicate that it is now most

abundant in the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench of the Southern

Interior Mountains Ecoprovince. Also, local abundance figures in

the Central Interior and Sub-Boreal Interior ecoprovinces, and the

Bulkley Valley in the Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince, are now

similar to those from the Southern Interior Ecoprovince.

Campbell et al. (1997) indicated that the species was increasing

in numbers and the Atlas data confirms this.

The Cassin's Vireo is a bird of forested habitats. In the southern

part of the province it is associated with coniferous forests at low

to mid elevations. Here, it reaches highest abundance between

500 and 1,250 m elevation in Interior Cedar-Hemlock, Montane

Spruce, and Interior Douglas-Fir biogeoclimatic zones. Further

north it is a bird of lowland areas, often associated with riparian

habitats and aspen stands along river systems.

Conservation and Recommendations Since it is apparently

increasing in range and abundance in British Columbia, Cassin's

Vireo is not in need of active conservation activities. Its life

history is not particularly well known, perhaps because it was

only recently split from other species in the "Solitary Vireo"

group. In the northern half of the province, birders can help

document the distribution and breeding status of the species by

contributing sightings to eBird and participating in subsequent

atlas programs. The species should also be looked for in the

southern Yukon.

David F. Fraser
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Characteristics and Range This brightly-coloured vireo is easily

recognized by its blue-gray head and bright white 'spectacles'. For

approximately four decades, the Blue-headed Vireo was

considered a subspecies in the Solitary Vireo complex, but has

since been restored to full species status (Banks et al. 1997). The

species breeds from the Atlantic coast south through the

Appalachian Mountains, and west through temperate and

southern boreal forests to the Rocky Mountain foothills, reaching

its westernmost limit in northeastern British Columbia. It winters

in the Southern Coastal Plains of the southeastern United States,

south through Mexico to the mountainous regions of Central

America. Throughout its Canadian breeding range, it is the only

vireo found in conifer-dominated or mixedwood forests (Morton

and James 2014). Its song is generally pure tone, but in the

western extremes of its range can have the frequency modulation,

or burry quality, characteristic of Cassin's Vireo (Semenchuk

1992), potentially complicating identification where either

species could be present.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In British Columbia, the

species is mostly found east of the Rocky Mountains, centred in

the Boreal and Taiga Plains ecoprovinces and extending into the

Sub-Boreal Interior Ecoprovince, in the foothills and

low-elevation river valleys east of the Rocky Mountain crest. A

smattering of Atlas records from the Northern Boreal Mountains

Ecoprovince lie west and north of the Rocky Mountains, within

the normal range of Cassin's Vireo. The Blue-headed Vireo is more

widespread now than when The Birds of British Columbia was

published in 1997, especially in the Taiga Plains.

The most extensive high Probability of Observation values were in

the Peace River and Fort Nelson River lowlands, closely matching

the breeding evidence distribution. The PObs model also

predicted high likelihood of occurrence along the Liard River and

into the Northern Rocky Mountain Trench, where there were many

fewer Atlas records. Point counts confirmed the provincial centre

of abundance remains in the Boreal and Taiga Plains

ecoprovinces.

Within British Columbia, the Blue-headed Vireo is a characteristic

bird of mature and old mixedwood forest, White Spruce (Picea

glauca) and Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) stands in

particular (Phinney 1998), but pairs are generally widely spaced

(Morton and James 2014). Lower densities may be found in

pine-aspen or spruce-cottonwood stands. It is rarely found in pure

coniferous or deciduous forest. Nests are typically built well

below the tree canopy in a shrub or sapling. This is similar to the

general habitat types used across Canada, but occupied stands in

British Columbia tend to be older.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

show an increasing population trend across its Canadian range,

and although the Blue-headed Vireo population appears to be

expanding in British Columbia, long-term habitat availability is

less certain. Forest harvesting removes breeding habitat, and

regenerating stands are probably unsuitable for at least 80 years.

Moreover, the preferred mixtures of deciduous and coniferous

trees are being replaced with pure stands of either type as a

result of government reforestation policies (Hobson and Bayne

2000, Lieffers et al. 2008, Kabzems et al. 2011).

Mark Phinney
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Characteristics and Range This diminutive and unobtrusive

vireo, which at a glance can be mistaken for a Ruby-crowned

Kinglet, is the only largely sedentary vireo north of Mexico (Davis

1995). Being a resident bird, it starts delivering its loud, strident

song phrases early in the season, brightening up Metro Vancouver

and Vancouver Island parks on warmer February and March days.

It ranges through westernmost North America's mixed forests,

from southwest British Columbia to the Mexican Sierra Madre.

Two subspecies occur at the northern limit of the range in

southern British Columbia: V. h. insularis, which is endemic to

Vancouver Island, and V. h. huttoni on the mainland.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Hutton's Vireo is

confined to the Georgia Depression and adjacent southernmost

Coast and Mountains ecoprovinces, where it is widely distributed

on Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands and adjacent lower

elevations on the British Columbia mainland. This range is

unchanged since The Birds of British Columbia was published in

1997. An exceptional report along the lower Thompson River was

most likely a non-breeding individual that dispersed up the

Fraser Valley.

Hutton's Vireos are not particularly common anywhere, but are

most often encountered around southeastern and western coasts

of Vancouver Island, on the Gulf Islands, and across the Fraser

River delta north to the Sunshine Coast. Atlas point count data

show they are most numerous below 250 m, and suggest that

local abundance is slightly higher in the Coast and Mountains

ecoprovince than in the Georgia Depression, and similar in the

Coastal Douglas-fir and Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic

zones. However, the time period (28 May-10 July) on which

abundance is based is later than the peak period of Hutton's Vireo

singing (Campbell et al. 1997); this may have resulted in lower

detection rates, especially in the Georgia Depression (Hutton's

Vireos may breed later in the Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince).

Atlas reports suggest that the species could occur as high as

600 m, which is much higher than the highest confirmed nest at

240 m (Campbell et al. 1997).

The Hutton's Vireo favours lower elevation mixed forest and

woodland, especially with Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii),

Western Hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), Red Alder (Alnus rubra),

and maples (Acer species) with a structurally diverse understory

that includes fruiting shrubs like Red-osier Dogwood (Cornus

sericea), Red Huckleberry (Vaccinium parvifolium) and Indian

Plum (Oemleria cerasiformis). It likes edge habitats, and will use

parks and mature gardens with native tree species in rural and

suburban neighbourhoods.

Conservation and Recommendations This bird's natural low

density means that it is not well sampled by existing monitoring

efforts, although Breeding Bird Survey and Christmas Bird Count

data suggest it may be slightly increasing over the long-term

(Environment Canada 2011). A large portion of its limited British

Columbia range overlaps with heavily populated areas, and

although there are no major conservation concerns for the

species, the preservation of mixed wood habitats with

well-developed understories will be key to maintaining present

populations.

Peter J. A. Davidson and George F. Clulow
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Characteristics and Range The Warbling Vireo is one of the

most abundant and familiar breeding birds in deciduous stands

throughout most of British Columbia. Its euphonious song is

heard almost everywhere in the province. It breeds in North

America's deciduous forests from Pacific to Atlantic coasts,

largely south of the Boreal Forest except in the west, and at

higher elevations south to central Mexico. It is a short- to

medium-distance migrant that winters from Mexico south to

Central America. The Warbling Vireo has been divided into two

subspecies groups; the eastern gilvus group, and the western

swainsoni group. These two groups differ significantly in

morphology, genetics, song, habitat preference, and other

characteristics, and may in fact represent two different species

(Gardali and Ballard 2000). Birds in British Columbia all belong

to the subspecies V. g. swainsoni.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Warbling Vireo

occurs widely throughout the province, and is one of the most

ubiquitous and omnipresent breeding birds in British Columbia; it

was recorded in 2,788 10-km squares, the fifth highest total for

any species in the province. There is no indication of a change in

distribution since the publication of The Birds of British Columbia

in 1997, but the Atlas data fill in some apparent gaps in northern

parts of the province. It is absent on Haida Gwaii.

The Probability of Observation values are highest and most

extensive in the Sub-Boreal Interior, and parts of the Boreal

Plains, Taiga Plains, and Southern Interior ecoprovinces, and

along the Rocky Mountain Trench. Highest abundance on Atlas

point counts is in the Sub-Boreal Spruce biogeoclimatic zone of

the Sub-Boreal Interior Ecoprovince, where Campbell et al. (1997)

also considered Warbling Vireo to be most numerous; it is also

very common in other spruce and hemlock-dominated

biogeoclimatic zones in the ecoprovinces with highest PObs

values. The species occupies a wide elevation range, but the

abundance is highest from 500 to 1,250 m The large area with

apparent low PObs in north-central British Columbia may reflect

lower coverage in most of that area, whereas the low PObs in far

northwestern British Columbia and in the Coast Mountains reflect

large areas at high altitude with few or no vireos.

The Warbling Vireo will breed in almost any area of deciduous or

mixed forest, but tends to avoid or to be scarce in pure conifer

forest. It seems especially fond of Trembling Aspen (Populus

tremuloides) groves, a favoured habitat through much of its range

in western North America (Gardali and Ballard 2000). It is also

common in streamside vegetation such as cottonwood (Populus),

willow (Salix) and birch (Betula) species. However, upland

deciduous and mixed stands, including alders (Alnus species) and

second-growth that develops in conifer forests after logging or

fire, are also frequently used.

Conservation and Recommendations There are no conservation

concerns for this species, which has shown a long-term increasing

trend for all of North America based on the Breeding Bird Survey

(Sauer et al. 2014). In British Columbia, this increase is slightly

higher than the continental average.

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range The Philadelphia Vireo has a limited

range, and is relatively little-known in British Columbia. Its song

is quite similar to that of the Red-eyed Vireo, and it can be hard

to identify unless the bird is seen. The breeding range extends

across the Boreal Forest from its westernmost extent in

northeastern British Columbia and the extreme southeastern

Yukon (Sinclair et al. 2003) east to the Atlantic Coast. It is a

long-distance migrant that spends the winter in Central and

northern South America.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In British Columbia, the

Philadelphia Vireo breeds almost exclusively in the northeastern

plains, extending westward to the foothills of the Rocky

Mountains and the Liard River drainage to the north. The

distribution appears to extend farther west than that shown by

Campbell et al. (1997); this may be the result of more

comprehensive sampling rather than any actual change in the

range. However, the Atlas does fill distribution gaps across the

known range, especially in the Taiga Plains.

The Probability of Observation values are higher in the Taiga

Plains than in the Boreal Plains Ecoprovince. A similar, higher

pattern of abundance, at least locally in the Taiga Plains is

suggested by the very small sample of point counts. Campbell et

al. (1997) considered it most numerous in the Boreal Plains.

Nearly all occurrences fall between altitudes of 250 and 1000 m,

but there is no discernible elevation preference within this range.

The habitat preferred by this species appears to be mainly

deciduous stands dominated by Trembling Aspen (Populus

tremuloides) or Balsam Poplar (Populus balsamifera), and

occasionally mixed stands of White Spruce (Picea glauca) and

deciduous trees. Various ages of stands are used, from pole stage

to mature forest, and stands of deciduous trees mixed with tall

shrubs are also sometimes used.

Conservation and Recommendations The Breeding Bird Survey

indicates a stable long-term population trend for this species at

the continental level. Data from western boreal regions indicate a

significant long-term increase (Sauer et al. 2014). Concern has

been expressed about the possible impact on this species of

widespread harvesting of mature Trembling Aspen in

northeastern British Columbia, but so far there is no evidence of a

population decline.

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range The Red-eyed Vireo is noted for

singing its pleasant song continuously, to the point of monotony.

Song bouts can continue for 10 or 20 minutes without a break,

giving rise to the old nickname of "Preacher Bird" (Bent 1950).

The species breeds in deciduous woods across much of North

America, including the Boreal Forest, but is absent from some

western montane regions and the drier southwest of the

continent. It is a long-distance migrant, wintering across central

and northern South America.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Red-eyed Vireo is

widely distributed in British Columbia, with major clusters of

breeding in the northeast and across the southern interior. The

Atlas maps a northwesterly expansion from the range shown by

Campbell et al. (1997), into the valleys of the Omineca and

Cassiar mountains and the lower Stikine River.

The species is most abundant in the Taiga Plains and Boreal

Plains ecoprovinces. A secondary area of high Probability of

Observation and moderate abundance values is in the valleys of

the Southern Interior Mountains and adjacent Southern Interior

ecoprovinces, where the Red-eyed Vireo was previously considered

most numerous (Campbell et al. 1997). It is most abundant

between 250 and 750 m, with very few records above 1000 m.

In British Columbia, the Red-eyed Vireo prefers tall stands of

deciduous trees, most often in riparian areas. The exception to

this is in the Boreal Plains and Taiga Plains ecoprovinces, where it

occupies extensive stands of Balsam Poplar (Populus balsamifera)

and tall Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) in non-riparian

areas. In southern and central British Columbia, the Red-eyed

Vireo is found mostly in lowland riparian forests and the

Warbling Vireo in upland deciduous stands, which is the reverse

of the pattern seen in most of eastern North America.

Conservation and Recommendations There are no major

conservation concerns for the Red-eyed Vireo, which has shown a

slight long-term increasing trend across North America, based on

the Breeding Bird Survey (Sauer et al. 2014), a stable population

trend in British Columbia, and overall is one of the most

abundant forest birds of North America (Cimprich et al. 2000).

Wayne C. Weber
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Characteristics and Range Historically known as the Canada

Jay, the Gray Jay is one of North America's boldest and most

widely distributed jays. This endemic, medium-sized songbird is a

year-round resident found throughout the Boreal Forest, and in

montane forests of western North America. Hikers, campers,

hunters, and trappers commonly encounter this gregarious jay,

earning it nicknames like "Whiskeyjack", "Camp Robber", and

"Moose Bird". Characterized by a long tail, small bill, crestless

white head with a dark crown patch, dark upperparts and light

underparts, the Gray Jay is not likely to be confused with any

other North American jay.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Gray Jay is

widespread throughout northern and central interior British

Columbia, and on higher plateaus and mountain ranges in

southern portions of the province, including the southwest coast

and Vancouver Island. The range has not changed since The Birds

of British Columbia was published in 1997.

The Probability of Observation model refines this picture,

showing that it is most likely to be found on the higher plateaus

and in the mountain ranges of central and northern British

Columbia, and the lowlands in the far northeast. The general

pattern of abundance based on Atlas point counts shows that it

reaches highest abundance in the Northern Boreal Mountains and

Taiga Plains ecoprovinces, and becomes gradually less common

with decreasing latitude, with lowest abundances in the south.

This finding contrasts with Campbell et al. (1997), who

considered it most numerous in the Southern Interior Mountains

ecoprovince, although the PObs model generates high values

across a portion of the Rocky Mountains in this area. Estimates of

abundance may be slightly higher than actual numbers given the

species' willingness to interact with humans (Strickland and

Ouellet 2011), although this behaviour does not appear to vary

greatly across the province.

In British Columbia, as throughout its North American range, the

Gray Jay most often resides in habitats dominated by spruce

(Picea) species, reflected in the highest abundance values in

spruce-dominated biogeoclimatic zones. The broad elevation

range (750-2,250 m) that supports higher abundances likely

reflects the latitudinal differences in preferred habitats, from

higher elevations in the south to lower elevations in the north.

Conservation and Recommendations The Gray Jay is considered

secure in British Columbia and provincial and national Breeding

Bird Survey results indicate stable populations (Sauer et al.

2014). Recent concern has been raised about shorter winters and

warmer temperatures affecting food cache viability, and thus

survival, in southern parts of the range in Ontario (Strickland and

Ouellet 2011). Partners in Flight considers the Gray Jay a

stewardship species, representative of its boreal biome,

suggesting that careful attention be paid to future population

trends as they may reflect larger changes in boreal and subalpine

habitats.

Kimberly M. Dohms
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Characteristics and Range Bold, talkative and aquiver with

restless energy, the vibrantly-coloured Steller's Jay is a beloved

guest of backyards across the forested regions of British

Columbia, and in 1987 it was designated as our official provincial

bird. It is a resident and altitudinal migrant in North America's

western cordilleras from Alaska south to Central America. It was

first described in 1741 by celebrated Russian naturalist Georg

Steller, who, on landing near present-day Cordova, Alaska,

recognized its similarities to paintings of the Blue Jay, and

surmised that their voyage had reached North America. Like other

members of the corvid family, Steller's Jays are inquisitive and

intelligent, with complex dominance hierarchies that remain

poorly understood (Walker et al. 2014). Four of the 17 subspecies

occur in British Columbia: three on the coast, including

C. s. carlottae, which is endemic to Haida Gwaii, and

C. s. annectens of the interior, distinguished from coastal

subspecies by its conspicuous white eyebrows.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Steller's Jay is

widespread in coastal, southern and central parts of British

Columbia north to the Sub-Boreal Interior Ecoprovince, but

largely absent across the drier interior plateaus and northern

regions. There have been no real changes in distribution since The

Birds of British Columbia was published in 1997.

Probability of Observation and point count data show the main

centre of abundance is in the Coast and Mountains and Georgia

Depression ecoprovinces, consistent with Campbell et al. (1997),

who identified the Georgia Depression and western Vancouver

Island as supporting the highest numbers. The species is less

common elsewhere, including in the Southern Interior Mountains

Ecoprovince where PObs values are also high. Steller's Jays occur

across a wide elevation range, but are more abundant at lower

elevations.

The Steller's Jay is a bird of coniferous and mixed coniferous-

deciduous forests. On the British Columbian coast it is most

abundant below 250 m in the Coastal Western Hemlock

biogeoclimatic zone and in the interior it is most numerous at

low to mid elevations in the Interior Cedar-Hemlock

biogeoclimatic zone. In general Steller's Jays are associated with

patchy or fragmented forest, and have been shown to benefit

from forest fires and selective timber harvesting (Walker et al.

2014).

Conservation and Recommendations This is not a species of

conservation concern and Breeding Bird Survey data suggest that

populations have actually increased since the 1970's. As a

versatile generalist found in a wide variety of habitats and a bird

that adapts to human-caused habitat fragmentation and

modification, it is likely that our provincial bird will continue to

thrive in British Columbia.

Ian Thomas and Catherine Jardine

Recommended citation: Thomas, I. and Jardine, C. 2015.

Steller's Jay in Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D.

Lepage, and C.M. Di Corrado (eds.). The Atlas of the Breeding

Birds of British Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies Canada. Delta,

B.C. http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts

/speciesaccount.jsp?sp=STJA&lang=en [13 Jun 2016]
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Characteristics and Range Gregarious and vocal, the Blue Jay is

a common endemic jay found in deciduous and mixed deciduous

forests of central and eastern North America. Overall, the species

is expanding its range northwestward. Many Blue Jay populations

are resident, but this is the only New World jay to exhibit

latitudinal migrations, with some populations migrating south

from northern regions during cold winters (Smith et al. 2013).

Characterized by a striking blue crest, white face and underparts

with a black "necklace", and boldly marked blue, white and black

upperparts, the Blue Jay is very distinctive. At the western edge of

its range, there is very limited evidence that the Blue Jay may

hybridize with the similar Steller's Jay (Smith et al. 2013,

Campbell et al. 1997).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In British Columbia, the

Blue Jay breeds only in parts of the northeast and southeast. It is

widespread in the Peace River lowlands, and local in the Fort

Nelson River lowlands and the East Kootenay. This distribution

has expanded westward even since The Birds of British Columbia

was published in 1997, with breeding confirmed for the first time

by the Atlas in two ecoprovinces, the Taiga Plains and Sub-Boreal

Interior, as well as farther west than was previously known in the

Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovince.

The centre of provincial abundance remains in the Boreal Plains

ecoprovince (as noted by Campbell et al. 1997), between about

400 and 750 m elevation, exclusively in the Boreal White and

Black Spruce biogeoclimatic zone. The species has been

expanding west since the 1940s (Smith et al. 2013), a trend that

is continuing today, with British Columbia being at the

northwestern limit of that range.

The Blue Jay prefers deciduous and mixed deciduous-coniferous

forests for breeding, especially forest edges, but also ventures into

suburban gardens and even urban feeders during the breeding

season.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

indicate that the population across Canada has increased since

1970, but is decreasing across North America. Urbanization,

including changes in vegetation and increasing numbers of bird

feeders, is the proposed cause of increase in Canada (Environment

Canada 2011, Smith et al. 2013). Continued monitoring through

programs like eBird and future Atlas efforts will be important in

tracking any further range changes.

Kimberly M. Dohms and Peter J.A. Davidson

Recommended citation: Dohms, K.M. and Davidson P.J.A. 2015.

Blue Jay in Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D.
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Birds of British Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies Canada. Delta,
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/speciesaccount.jsp?sp=BLJA&lang=en [13 Jun 2016]
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Characteristics and Range The Western Scrub-Jay is the

familiar jay of drier woodland and open habitats of the "American

West", from the Columbia River to the eastern Rocky Mountains,

and south to the arid regions of Mexico. It is one of four

scrub-jays in North America, and shows sufficient variation in

structure, plumage and behaviour that splitting the Western

Scrub-Jay into three species may be justified (Curry et al. 2002).

During the latter part of the 20th Century a linear northward

range expansion has occurred in Washington State (Wahl et al.

2005), from just north of the Columbia River to Puget Sound,

perhaps related to increased residential development at low

elevations (Smith et al. 1997). There has also been a distinct

increase in the number of records in southern British Columbia,

especially during non-breeding periods since 2000 in the lower

Fraser Valley (Toochin 2014).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat There are four breeding

season (April-August) records of the species for the Atlas period, of

single birds in possible breeding habitat in the lower Fraser River

valley: in Maple Ridge from 2009-2011, in the Campbell Valley

(South Langley) in 2010, just west of Cultus Lake in 2011, and at

Bridal Falls in 2012 (Toochin 2014). In 2013, just one year after

Atlas fieldwork concluded, a pair bred in Maple Ridge, but the

young were predated before they fledged the nest; in 2014, the

same pair re-nested in a tall cedar hedge in suburban gardens

and successfully fledged two young, the first breeding record for

British Columbia and Canada (Gordon 2014, Toochin 2014).

In the southern part of its range the Western Scrub-Jay is a bird of

drier landscapes, from arid scrub to open woodlands, but it has

adapted well to suburban environments, the habitats where most

birds are being recorded in southwestern British Columbia.

Conservation and Recommendations Birders should continue

to monitor whether the northward expansion continues, by

submitting data to programs like eBird.

Peter J.A. Davidson

Recommended citation: Davidson, P.J.A. 2015. Western

Scrub-Jay in Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D.

Lepage, and C.M. Di Corrado (eds.). The Atlas of the Breeding

Birds of British Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies Canada. Delta,

B.C. http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts

/speciesaccount.jsp?sp=WSJA&lang=en [13 Jun 2016]
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Characteristics and Range Originally mistaken as a woodpecker

by Captain Clark in 1805, the Clark's Nutcracker was first

described from specimens collected during the historic Lewis and

Clark expedition. Sometimes known as Clark's crows or

woodpecker crows, these endemic North American corvids are

considered a year-round resident of higher montane forests. The

Clark's Nutcracker is a specialist consumer and primary disperser

of pine seeds throughout their western North America range, and

is most often found in high altitude forests dominated by pine

(Pinus) species (Tomback 1998). During the autumn, nutcrackers

will often descend to lower elevations in search of additional seed

crops and remain there over winter until breeding begins again.

The Clark's Nutcracker's distinctive mid-gray body plumage

contrasts with mostly glossy black wings and tail, and white

secondary, vent and outer tail feathers. In addition to the

plumage, it can be easily distinguished from Gray Jays by its long,

pointed, black bill.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Clark's Nutcracker is

widespread on the plateaus and benchlands of the Southern

Interior ecoprovince, and on the slopes of the East and West

Kootenay mountain ranges in the Southern Interior Mountains

ecoprovince. The breeding distribution extends north in the rain

shadow of the Coast Mountains to the Nechako Plateau. This

range is similar to when The Birds of British Columbia was

published in 1997, but the Atlas confirmed breeding

approximately 300 km farther north than was previously known.

The highest abundance on point counts indicates the core of the

provincial population is in the Southern Interior Ecoprovince, as

noted by Campbell et al. (1997). The Probability of Observation

model also suggests that the western Rocky and Purcell

Mountains, and the western Chilcotin Plateau are important.

Abundance increases with elevation, with highest values above

2,000 m.

This pine-obligate is closely associated with the Ponderosa Pine

and Interior Douglas-fir biogeoclimatic zones where Ponderosa

Pine (Pinus ponderosae) is found, and the Englemann Spruce -

Subalpine Fir and montane Spruce biogeoclimatic zones that

support Whitebark Pine (Pinus albicaulis). It breeds early in the

year and will only nest in areas with a sufficient cone crop

(Campbell et al. 1997).

Conservation and Recommendations The Breeding Bird Survey

suggests a stable or even increasing population, but the reduction

of available food resulting from the Mountain Pine Beetle

(Dendroctonus ponderosae) epidemic and also white pine blister

rust is a cause for concern (Environment Canada 2011). Projected

drying climate scenarios in interior British Columbia may create

conditions for pines to flourish, however (Hamann and Wang

2006). Continued monitoring and expanded research are essential

to understanding how these factors may affect the Clark's

Nutcracker.

Kimberly M. Dohms and Peter J.A. Davidson

Recommended citation: Dohms, K.M. and Davidson P.J.A. 2015.

Clark's Nutcracker in Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R.
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Breeding Birds of British Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies
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Characteristics and Range This charming and charismatic

species is easily recognized by its bold patterning and chatty

personality. The Black-billed Magpie's long, fan-like tail,

contrasting black, white and deep blue plumage, and

conspicuous nature make it one of the most striking birds in

Canada. Magpies are members of the crow family (Corvidae)

along with crows, ravens and jays, all highly intelligent,

inquisitive, and adapt well to human-modified habitats. The

Black-billed Magpie is non-migratory and has a long history of

association with humans. Historically, magpies often followed

Aboriginal Peoples as they hunted bison herds, to feed on the

refuse (Trost 1999). The Black-billed Magpie's present range spans

the North American Great Plains and western basins, with an

apparently disjunct population in northwestern British Columbia,

southern Alaska and Yukon (Trost 1999). Although some authors

group this species with the Eurasian Magpie (Pica pica), the North

American species does not demonstrate the well-known object

collecting behavior of its Eurasian counterpart and is more often

considered a separate species based on behavior, calls and

genetics (Trost 1999).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The range of the Black-

billed Magpie in British Columbia is clustered within the main

valley systems of the Southern and Central Interior, the Southern

Rocky Mountain Trench, on the Interior Plateau, and in the Peace

River lowlands. A small population in the extreme northwest

represents the easternmost extent of the Alaskan population. A

few scattered records in the Northern Boreal Mountains suggest

possible linkage exists between the two apparently disjunct North

American populations. The Black-billed Magpie's distribution has

expanded northward into the Central Interior since The Birds of

British Columbia was published in 1997. The Atlas also shows the

loss of the small population in the Georgia Depression.

Black-billed Magpie is most likely to be found within the valleys

of the Southern Interior and the lowlands of the Boreal Plains

Ecoprovince. Atlas point counts corroborate this showing the

highest abundance in the Southern Interior, as noted by Campbell

et al. (1997), and at elevations below 750 m.

Black-billed Magpies prefer semi-open areas with scattered trees

in natural and anthropogenic habitats. Highest abundances occur

within the Bunchgrass, Ponderosa Pine and Interior Douglas-fir

biogeoclimatic zones. Magpies are opportunistic omnivores; as

year-round residents their distribution is most limited by the

availability of overwinter food sources, and they commonly rely

on human settlements especially in the northern sections of its

range (Trost 1999).

Conservation and Recommendations There are no conservation

concerns for this species. The Black-billed Magpie population has

shown little change since the 1970's based on the Breeding Bird

Survey. Its adaptability to human-altered landscapes suggests it

will continue to thrive.

Catherine Jardine and Ian Thomas

Recommended citation: Jardine, C. and Thomas, I. 2015. Black-

billed Magpie in Davidson, P.J.A., R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D.

Lepage, and C.M. Di Corrado (eds.). The Atlas of the Breeding

Birds of British Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies Canada. Delta,

B.C. http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts

/speciesaccount.jsp?sp=BBMA&lang=en [13 Jun 2016]
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Characteristics and Range The American Crow is the

quintessential North American corvid. Its range includes much of

Canada and nearly the entirety of the continental United States.

Despite centuries of persecution, the American Crow has adapted

vigorously to the changes humans have brought to North

America, and has flourished in urban and agricultural landscapes

across the continent. Historically reviled for their sombre

plumage, harsh voices, and their perceived role as nest raiders

and scavengers, crows are the subject of increasing scientific and

popular interest related to their high intelligence and social

complexity, sophisticated learning capacities, close knit-family

groups, and the ability to recognize not only individuals of their

own species, but individual humans as well (Verbeek and Caffrey

2002).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The American Crow is

widespread in British Columbia, absent only from the Pacific

Coast where it is replaced by its close cousin the Northwestern

Crow, and the far northwest. It is most widely distributed through

southern, central and northeast parts of the province. The Atlas

documents two apparent northward range extensions for the

American Crow since the publication of The Birds of British

Columbia in 1997: it is now a confirmed breeder in the Northern

Boreal Mountains Ecoprovince, where previously it was

considered a casual visitor, and breeding is confirmed in the Taiga

Plains where previously it was considered a rare non-breeding

summer visitor. It is unclear as to whether this constitutes an

actual range expansion or if it is due to more comprehensive

spatial coverage by the Atlas.

The Probability of Observation model refines the picture of

distribution, illustrating how the American Crow is closely tied to

the valley systems, basins and lower elevation plateaus of the

Southern Interior, Central Interior, Southern Interior Mountains,

Sub-Boreal Interior and Boreal Plains ecoprovinces. Point counts

indicate that the core of the provincial population is in Central

Interior and Southern Interior, with a patch of high abundance on

the Nechako Plateau in the Sub-Boreal Interior spilling into the

northern Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince. The American Crow is

most common between 250 and 750 m elevation with nearly all

observations falling below 1,250 m.

Biogeoclimatic affinities are of limited applicability when

considering the broad habitat needs of this species. The American

Crow thrives in open disturbed habitats, and aside from avoiding

deep forest, is extremely flexible. The two basic requirements are

open areas for feeding, and scattered large trees for nesting and

roosting; within that broad umbrella they can be found in vacant

urban lots, garbage dumps, feedlots, agricultural fields,

riverbanks, and everything in between (Verbeek and Caffrey 2002).

Any area with a significant human presence within their extensive

provincial range should be considered suitable for this habitat

generalist.

Conservation and Recommendations There are no conservation

concerns for this species. The American Crow population has

shown little change since the 1970's based on the Breeding Bird

Survey. Versatility and affinity for human disturbance suggest a

bright outlook for populations of this fascinating bird.

Ian Thomas and Catherine Jardine

Recommended citation: Thomas, I. and Jardine, C. 2015.

American Crow in Davidson, P.J.A., R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D.

Lepage, and C.M. Di Corrado (eds.). The Atlas of the Breeding

Birds of British Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies Canada. Delta,

B.C. http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts

/speciesaccount.jsp?sp=AMCR&lang=en [13 Jun 2016]
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Characteristics and Range The Northwestern Crow ranges along

the northeastern Pacific Coast from northern Washington to

southern Alaska, inhabiting the seashore, forest edges, rural and

urban settings (Verbeek and Butler 1999). The crow has become

numerous in urban settings, but is equally at home on remote

islands and coastal beaches. Its adaptability to human-modified

environments has enabled it to expand its historical range into

areas where forest has been cleared along coasts and rivers.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Northwestern

Crow's British Columbian range includes the entire coastal zone

including offshore islands, extending many kilometers up several

coastal valleys and fjords, including the Fraser, Bella Coola and

Skeena rivers, the Squamish River watershed, Bute Inlet and

Kitimat Arm. Atlas findings indicate that its distribution has

changed little if at all since the publication of The Birds of British

Columbia in 1997. Atlas criteria to identify this species and its

close relative the American Crow were based largely upon

differences in their calls. Areas of possible overlap in distribution

are the eastern lower Fraser Valley, and along the Skeena and

Nass rivers.

The Probability of Observation model highlights its strong

association with shorelines, and indicates it is most likely to be

found in the lower Fraser Valley, southeastern and northern

Vancouver Island, portions of the central and north coast and

southern Haida Gwaii. Atlas findings concur with those of The

Birds of British Columbia indicating that this crow is most

common below 250 m elevation, with highest abundance in the

Georgia Depression.

The biology of Northwestern Crow, summarized by Verbeek and

Butler (1999), underscores its highly adaptable nature, nesting on

treeless islands, in forests, rural gardens and urban trees, among

other places. Its food varies from seabird eggs, intertidal

invertebrates, insects, fruit and food scraps. Throughout most of

its range the Northwestern Crow forages on shallow, tidal,

boulder, gravel, sand and mud beaches and in nearby meadows

and along forest edges. It also uses agricultural areas, and has

become numerous in suburban and urban settings. On coastal

islands, the crow nests as individual pairs in exclusive nesting

territories and forages on beaches in loose aggregations (Butler et

al. 1984). Some yearlings assist nesting pairs (Verbeek and Butler

1981).

Conservation and Recommendations The Northwestern Crow is

a native species that has benefited greatly from the activities of

humans and is of no conservation concern. British Columbia has a

very high responsibility for the species because most of its global

range falls within the province. The possibility of hybridization

with American Crow, especially in southern coastal valleys,

requires further study (Haring et al. 2012).

Robert W. Butler

Recommended citation: Butler, R.W. 2015. Northwestern Crow

in Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D. Lepage, and

C.M. Di Corrado (eds.). The Atlas of the Breeding Birds of British

Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies Canada. Delta, B.C.

http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts
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Characteristics and Range Perhaps no bird on earth is steeped

in so much lore, reverence, and infamy as the Common Raven.

The world's largest songbird, its glossy black plumage, guttural

voice, famous intellect and abundant presence in symbolism and

culture make it one of British Columbia's most intriguing and

recognizable species. The Common Raven is the most widely

distributed member of the corvid family, resident across the

Northern Hemisphere in Europe, Asia and North America

(Boarman and Heinrich 1999). The Raven has been celebrated by

cultures all across its range, and for many First Nations in British

Columbia the Raven is of particular cultural importance. Ravens

are among the most intelligent of all animals; they are adept

problem solvers and possess a highly complex social system,

reinforcing their reputation in myth and folktale as cunning

tricksters and sources of wisdom (Boarman and Heinrich 1999).

Adept scavengers, Common Ravens are often associated with

large carnivores, especially wolves, but their resourcefulness and

wide range of potential food items has allowed them to thrive in

nearly every available habitat within their range, from urban

garbage dumps to deep rainforests and high alpine tundra.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Common Raven is

universally established throughout interior and coastal British

Columbia, with confirmed breeding in every ecoprovince. The

relatively even probability of observing ravens across the province

matches their distribution, with low PObs values only at very

high altitudes. Abundance is also relatively even across the

province, with point counts suggesting it may be highest in the

Georgia Depression and lowest in the Taiga Plains. The Atlas data

appear to be very consistent with the data from The Birds of

British Columbia published in 1997, with no significant changes

in breeding range or abundance between the two publications.

The Common Raven is found across a wide attitudinal range,

being most common below 1,250 m, but occasionally occurring

as high as 2,250 m. Ravens can be found in almost every habitat,

from open tundra to old growth rainforest. They tend to be less

partial to urban environments than other corvid species, but are

readily found in landfills, farmlands, and other habitats with high

human presence (Boarman and Heinrich 1999). Their ideal

habitat appears to be heavily contoured landscapes which

provide cliffs or other structures for nesting sites and promote

thermals for soaring (Boarman and Heinrich 1999), and there are

few places on earth that are more contoured than the extensive

mountainous regions of British Columbia.

Conservation and Recommendations This species is of no

conservation concern: the Breeding Bird Survey trends show that

Common Ravens have been increasing in North America since the

1970's with widespread, large population increases (Sauer et al.

2014). This upward trend combined with a vast range and

versatile life history should safeguard raven populations for the

foreseeable future.

Catherine Jardine and Ian Thomas

Recommended citation: Jardine, C. and Thomas, I. 2015.
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Characteristics and Range The song of the Sky Lark - a sweet

cadence delivered from the zenith and parachuting descent of its

towering display flight - is one of the world's best-known natural

sounds. It has inspired people from all walks of life for centuries,

perhaps most famously in Percy Shelley's 1820 poem "Ode to a

Skylark". So evocative is the bird's song that European emigrants

historically translocated populations to such far flung

destinations as New Zealand, Australia, Hawaii and continental

North America, including British Columbia.

The bird's native range spans the Palearctic realm of Europe and

Asia. In North America, the northeast Asian subspecies breeds in

far northwest Alaska, and occurs as a vagrant down the Pacific

coast. At least ten attempts have been made to introduce the

European subspecies to different parts of Canada and the United

States, but only two were successful, the introduction to British

Columbia by the British Columbia Natural History Society (with

financial support from the provincial government) in the early

1900s, and that on Hawaii (Campbell et al. 1997).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Atlas records for Sky

Larks come only from the Saanich Peninsula of southeast

Vancouver Island, from four discrete patches of habitat within a

total area measuring approximately 10 kilometres north-

to-south, and up to 6 kilometres east-to-west. Victoria

International Airport is the northernmost site, and Martindale

Flats the southernmost. This area of occurrence is much reduced

from the early 1960s, when an estimated peak population of

about 1,000 was widespread across the Saanich Peninsula and

other scattered locations on south-east Vancouver Island (Stirling

and Edwards 1962). Breeding during the Atlas period was

confirmed at one location, and was probable in the other three 10

km-squares, based on persistent territorial display flight

behaviour by males.

The maximum site-count reported during the Atlas period was 7

displaying birds at Victoria International Airport. However, site

searches were not extensive, and other than breeding males in

song flight, Sky Larks are unobtrusive during spring-summer,

spending much time on the ground obscured by vegetation. The

most recent population estimate is 100-200 individuals in

summer 2007 (Slagboom 2007). The population decline since the

1960s is mainly attributed to habitat loss (Campbell et al. 1997).

Breeding Sky Larks prefer short sward grassland and cultivated

habitats, including mown short grass fields around Victoria

International Airport, fallow agricultural fields, and cultivated

bulb (daffodil) fields, including those with daffodils still in

bloom.

Conservation and Recommendations Supplemental feeding

took place during the cold winter of 1968-69, when the

population was at its peak (Stirling and Beckett 1969). More

recently, a cooperative management program was initiated

between Victoria International Airport Authority and the Victoria

Natural History Society, to improve habitat for Sky Larks on

airport lands lying outside the fenced airport operation zone

itself, through activities like altered mowing regimes (Slagboom

2007).

Peter J.A. Davidson

Recommended citation: Davidson, P.J.A. 2015. Sky Lark in

Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D. Lepage, and C.M.

Di Corrado (eds.). The Atlas of the Breeding Birds of British

Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies Canada. Delta, B.C.

http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts
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Characteristics and Range North America's only native lark, the

Horned Lark, is one of the world's most eye-catching when in

breeding-plumage. Its striking masked, black, white and soft

yellow head pattern is accentuated by black feather tufts, usually

held erect by males on either side of its crown, and after which

the bird is named. It has a Holarctic distribution, occurring across

Europe, Asia, north Africa, the Middle East, and North America

with an isolated population in the Colombian Andes. All

temperate and northern populations are short- to medium-

distance migrants. Those in North America breed in all manner of

open country across arctic, prairie, western and southern biomes

and overwinter in the southern part of the continent (Beason

1995). Three of the more than 20 North American subspecies

breed in British Columbia: E. a. strigata of coastal prairie habitats

in the Pacific Northwest is Endangered and may already be

extirpated from the province (Environment Canada 2014).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Horned Larks are

distributed through alpine regions of most of British Columbia's

higher mountain ranges (the "Pallid" Horned Lark E. a. arcticola),

and in open grassy landscapes and wider valley systems of the

central and southern interior plateaus (the "Dusky" Horned Lark

E. a. merrillii). Atlas records appear generally more sparse than

depicted through the 20th Century in Campbell et al. (1997). In

some areas local range contractions may have occurred, but in

others, especially alpine regions, this probably reflects the limited

Atlas survey effort at high elevations. Atlas surveys have, however,

expanded the known breeding distribution in the ranges of the

East Kootenay and along the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench.

The Probability of Observation model shows the most extensive

areas where the species is most likely to be found are the plateau

and Coast Mountains rain shadow areas of the Central Interior

Ecoprovince, the Omineca-Cassiar Mountains and Stikine-Yukon

Plateau in the Northern Boreal Mountains, and the ranges of the

Southern Interior Mountains Ecoprovince. Campbell et al. (1997)

considered Horned Larks most numerous in the Central Interior

Ecoprovince. Atlas point count data are too few to draw firm

conclusions, but suggest that alpine habitats (above 2,000 m)

support much higher abundance than mid-elevation grasslands.

The two extant breeding subspecies use entirely different

habitats, although can occur within a few hundred metres

elevation of each other. The alpine E. a. arcticola breeds above

treeline in rocky meadows and tundra habitats with few or no

shrubs. The lower elevation E. a. merrillii breeds in mid-elevation

grasslands, especially heavily grazed areas, whilst E. a. strigata

preferred coastal short grass and herbs on dry sandy soils

(Campbell et al. 1997).

Conservation and Recommendations Horned Larks have

undergone declines in parts of North America where native

grasslands have been lost to agriculture, and where marginal

agricultural areas have reverted to scrub and forest (Environment

Canada 2011). The effects of climate change will likely negatively

impact available habitat for alpine and tundra breeders as

shrubby habitat increases, but may increase habitat for grassland

breeders. Specific conservation recommendations for the

E. a. strigata subspecies are detailed in the recovery strategy

(Environment Canada 2014).

Peter J. A. Davidson and Nancy A. Mahony
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Characteristics and Range This charismatic, large swallow has

developed an extraordinary close association with humans in

many parts of its North American breeding range. By 1900, the

"eastern" subspecies P. s. subis east of the Rocky Mountains had

abandoned tree cavities for artificial housing close to human

habitation (Tarof and Brown 2013). The separate "western"

subspecies P. s. arboricola (Behle 1968) west of the Rocky

Mountains first used nest boxes in 1975, but still uses natural

cavities in some parts of its range spanning southwestern British

Columbia to southern California. By 1985, it was nearly

extirpated from British Columbia as the coastal pilings it used for

nest sites decayed and were replaced with creosote-treated

pilings, but has recovered in response to provision of single nest

boxes on the marine foreshore (Fraser et al. 1997, Cousens et al.

2005, Cousens and Lee 2012). Purple Martins are long-distance

migrants, overwintering in the lowlands east of the Andes in

South America; British Columbian breeders winter separately

from the eastern birds, in southeastern Brazil (Fraser et al. 2012).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In British Columbia, the

Purple Martin's distribution is limited by breeding season length

at the northern limit of its ancestral range, at low elevations in

the Georgia Depression Ecoprovince (Cousens and Lee 2012,

Campbell et al. 1997). Distribution within this range increased

substantially during the Atlas period in response to conservation

efforts, with confirmed breeding at many new locations on

Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands and the Sunshine Coast. In

2014, a total of 1,060 pairs nested at 74 marine and 6 freshwater

sites, an increase of 110 pairs and 12 sites from 2013; the

breeding range now extends to Barkley Sound and the Broughton

Archipelago in the Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince (Western

Purple Martin Foundation 2014).

Most breeding occurs over water, in nest boxes sited in clusters,

usually on pilings in bays, major rivers and estuaries. These

mimic formerly used natural cavities in snags close to water or in

burned-over forest areas, which have declined. They returned to

use piling cavities and nest boxes at inland freshwater sites in

2012-13, for the first time in 40-50 years. The clustering of

multiple boxes in one location minimizes the impact of

competing invasive European Starlings that may usurp one box in

a cluster early in the season. Competing colonial House Sparrows

require additional ongoing control effort (Cousens and Lee 2012).

Conservation and Recommendations The recovery of the

western Purple Martin in British Columbia from just five known

pairs in 1985 is largely due to a volunteer initiative, coordinated

since 2002 by the British Columbia Purple Martin Stewardship

and Recovery Program (Cousens et al. 2004). British Columbia

now supports about 15% of the 12,000-15,000 breeding western

Purple Martin population; the British Columbia population

maintains high genetic diversity through in-migration from west

coast source populations (Baker et al. 2008). In British Columbia,

martins appear to be limited by natural nesting habitat

availability, competition for nest sites from introduced House

Sparrow and European Starlings, provision and protection of

artificial nest sites, and adverse weather impacts on food

availability that directly affects fledging success (Cousens and Lee

2012). Intensive use of insecticides in agricultural areas is a

growing concern, because of potential indirect impacts to insects

that constitute the martin's diet (Airola et al. 2015).

N. Bruce F. Cousens and Peter J.A. Davidson
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Characteristics and Range This steely-blue and white swallow

is a secondary cavity nester that can, surprisingly for a swallow,

subsist on seeds and berries. It is well known for its willingness to

nest in boxes which, together with its general hardiness and

tractability, has attracted researchers who have contributed

important new knowledge to fields as diverse as ecotoxicology

and the impacts of climate change. The Tree Swallow's breeding

range extends across most of North America, excluding only the

Arctic tundra. It winters from Baja California to the Gulf Coast

and south through Central America and the Caribbean to

northern South America (Winkler et al. 2011).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat There has been no major

change in the extensive provincial breeding range of the Tree

Swallow since The Birds of British Columbia was published in

1997. However, the Atlas records suggest that there may have

been recent local increases in its range in some parts of the

province. For example, Campbell et al. (1997) noted an absence

of records in the Northern Rocky Mountain Trench where the Atlas

data shows a cluster of records in the vicinity of Williston Lake.

Similarly, the Atlas records confirm breeding in several accessible

areas in the western part of the Northern Boreal Mountains

Ecoprovince where previous summer/breeding records were

scarce.

The most extensive areas of high Probability of Observation

values are on the plateaus of the Central Interior Ecoprovince and

in the valleys of the Southern Interior Ecoprovince, indicating

that these regions support the core of the provincial Tree Swallow

population, as was the case when The Birds of British Columbia

was published. High abundance values from point counts

corroborate this, although the highest numbers of this bird occur

in the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench. The concentration of

Mountain Pine Beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae)-killed trees in

these areas, coupled with nest box programs, may be increasing

nesting opportunities.

For breeding, this bird prefers relatively open country with

sufficient trees to provide nest sites, and nearby sources of

abundant flying insects. Ideal natural habitat includes older

trees, typically Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), Ponderosa

Pine (Pinus ponderosa), Black Cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa),

Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) and snags with cavities

adjacent to wetlands (lakes, beaver ponds, marshes and bogs, wet

meadows, and damp floodplains). Human-modified and artificial

habitats used include artificial wetlands (e.g., sewage ponds,

reservoirs), and irrigated farmland, orchards, suburban parks, and

golf courses. Campbell et al. (1997) reported that almost 69% of

recorded nests were in nest-boxes and 31% in natural cavities.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Surveys

indicate that the Tree Swallow is undergoing a gradual decline,

in common with many other aerial insectivores (NABCI-Canada

2012), and that the decline is slightly more pronounced in British

Columbia than across Canada as a whole. Possible causes include

insect declines due to pesticides, loss or pollution of wetlands,

loss of nesting cavities due to scarcity of old trees (clear-cut

logging, fire suppression) and competition from introduced

animals like the European Starling, although the influence of

starlings on native secondary cavity-nesting passerines, including

the Tree Swallow, is modest where cavities are abundant (Koch et

al. 2012). Nest boxes of appropriate dimensions and spacing can

usefully be installed in suitable breeding habitat where natural

cavities have been lost, or are limiting.

J. M. Ryder
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Characteristics and Range This small, sleek swallow is

distinguished from the closely-related Tree Swallow by its short

tail, white rump patches, and white cheeks. It is perhaps the most

adaptable of our swallows, amenable to nesting in or on a great

variety of human structures. The breeding range of this species

extends along the Pacific coast from the Boreal Forest to the

Sierra Madre, and inland across the Western Cordillera to the

eastern limits of the Rocky Mountains. It winters in Central

America (Brown et al. 2011).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The breeding

distribution of this species has changed little since The Birds of

British Columbia was published in 1997. The irregular decline in

records from south to north across the province noted by

Campbell et al. (1997) is still evident, perhaps reflecting, a

northward decline in observers. Atlas data suggest that numbers

of swallows may have increased recently in some local areas,

such as the Rocky Mountain Trench and the far northwest of the

Southern Interior Ecoprovince, but this could simply reflect

increased observer effort.

This species is most common across southern British Columbia

south of 51°N, from the Georgia Depression to the Rocky

Mountains, although there is much local variability in Probability

of Observation. PObs values are highest in the valleys and

lowlands and considerably lower on the intervening uplands. The

Violet-green Swallow is most abundant at elevations below

250 m. It is most numerous in the Georgia Depression

Ecoprovince, as previously noted in The Birds of British Columbia.

Further north, the pattern of moderately high Pobs values

suggests that the species occupies patches of suitable landscape

across all ecoprovinces except the eastern Taiga Plains and

northern Boreal Plains. This species is associated with a variety of

biogeoclimatic zones in both coastal and interior regions.

The Violet-green Swallow's nesting habitat requirements are

somewhat similar to those of the Tree Swallow but, unlike the

Tree Swallow, this species usually nests in rock cavities on cliffs,

commonly forming colonies of 20 pairs or more. A secondary

cavity nester, it also adopts holes in trees adjacent to open

country where there are lakes and wetlands that produce

abundant flying insects. It readily adapts to human landscapes,

commonly nesting in nooks and crannies in buildings and other

structures. It also uses nest boxes, although perhaps less willingly

than the Tree Swallow (Brown et al. 2011). Campbell et al. (1997)

reported 75% of recorded nests were in human habitats.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

show a stable long-term trend, and the species is not currently of

conservation concern, although aerial insectivores generally are

showing stronger declines than most other bird groups (NABCI

Canada 2012). The House Sparrow (and perhaps the European

Starling) frequently displaces the Violet-green Swallow from nest

sites. This bird may benefit from nest box installation programs.

J.M. Ryder
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Characteristics and Range Northern Rough-winged Swallows

are secondary cavity nesters that routinely rear young in

excavated burrows in sand banks. Bank Swallows excavate most

of these burrows (Campbell et al. 1997) but the Rough-winged

Swallow, as it is commonly known, will use other cavities

opportunistically. The hooks and projections on the leading edge

of the primary feather are unique amongst the swallows, but the

adaptive significance of this feature is unknown. The breeding

range extends north from Central America throughout

continental North America to the edge of the Boreal Forest. The

winter range extends from southern North America through

Central America to some Caribbean Islands (De Jong 1996).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat This swallow is

widespread south of about 56°N except on Haida Gwaii, but

sparse and widely-scattered north of that latitude. The Atlas

distribution is generally similar to when The Birds of British

Columbia was published in 1997: there are no Atlas records for

extreme northwestern or far northern British Columbia, but more

records in the Taiga Plains suggesting a local expansion there.

Very few colonies were reported during the Atlas; the largest (20

nests) was in the upper Stikine River drainage.

The probability of observing a Northern Rough-winged Swallow

was highest in the valley floors of the East and West Kootenays,

including the southern Rocky Mountain Trench, and the lower

Thompson and Fraser rivers, with a more extensive area of

moderate Pobs values across the interior plateaus. Point count

data confirmed these centres of abundance: birds are most

abundant in the Southern Interior Mountains and also fairly

common in the Central Interior Ecoprovince. Abundance between

250 and 500 m (corresponding to elevations of valley floors of

favoured river systems) was double that in any other elevation

band. This expands on Campbell et al. (1997), who considered it

most numerous in the Central Interior.

Northern Rough-winged Swallows forage over open water such as

ponds and sloughs as well as fields, road cuts, cliff faces and

other areas where aerial insects are abundant. Nesting habitats

include sandy faces along river banks and natural exposures as

well as rocky faces with crevices, road cuts and a wide variety of

anthropogenic structures that provide crevices and holes for nest

sites.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

indicate a long-term decreasing trend in Canada and British

Columbia as is the case for many other aerial insectivores

(Environment Canada 2011). Causes for the decline remain

uncertain with theories including a reduction of insect prey, toxic

chemicals, climate change and landscape changes. Conservation

in part may relate to protection of nesting sites and populations

of primary excavators such as Bank Swallows. River bank

protection schemes using riprap should attempt to protect known

colonies.

Rick Howie
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Characteristics and Range Nothing better typifies the

communal Bank Swallow than a sandy cut bank pock-marked

with dozens or even hundreds of nest holes and a flurry of birds

buzzing in all directions in front of the colony. This small,

fast-flying, band-breasted swallow migrates long distances from

northern breeding grounds to winter in tropical and subtropical

regions with a range that spans much of the globe. In North

America it breeds from coast to coast, from the Boreal Forest in

the north to the Gulf of Mexico in the south, and winters on the

Pacific slope of southern Mexico and throughout much of South

America (Garrison 1999).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Breeding is patchy

across most of interior British Columbia east of the Coast

Mountains. Distribution is heavily weighted toward the southern

Central Interior, Southern Interior and Boreal Plains ecoprovinces

as well as southern valleys of the Southern Interior Mountains.

The general pattern of distribution and breeding is similar to

when The Birds of British Columbia was published in 1997 except

for the lack of Atlas breeding evidence in the Georgia Depression

and fewer breeding locations on the Nechako Plateau and in

some extreme northern portions of the province. It is not clear

whether these reductions are part of the widespread decline

(COSEWIC 2013), or reflect the briefer snapshot nature of the

Atlas. More observations and breeding evidence were obtained for

the Williston Lake drainage during the Atlas than were known

when The Birds of British Columbia was published.

The Probability of Observation is highest in the Boreal Plains

followed closely by the Southern Interior Ecoprovince. The

highest abundance of Bank Swallows is between 250 and 500 m,

dropping significantly above that elevation band. Only 3 colonies

numbering 100 or more active nests were reported to the Atlas, 5

colonies of 50-100 active nests, and only another 18 with >20

active nests. Almost all of these were in the southern half of the

province, concentrated in the Southern Interior and Southern

Interior Mountains ecoprovinces; the Southern Interior Mountains

was previously considered to support highest numbers (Campbell

et al. 1997).

Nest sites are usually in stream or river banks, road cuts, quarries

or other steep faces with sand or silty substrate that can be easily

excavated for burrows. General habitats include forested areas,

open grass and shrub lands, farm fields, pastures, ponds and lake

margins where prey is abundant. In northern regions, birds are

found in forests dominated by Trembling Aspen (Populus

tremuloides), White Spruce (Picea glauca) and Lodgepole Pine

(Pinus contorta) (Campbell et al. 1997). Atlas observations come

from almost all biogeoclimatic zones below 1,200 m.

Conservation and Recommendations Bank Swallows are not

currently listed as being of conservation concern in British

Columbia and global responsibility is considered low. COSEWIC

(2013) assessed the species as Threatened, based on an estimated

loss of 98% of the Canadian population over the past 40 years.

The COSEWIC (2013) assessment indicates that a review of the

species' status in British Columbia is warranted, although British

Columbia conservation status ranks are weighted strongly by low

populations (rarity) rather than declining trends of common

species. Protection and management of existing and potential

nesting habitat is recommended, but conservation recovery

actions will likely be complex and involve maintenance of aerial

insect populations, reduction of toxic chemicals and response to

climate change.

Rick Howie
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Characteristics and Range The colonial and highly social Cliff

Swallow was one of the first species described by new explorers

to North America. Birds are able to distinguish the voices of their

own young amongst many others in the colony. They breed from

the Mexican Sierra Madre north through western mountain

chains to the Brooks Range in Alaska, and east across most of

North America to the Atlantic Coast. The breeding range is

expanding southeast into the previously unoccupied Southern

Coastal Plains (Brown and Brown 1995). The main winter range

covers central South America, east of the Andes.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Cliff Swallows are

migrants and summer breeders in the province. During the Atlas

period, birds were widespread across the south coast and interior,

from Vancouver Island to the Rocky Mountains and the far north,

but sparse in the Coast Mountains and absent from Haida Gwaii.

This range is much the same as when The Birds of British

Columbia was published in 1997, but the Atlas fills some

distribution gaps in northern portions of the province. About

two-thirds of the Atlas confirmed breeding records are of two or

more active nests.

The Probability of Observation model highlights the valleys and

lower elevation plateaus of several ecoprovinces as being the

most likely places to find Cliff Swallows. The abundance data

show the bird is most common between 500 and 1,250 m

elevation, corresponding to the elevation range of these areas.

The colony data, however, indicates that the Peace and Fort

Nelson river lowlands in the Boreal Plains and Taiga Plains

ecoprovinces, and the upper-middle Fraser Valley in the adjacent

Sub-boreal Interior Ecoprovince are the centres of provincial Cliff

Swallow abundance. These areas support 10 of the 13 largest

(100-400 nest) colonies, and the most colonies with 20-100 nests.

This result contrasts with Campbell et al. (1997), who at that

time considered this swallow most numerous in the Central

Interior. A few known colonies in the Central Interior were not

accessed during the Atlas, which may partly explain this

difference. Many of the larger colonies recorded during the Atlas

were on man-made structures like highway bridges; at the largest

(400 nests), the birds were nesting on abandoned machinery and

trailers by a highway.

Cliff Swallows are birds of the open country including grasslands,

canyons, very open forests, beaches, farm lands, sloughs, marshes

and ponds. They avoid heavy forest and alpine areas. Nesting

habitat is generally steep rock faces and a wide variety of

man-made structures, such as buildings, bridges, large culverts,

highway overpasses or any other location where they can affix

their gourd-like mud nests in colonies. Availability of suitable

nest sites and nearby foraging habitats are probably the main

limiting factors for the Cliff Swallow.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

indicate a strongly decreasing trend in British Columbia and

Canada, particularly in the last 20-25 years (Environment Canada

2011). Causes for the decline remain uncertain with theories

including a reduction of insect prey, toxic chemicals, climate

change and landscape changes. It is not clear whether these

pertain to the breeding grounds, the wintering countries or both.

Conservation actions should include emphasizing protection and

toleration of nest sites on structures.

Rick Howie
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Characteristics and Range The Barn Swallow doesn't seem to

have a care in the world as it dips and darts through the summer

air. Its deeply forked tail distinguishes it from other North

American swallows and it has a remarkable way of drinking

pond-water while in flight. The Barn Swallow eats insects, which

it captures in mid-air over open land or water, and has a close

association with humans, having almost entirely switched to

nesting on artificial structures from caves and natural crevices, a

process that in North America began before European settlement

(Brown and Brown 1999). The Barn Swallow is a long-distance

migrant, and one of the most widely distributed birds in the

world, breeding across North America, Europe and northern Asia,

and overwintering mainly in Central and South America, Africa,

southern Asia and Australia.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Barn Swallow

breeds in lowlands, valleys and on lower-elevation plateaus

throughout British Columbia. Atlas records do not show any

appreciable change in distribution since The Birds of British

Columbia was published in 1997, except perhaps in the

Sub-Boreal Interior ecoprovince where distribution gaps are filled

as a result of increased survey coverage.

This active bird is much more common in the Georgia Depression

than in any other ecoprovince. However, the Probability of

Observation model suggests that there is a similar chance of

finding Barn Swallows at lower elevations across much of the

province, including in the Northern Boreal Mountains in the far

north, where Barn Swallows may very locally reach similar

abundance as in some areas of the south, but will be limited by

available nest sites. The largest colony reported to the Atlas, and

the only one with more than 20 nests, was 44 active nests on

southern Vancouver Island. Colonies of 10-20 active nests were

reported from just ten sites, all but one in the southern third of

British Columbia; a further 17 colonies had 5-10 active nests.

The Barn Swallow is much more common below 250 m than

above that elevation, and more common in coastal than interior

biogeoclimatic zones. It occurs in open areas, including

agricultural land, lowland foreshores, floodplains and even alpine

meadows. The Barn Swallow builds its nest on a variety of

artificial structures from barns to bridges, and in natural

locations like cliffs, steep embankments and even caves. It also

nests over busy porch doors and, if left undisturbed, will return to

the same site yearly.

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey data

from the past 30 years show this species to be declining rapidly,

the strongest declines being in the more northern breeding areas,

especially eastern Canada (Nebel et al. 2010). This prompted its

recent assessments of Threatened in Canada (COSEWIC 2011) and

Blue-listed in British Columbia, although it may still be more

numerous than it was prior to European settlement. The causes of

the decline are not well understood, but climate change and

perturbations (e.g., cold snaps), changes in aerial insect

populations, and habitat loss and degradation through

agricultural intensification, draining and infilling of wetlands and

demolition of barns and other rural structures favoured for

nesting, are suggested reasons (COSEWIC 2011). Education and

public awareness programs are needed to reduce destruction of

existing nest sites and colonies due to human intolerance of noise

or droppings.
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Characteristics and Range Among the most familiar of

passerines, the Black-capped Chickadee is especially well known

for frequenting bird feeders. This North American species

occupies deciduous and mixed forests from Pacific to Atlantic

coasts, and from the southern Boreal Forest to the southern Rocky

and Appalachian mountains. This is a non-migratory species. In

order to cope with the energetically demanding cold

temperatures and short days during the winter, northern

populations can lower their body temperature (regulated

hypothermia) to save significant amounts of energy (Foote et al.

2010). Black-capped Chickadees are "scatter-hoarders", storing

thousands of seeds in different places with the extraordinary

spatial memory to relocate this cached food.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Of the four species of

chickadee that occur in British Columbia, the Black-capped has

the most extensive distribution except in coastal regions, where it

is essentially absent from Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands,

Haida Gwaii and much of the mainland north of the Sunshine

Coast. Resource competition with the Chestnut-backed Chickadee

may in part account for its coastal absence; however, where the

two species co-occur, they exploit different micro-habitats. Open

water is an unlikely barrier to dispersal since numerous birds with

similar wing-loading occur on offshore islands. This distributional

anomaly is an intriguing question that warrants further

investigation. The provincial distribution has changed little since

The Birds of British Columbia was published in 1997, but the

increased sampling during the Atlas helped fill distribution gaps

in the Sub-Boreal Interior Ecoprovince.

The Probability of Observation model and Atlas point counts

indicate a complex spatial pattern of abundance. The highest

local abundance by some margin is in the lower Fraser Valley of

the Georgia Depression Ecoprovince, contrasting with Campbell

et al. (1997) who considered it most numerous in the Southern

Interior and Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovinces. Moderate

Atlas abundance values in the valley systems of these

ecoprovinces are similar to those in the Peace River lowlands in

the Boreal Plains Ecoprovince, and on the Interior Plateau and

upper Skeena catchment of the Sub-Boreal Interior Ecoprovince.

This chickadee favours lower elevations, being most common

below 750 m.

Black-capped Chickadees frequent a wide variety of habitats with

a preference for deciduous and mixed deciduous-coniferous

woodland, particularly favouring riparian habitats, especially

stands of Black Cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa), and woods

containing birch (Betula) and alder (Alnus) species.

Conservation and Recommendations The Black-capped

Chickadee is prone to population fluctuations; it appears to be

increasing modestly in eastern parts of its range, but is showing a

general declining trend in the western portion of the range (Foote

et al. 2010). In Alaska, it has been experiencing a high rate of

avian keratin disorder, an emerging disease that causes gross

beak deformities (Handel et al. 2010). Whilst this forest generalist

can adapt to disturbed and suburban habitats with suitable nest

sites (including nest boxes) and a sufficient prey base for

juveniles, research in northern British Columbia suggests that

disturbed (logged) habitats are poorer quality with lower

recruitment than undisturbed habitats (Fort and Otter 2004).

Kenneth G. Wright
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Characteristics and Range The Mountain Chickadee inhabits

montane coniferous forests throughout its range, which spans the

western cordilleras of North America from the southern Rocky

Mountains to the Yukon Plateau. A distinct white stripe in the

black cap above the eye and a raspier call differentiate it from

the closely related Black-capped Chickadee, with which it

occasionally hybridizes. In some areas where the two species

overlap, they show differences in habitat selection (Hill and Lein

1988, Grava 2012). Like other members of the Paridae family, this

species is essentially non-migratory; some seed-dependent

populations periodically disperse in response to local food

shortages (Mccallum et al. 1999).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Mountain Chickadee

is widespread in montane and plateau areas of central-southern

British Columbia east of the Coast Mountains, but rather more

sparsely distributed in northern montane regions, west of the

Boreal Taiga Plains. Atlas data show a similar provincial range to

The Birds of British Columbia published in 1997, but fill many

gaps in the breeding season distribution, and show a wider

distribution across the north, especially around the Stikine River

basin and Atlin Lake, including the first confirmed breeding

records north of the Skeena River. This may reflect an increase in

observer effort rather than a genuine distributional change, but

the large increase in records, including numerous confirmed

breeding locations, suggest that a recent northward expansion

may have occurred.

The Probability of Observation model and Atlas point counts

show the centre of abundance is on the slopes and plateaus of the

Southern Interior Ecoprovince, spilling into adjacent parts of the

Central Interior and Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovinces,

approximately as described by Campbell et al. (1997). Whilst the

species uses a wide range of climate-vegetation types, the

majority of records and the highest abundance are in the Interior

Douglas-fir and Englemann Spruce - Subalpine Fir

biogeoclimatic zones, and between 1,000 and 2,250 m elevation.

Mountain Chickadees prefer drier coniferous and mixed conifer-

deciduous forests including riparian strips, and generally like

more mature rather than recently logged stands. They are cavity

nesters (Martin and Eadie 1999), reliant on dead, decaying or

otherwise weakened trees and snags to excavate their own nest

holes, or cavities excavated by woodpeckers. They also readily use

nest boxes; most "unboxed" populations may be limited by

availability of natural nest sites.

Conservation and Recommendations The Mountain Chickadee

is not considered at risk and given the broad range of habitats

and wide elevation used, it should be able to adapt to climate-

induced habitat change. Population fluctuations (an initial pulse

followed by a decline) are expected in response to Mountain Pine

Beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) outbreaks; retention of

Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) and snags during salvage

logging after bark beetle outbreaks may increase available nest

sites (Martin et al. 2006).

Kenneth G. Wright
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Characteristics and Range This is the smallest of the North

American chickadees, sporting rich rusty-brown flanks and back

that render it easily distinguishable from other sympatric

chickadees. It also has a scratchier, squeakier song that helps to

separate it from other difficult-to-see denizens of temperate

rainforest canopies, like Golden-crowned Kinglet and Brown

Creeper. Its global range is restricted to moister coastal and

interior forests of western North America from southern Alaska to

central California and east to the central Rocky Mountains

(Dahlsten et al. 2002). It is a resident within this range, but some

birds make seasonal movements to lower elevations, and in

British Columbia some birds also disperse to higher elevations

after breeding to exploit more abundant food resources. The

Chestnut-backed Chickadee has an apparent affinity for

hypermaritime ecosystems and regularly inhabits islands on the

outer coast where Black-capped Chickadees are either extremely

rare or absent. Like other chickadees, the Chestnut-backed nests

in cavities; despite their small size and diminutive bill, in British

Columbia, many Chestnut-backed Chickadees excavate their own

nest holes rather than use holes made by other species (Campbell

et al. 1997).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Chestnut-backed

Chickadee is distributed in two geographically separate parts of

the province: coastal regions and adjoining valleys of the Coast

Mountains; and interior mountain ranges of the West Kootenay

and adjacent areas to the north end of the Southern Rocky

Mountain Trench. These interior and coastal populations are

genetically distinct, consistent with post-glacial (Pleistocene)

inland dispersal, especially in recent times (Burg et al. 2006). The

coastal distribution is relatively unchanged but for local

expansions, e.g., to the upper Skeena and southern Stikine river

catchments. The range of the interior population, however,

continues to expand northwards, with appreciable change even

since The Birds of British Columbia was published in 1997.

The Probability of Observation model and Atlas point counts

clearly show that the core of the population is at lower elevations

(below 250 m) in the Georgia Depression, on Haida Gwaii and in

the southern Coast and Mountains ecoprovinces, with abundance

in Coastal Douglas-fir being higher than in the Coastal Western

Hemlock biogeoclimatic zone. The Interior Cedar-Hemlock

biogeoclimatic zone in the Southern Interior Mountains

ecoprovince supports the core of the interior population.

On Vancouver Island and Haida Gwaii, where the Chestnut-

backed is the only chickadee species, coniferous, mixed and

deciduous forests are used, including drier stands of Douglas-fir

(Pseudotsuga menziesii), Garry Oak (Quercus garryana) and

Arbutus (Arbutus menziesii); but on the mainland where its range

overlaps with other chickadees, it is restricted to moister

coniferous forest (Campbell et al. 1997). Mature suburban

gardens provide suitable breeding habitat also. The species

requires rotten wood to excavate nests in both coniferous and

deciduous trees, and readily uses nest boxes.

Conservation and Recommendations Whilst the Chestnut-

backed Chickadee remains a common bird, British Columbia has

moderate global responsibility for the species (supporting more

than 30% of the population), and Breeding Bird Survey data

indicate that populations in British Columbia, Canada and North

America are declining (Environment Canada 2014). Partners in

Flight list it as a United States - Canada Stewardship Species

(Panjabi et al. 2012). In light of these facts, hypotheses for

decline should be developed and tested. Forest and municipal

tree management practices that retain decaying and dead trees,

snags and stumps for nest cavities are encouraged.

Peter J.A. Davidson and Kenneth G. Wright
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Characteristics and Range As implied by its name, the Boreal

Chickadee is essentially restricted to North America's Boreal

Forest, and subalpine coniferous forests extending south to the

Cascade and Columbia mountains of southern British Columbia

and the northern United States. Boreal Chickadees are

non-migratory and have several adaptations which permit them

to withstand some of the harshest conditions (extreme cold and

short days) endured by any North American passerine (Ficken et

al. 1996). They are easily distinguished from other chickadees by

having a brown cap, bright rufous flanks, brown back, and a

rather nasal and wheezy call.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Boreal Chickadee is

widespread across northern British Columbia and at higher

elevations east of the Coast Mountains in the central and

southern interior of the province. The Atlas period distribution

more-or-less corresponds with that known when The Birds of

British Columbia was published in 1997.

Atlas Probability of Observation and point count data also agree

with The Birds of British Columbia, highlighting the centres of

abundance in the Northern Boreal Mountains Ecoprovince, in the

Cassiar mountains and on the Stikine and Yukon plateaus,

extending south through the Omineca Mountains into the

Sub-Boreal Interior Ecoprovince. Overall, abundance declines and

distribution becomes more discontinuous (isolated to high

elevation mountain ranges) at lower latitudes in British

Columbia. Boreal Chickadees tend to occur at higher elevations

than the other chickadee species with highest local abundance

from 1,750-2,000 m in southern parts pf the province.

These chickadees inhabit young and mature coniferous forest

with a strong preference for spruce (Picea) species and sometimes

fir (Abies) stands (Ficken et al. 1996). In the extensive spruce

forests of central British Columbia, this species is replaced by the

Black-capped Chickadee (Campbell et al. 1997) which is perhaps

surprising from an ecological perspective.

Conservation and Recommendations The Boreal Chickadee has

undergone a large, long-term decrease in the southern boreal

regions of eastern North America (Environment Canada 2011),

but Breeding Bird Survey trend precision is low in British

Columbia and other western portions of the range. Given its

preference for older forests that have commercial value (Hadley

and Desrochers 2008) and the serious threat large-scale logging

poses to birds using the entire Boreal Forest ecosystem (Imbeau et

al. 2001), there are reasons to be concerned about the long-term

integrity of Boreal Chickadee populations.

Kenneth G. Wright
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Characteristics and Range The Bushtit resides along forest

edges and in gardens through much of western North America

and the highlands of Central America (Sloane 2001), reaching the

northern limit of its range in British Columbia. Lively and

conspicuous flocks during the non-breeding season dissolve into

pairs for the breeding season. These pairs are not usually alone,

however; the Bushtit is one of the first birds known to breed

cooperatively, i.e., pairs have help from other individuals (Skutch

1935).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In Canada, the Bushtit is

restricted to southwestern British Columbia, where its distribution

is rather neatly defined by the boundary of the Georgia

Depression Ecoprovince. Its northward expansion in the 20th

Century (Munro and Cowan 1947, Butler 1981) has largely halted

and its range in the province has essentially not changed since.

Campbell et al. (1997) reported the species is most abundant in

the Georgia Depression Ecoprovince centered on the lower Fraser

River Valley and Nanaimo region. The Atlas Probability of

Observation and point count results concur with their conclusion,

and suggest that it is more common in the Coastal Douglas-fir

than in the Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic zone. In

British Columbia it is found at low elevations, seldom recorded

above 250 m. It made the transition from natural oak woodland

to gardens and open forests following agricultural and urban

development along the Pacific Coast (Hagar and Stern 2001).

Conservation and Recommendations There are no immediate

conservation concerns for the Bushtit in British Columbia.

Christmas Bird Count data indicate that it has undergone a large

population increase since 1970 based on data (Environment

Canada 2011). Two factors postulated in the range expansion are

warming climate and increasing suburban and semi-open rural

habitats (Butler 1981). Further monitoring will help determine

whether the 20th Century range expansion is continuing or not.

Robert W. Butler
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Characteristics and Range The Red-breasted Nuthatch is the

most wildly distributed and abundant of the three nuthatch

species found in British Columbia Its reddish belly and white

eye-stripe readily distinguish it from the other two species. It

occurs in coniferous forests across North America from Pacific to

Atlantic coasts, chiefly in the boreal forest and western mountain

ranges, and also in the Appalachians. During irruption years,

birds move into regions not normally frequented in response to

food availability or some other factor, and may be found in a

wide variety of habitats as far south as the Gulf of Mexico

(Ghalambor and Martin 1999).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat This species breeds

widely across the province from sea level up to 2,350 m, and has

colonized several offshore islands, including the Haida Gwaii

archipelago (Campbell et al. 1997). The Atlas documents a more

extensive breeding season distribution compared to The Birds of

British Columbia, however, this likely represents more of an

increase in coverage rather than an increasing range.

The Probability of Observation model shows the species is most

likely to be detected in the Georgia Depression, parts of the

Kootenays, the interior plateaus straddling Southern Interior,

Central Interior, and Sub-Boreal Interior ecoprovinces, the upper

Peace, and the Liard and Fort Nelson river basins. Province-wide,

it is most common from 500 to 1,250 m, suggesting that the

mid-elevation plateaus and valley sides of the central and

southern interior are the main centre of the provincial population.

Campbell et al. (1997) found a similar pattern, noting it was

most abundant in the Southern Interior Ecoprovince. Atlas point

counts indicate that the Georgia Depression Ecoprovince supports

the highest local abundance.

Red-breasted Nuthatch is typically found in mature coniferous

forest, less frequently in mixed forest and rarely in deciduous

forest (Ghalambor and Martin 1999). It is most often associated

with Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), Ponderosa Pine (Pinus

ponderosa), and Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata), and is

infrequently found in pure stands of other pine (Pinus) and

hemlock (Tsuga) species (Campbell et al. 1997). Atlas point

counts show highest abundance in Coastal Douglas-fir, where it is

twice as common as in other favoured biogeoclimatic zones.

Mature and old-growth forests with high canopies and large trees

are most preferred; however, they may also be found in a variety

of habitats where mature trees are present, including urban and

suburban areas (Campbell et al. 1997).

Conservation and Recommendations This species is not a

conservation concern, as it is showing a long-term gradual

increase based on Breeding Bird Survey results. It has benefitted,

at least in the short term, from the large-scale Mountain Pine

Beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) outbreak (Norris and Martin

2014), and uses a wide variety of coniferous forests, provided

mature or old-growth trees or snags are present. Maintenance of

mature trees and snags, particularly "soft" snags with decay

already in evidence, in areas to be cleared, will help sustain

nesting habitat (Harestad and Keisker 1989, Raphael and White

1984).

Mike Boyd
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Characteristics and Range This nuthatch, easily distinguished

from other nuthatches in British Columbia by its large size and

white face and breast, may in fact comprise up to four separate

species, two of which currently breed in British Columbia

(Spellman and Klicka 2007, Walstrom et al. 2012). It is resident

in a wide variety of forested habitats across North America, from

the southern edge of the Boreal Forest to the Mexican Sierra

Madre (Grubb and Pravosudov 2008).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Two distribution clusters

are found within British Columbia: one in the northeast, of the

eastern clade; the other in the southern interior, of the Great

Basin and northern Rocky Mountain clade (Grubb and Pravosudov

2008). The Atlas surveys documented a more widespread

distribution in the Peace River Basin, and more records in the

central interior, than were known when The Birds of British

Columbia was published in 1997. This is likely the continuation of

a long-term expansion; Campbell et al. (1997) noted that central

British Columbian records may represent an expanding

population from the Peace region. The southern interior

population is found in dry valleys of the Okanagan, Similkameen

Thompson, Fraser, and Nicola rivers, and in the Southern Rocky

Mountain Trench; its distribution has changed little since

publication of The Birds of British Columbia.

The Probability of Observation model indicated that within the

Southern Interior, Southern Interior Mountain, and Boreal Plains

ecoprovinces, the bird is most likely to be found in lowlands and

valleys. It was recorded on relatively few point counts; this small

sample shows highest abundance between 350 and 750 m

elevation, and abundance in the Southern Interior Ecoprovince is

higher than in the Boreal Plains Ecoprovince.

In southern British Columbia, this species is associated with open,

mature and old-growth forests of Ponderosa Pine (Pinus

ponderosa), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), and Western

Larch (Larix occidentalis), and to a lesser degree deciduous and

mixed forest, up to 1,360 m, slightly higher than noted in

Campbell et al. (1997). The Peace region population is closely

associated with mature deciduous and mixed bottomland forest

where Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) and Balsam Poplar

(Populus balsamifera) are present, and avoids boreal coniferous

forest (Grubb and Pravosudov 2008, Campbell et al. 1997).

Conservation and Recommendations There are few

conservation concerns for this species as the populations in the

province are either stable or increasing (Environment Canada

2011). The population in southern British Columbia nests

primarily in mature and old-growth forest, which has been

heavily affected by logging and the recent Mountain Pine Beetle

(Dendroctonus ponderosae) outbreak (Klenner et al. 2008).

However, while loss of mature and old-growth forest to Mountain

Pine Beetle or fire may continue, forest age may not act as a

limiting factor for this species (Flannigan and van Wagner 1990).

The population in the Peace region and central interior has been

expanding for decades.

Mike Boyd
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Characteristics and Range This small, social, and vocal

nuthatch is easily distinguished from other nuthatches in British

Columbia by its small size, brownish-grey crown, buffy

underparts, and constant twittering chatter that frequently draws

attention to its presence. During the winter, family groups often

combine into expanded flocks. Their social nature extends into

the breeding season, and they are one of only two species of

cooperatively breeding nuthatches (Kingery and Ghalambor

2001). It is resident across mountainous western North America,

from southern British Columbia to central Mexico. Its range is

closely tied to Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa) and other similar

species, which creates a patchy distribution across this area

(Kingery and Ghalambor 2001, Campbell et al. 1997).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Pygmy Nuthatch is

a resident of British Columbia's drier southern valleys. The Atlas

maps a similar breeding distribution to The Birds of British

Columbia, almost entirely confined to the Ponderosa Pine

biogeoclimatic zone in the Southern Interior Ecoprovince. There

are no Atlas records from the southern Rocky Mountain Trench,

where a few breeding season records were documented by

Campbell et al. (1997).

The Probability of Observation model indicates that the Pygmy

Nuthatch is most likely to be found in the Okanagan and

Similkameen valleys, with moderate Pobs values in the

Thompson, Nicola, Fraser, and Kettle valleys. The restricted

distribution was further highlighted by the low number of point

counts recording the bird, all of which were in Ponderosa Pine

and immediately adjacent Interior Douglas-fir or Bunchgrass

biogeoclimatic zones.

This species is tightly associated with Ponderosa Pine in British

Columbia, and nests only in areas where it is present, whether as

pure stands, or mixed with Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)

and Western Larch (Larix occidentalis). Within this habitat, it was

most common between 300 and 750 m elevation, above which

abundance dropped off dramatically, although birds occur up to

1,370 m (Campbell et al. 1997).

Conservation and Recommendations This species is largely

dependent on mature and old growth Ponderosa Pine forest. This

habitat has been heavily affected by logging, the recent Mountain

Pine Beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) outbreak, and local

residential development (Klenner et al. 2008, Kingery and

Ghalambor 2001). Habitat loss may continue into the future, with

additional losses from mountain pine beetle and catastrophic

forest fires; however, this may be countered by an increase in the

Ponderosa Pine biogeoclimatic zone due to warmer, drier

conditions (Hamann and Wang 2006 , Flannigan and van Wagner

1990). Conservation of forests that include mature and old

growth Ponderosa Pine are encouraged and will benefit the

Pygmy Nuthatch.

Mike Boyd
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Characteristics and Range Cryptic and some might suggest

cute, the Brown Creeper is easily overlooked. However, its tame

nature and habit of gleaning along the lower portions of tree

trunks can make for some intimate, eye-level encounters. Widely

distributed across the forested regions of North America, and

patchily in Central America, it is a year-round resident, but

typically makes altitudinal and short southern migrations during

cold winters (Hejl et al. 2002).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Brown Creeper is

quite widely distributed across much of southern and central

British Columbia, but occurs more sparsely in the north. The Atlas

recorded few confirmed breeding records anywhere, likely due to

the bird's cryptic nature. Breeding is likely more frequent and

widespread than currently documented. There may have been

small changes in the known breeding distribution of Brown

Creeper since The Birds of British Columbia was published in

1997, including confirmed breeding along the central coast, on

northern Vancouver Island, and at the head of inlets on the north

coast. The Atlas failed to find Brown Creepers in the Haines

Triangle, in the far northwest, although the species was

documented there previously (Campbell et al. 1997).

The main centre of abundance for the Brown Creeper is the

Georgia Depression and Coast and Mountains ecoprovinces

including Haida Gwaii, where the Probability of Observation

model indicates the bird was most likely to be found, and the

highest abundances were recorded on point counts. Abundance is

five times higher below 250 m than above that elevation, and the

bird is most common in the Coastal Douglas-fir biogeoclimatic

zone, followed by Coastal Western Hemlock. Atlas point count

data also suggest a moderate local abundance on the Liard

Plateau in the far north.

The Brown Creeper generally prefers mature and old conifer-

dominant forests, although it can occur in deciduous forest types,

and does well in suburban areas where mature gardens and

retained veteran trees provide suitable habitat. It is thought to be

a forest interior associate that requires larger trees with thickly

furrowed and loose sloughing bark, that it nests behind and

forages among (Hejl et al. 2002). It also uses artificial nest sites,

particularly those made from large pieces of bark. Elevation

distribution differs markedly between the coast (0-650 m) and

interior regions (290-2,340 m).

Conservation and Recommendations The Province of British

Columbia has a high responsibility for Brown Creeper

conservation. Coastal Douglas-fir, the Brown Creeper's favoured

climate-vegetation type, is already small in area and undergoing

further reductions in quality and extent (Schuster and Arcese

2011). In British Columbia, harvesting of mature stands and

cutting of large, dead or dying trees for firewood likely have an

impact on local populations. In the interior, these forestry

practices may have had a greater impact on numbers. Modifying

forest harvest practices based on studies in the interior of British

Columbia (e.g. Mahon et al. 2008), may benefit foraging and

nesting habitat management for the species. As suburban trees

age they become useful for this species, so local government

policies that safely retain old and decaying trees in such areas are

encouraged.

Paul Chytyk and David F. Fraser
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Characteristics and Range To see this perky member of British

Columbia's avifauna, the birder has to either encounter a vagrant

Rock Wren (the species shows a propensity for wandering) or,

much more likely, travel to one of its breeding locales--sunny

rock slides, mostly in the province's southern interior. It is a

resident and short-distance migrant restricted to more arid parts

of western North and Central America, reaching the northern

extent of its breeding range in British Columbia (Lowther et al.

2000).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat This wren breeds in

highly localized, small populations. The suggestion that the Rock

Wren may be extending its range northwards in British Columbia

(Campbell et al. 1997) is not entirely borne out by the Atlas

findings, which mostly mirror the range known two decades ago.

The Atlas shows that the centre of provincial distribution remains

in the Southern Interior Ecoprovince, and continued occupation of

outlying sites, including probable breeding on Mount Tuam on

Salt Spring Island and Perkins Peak in the Chilcotin. Two more

northerly locations recorded during the Atlas fit the pattern of

summer observations north to Tumbler Ridge noted in Campbell

et al. (1997): a bird on territory at the east end of Nechako

Reservoir and a singing male by Williston Lake.

The Rock Wren naturally occurs at low densities; consequently its

Probability of Observation is low for large areas potentially

supporting suitable habitat. The highest Pobs values are from the

Okanagan and Similkameen valleys where the distribution is

most clustered, confirming that the Southern Interior Ecoprovince

still supports the core of the provincial population (Campbell et

al. 1997). Rock Wrens occur across a broad altitudinal range; the

small sample of point count records indicates a slightly higher

abundance between 250 and 750 m, but comparison of

abundance between ecoprovinces is not possible.

The Rock Wren is found most often on exposed rock outcrops,

cliffs and talus slopes, as long as the surface provides the wren

with crevices, cracks, and holes in which it forages and nests. It is

also found in man-made environments with similar features, such

as steep rocky roadsides, tunnels, quarries and boulder piles. It

also occurs among boulders in the alpine, breeding from near sea

level to 2,100 m (Campbell et al. 1997).

Conservation and Recommendations This wren is not

considered to be at risk provincially or nationally, with little or no

threat to its localized habitat. However, it is not very well studied,

and because of its localized habitat preference, it is not well

captured by long-term monitoring programs.

Chris R. Siddle

Recommended citation: Siddle, C.R. 2015. Rock Wren in

Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D. Lepage, and C.M.

Di Corrado (eds.). The Atlas of the Breeding Birds of British

Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies Canada. Delta, B.C.

http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts

/speciesaccount.jsp?sp=ROWR&lang=en [13 Jun 2016]

Rock Wren
Salpinctes obsoletus

Pam Laing





Characteristics and Range The Canyon Wren is a local

permanent resident of steep rocky habitats throughout the more

arid parts of western North America, from the southern Mexican

Sierra Madre to the northern limit of its range in southern British

Columbia. It inhabits fractured cliffs, boulder piles and rock

slides where few other birds occur, probing cracks and crevices for

spiders and insects (Jones and Dieni 1995). It sings a spectacular

series of descending whistles, the notes prolonged and slowing in

pace as the wren nears the end of each series. In exceptionally

cold winters, northern populations may suffer serious declines or

even disappear for a few years before numbers slowly build again,

as happened to the Canadian population in 1969 (Cannings et al.

1987, Cannings 1995).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Prior to the Atlas,

nesting in British Columbia was thought to be restricted to the

steepest and most arid rocky sites in the southern parts of the

Okanagan Valley north to Naramata, and to one site in the West

Kootenay near Castlegar (Campbell et al. 1997). However, the

Atlas notes possible breeding north to the central Okanagan

Valley, possible breeding in the Columbia Valley and its western

tributaries, and an early spring singing bird above Seton Lake in

the Fraser River catchment, relatively far to the northwest of all

previous records. Occasionally, especially in autumn, single

Canyon Wrens have been recorded in the north Okanagan and

Thompson valleys (Campbell et al. 1997).

The Canyon Wren inhabits cliffs, rockslides, talus slopes, and

steep boulder fields in open Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa)

forest and dry grasslands. The low number of probable and

possible breeding during the Atlas is likely because the Canyon

Wren's preferred habitat is not well suited to survey work: rock

slides and cliffs are difficult to access, and simply too full of

cracks and crevices into which nesting birds can disappear. The

Atlas records birds from 260-590 m elevation, slightly higher

than the 275-435 m range noted in Campbell et al. (1997).

Conservation and Recommendations The Canyon Wren has

increased substantially in British Columbia since 1970

(Environment Canada 2011), but remains Blue-listed (considered

vulnerable) in British Columbia due to its small population, its

tendency to decline in numbers during severe winters and the

specialized and limited nature of its habitat. There is also some

concern that the species can be disturbed by rock-climbing,

which is rapidly increasing as a recreational activity in the

Okanagan Valley. However, Richardson (1999) found no effect of

climbers on wren numbers or behavior. Suitable habitat

throughout the Southern Interior and Southern Interior

Mountains ecoprovinces should be surveyed extensively during

breeding season to establish an accurate provincial baseline

population estimate against which to measure future range

increases and decreases.

Chris R. Siddle

Recommended citation: Siddle, C.R. 2015. Canyon Wren in

Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D. Lepage, and C.M.

Di Corrado (eds.). The Atlas of the Breeding Birds of British

Columbia, 2008-2012. Bird Studies Canada. Delta, B.C.

http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts
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Canyon Wren
Catherpes mexicanus

Jess Findlay





Characteristics and Range The Bewick's Wren is a boldly

marked but often skulking songster. It is endemic to North

America, mainly resident in western biomes, and a short-distance

migrant or resident in southeastern biomes, reaching its southern

range limit in the Mexican Sierra Madre. It is unusual in having

undergone major range expansion and contraction over the past

century and a half. In the mid-late 1800s it expanded across

much of eastern North America, but between the 1920s and

1970s retracted again, and is now very rare east of the Mississippi

River. It has also recently declined in western and southern

portions of the continent (Kennedy and White 2013).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Bewick's Wren

occupies the far southwest corner of the province, where its range

maps rather neatly onto the boundaries of the Georgia

Depression, the core of the provincial population. Its distribution

here appears to have changed little since The Birds of British

Columbia was published in 1997. In the Southern Interior,

however, a scattering of records indicate a small range expansion,

with breeding confirmed in the valley floors of the Okanagan and

Kettle rivers respectively. These are likely birds moving into

British Columbia from the lower reaches of these rivers in

Washington, to the south.

Atlas point counts show highest abundance in the Georgia

Depression in the Coastal Douglas-fir biogeoclimatic zone;

abundance is much lower in the Coastal Western Hemlock zone.

Bewick's Wren abundance is four times higher below 250 m than

above that elevation, although it occupies elevation ranges of

0-500 m in the Georgia Depression and 250-650 m in the

Southern Interior. Campbell et al. (1997) note that nesting mainly

occurs below 100 m, with a maximum elevation reported for

breeding of 225 m. The Atlas recorded breeding at 500 m in the

Kettle River valley in the Southern Interior.

The species uses a wide variety of edge habitats in natural and

anthropogenic landscapes, including conifer and mixed

deciduous forests, riparian woodland, farmland, and parks and

gardens in suburban and urban areas. One feature consistent to

all of these habitats is patches of dense understorey vegetation,

like Salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis), Nootka Rose (Rosa nutkana),

Salal (Gaultheria shallon) and blackberry (Ribus) species in

coastal regions, and Saskatoon (Amelanchier alnifolia) and

European Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) in the interior.

Conservation and Recommendations The Province of British

Columbia has a high responsibility for Bewick's Wren

conservation, so ongoing long-term population declines across

North America, including within its British Columbia range, are a

concern. Southern and eastern populations of Bewick's Wren have

been impacted by the range expansion of egg-removing House

Wrens (Kennedy and White 1996). This may not be a major factor

in British Columbia, where habitat loss and degradation resulting

from industrial and residential development in the Georgia

Depression are more likely impacts. Research is required to

identify the causes of the decline and propose conservation

solutions.

Peter J.A. Davidson

Recommended citation: Davidson, P.J.A. 2015. Bewick's Wren in

Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D. Lepage, and C.M.
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Bewick's Wren
Thryomanes bewickii

John Gordon





Characteristics and Range This small but charismatic wren has

a strong affinity for human modified environments and is partial

to nesting in man-made structures. Partly as a consequence, it is

one of the most comprehensively studied birds in the world.

North American birds breed from coast to coast across central

parts of the continent and migrate short to medium distances to

overwinter mainly from the Southern Coastal Plains and arid

southwestern United States south through much of Mexico.

British Columbia marks the northernmost limit of the House Wren

breeding range, where it is probably limited by nocturnal

temperatures in early to mid-summer (Johnson 2014). No less

than 31 subspecies are recognised, mostly resident forms that

occur through the Caribbean and South America.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In British Columbia, the

House Wren has three main centres of distribution, in the south,

southwest and northeast of the province. These have not changed

appreciably since The Birds of British Columbia was published in

1997, although some local expansions may have occurred in the

south and northeast, and the scattered records of singing males

in central British Columbia may either be recent colonists or

simply reflect increased survey effort during the Atlas.

The three main areas where House Wrens are most likely to be

found are: the Okanagan, Similkameen and Thompson-Nicola

valley systems; southeast Vancouver Island and the southern Gulf

Islands; and the Peace River lowlands. Point count data indicate

that local abundance is highest in the Georgia Depression and a

restricted area of the Kootenay River valley in the Southern

Interior Mountains, and relatively high in the Southern Interior

and Boreal Plains ecoprovinces. The species occurs over the

widest area in the Southern Interior, which continues to support

the largest proportion of the provincial population, as noted in

Campbell et al. (1997).

In southwest British Columbia, the House Wren is much more

common in Coastal Douglas-fir than any other biogeoclimatic

zone, and in the southern interior they are most abundant in the

Interior Douglas-fir biogeoclimatic zone. In both regions they

prefer lower elevations, being most abundant below 500 m.

Preferred habitats include open drier woodlands like Garry Oak

(Quercus garryana), Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa) and

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), woodlots, riparian deciduous

and mixed forest edges, blackberry (Rubus species) tangles,

farmyards, hedgerows, orchards, and gardens in rural and

suburban areas. It nests in cavities and crevices (including in

walls and outbuildings) and readily accepts nest boxes.

Conservation and Recommendations There are no conservation

concerns for House Wren. Long-term population trends are stable

and it is adaptable to a wide variety of human-modified

environments. However, House Wren may be a conservation

concern for the Bewick's Wren. In parts of southern and eastern

North America, Bewick's Wren populations have declined through

competition with egg-removing House Wrens (Kennedy and White

1996). Whether this occurs in British Columbia has yet to be

determined.

Peter J. A. Davidson

Recommended citation: Davidson, P.J.A. 2015. House Wren in

Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D. Lepage, and C.M.
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House Wren
Troglodytes aedon
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Characteristics and Range A secretive species of dense woods,

this small bird is more likely heard than seen, with its loud

complicated songs and "kimp kimp" call notes. It is found

breeding in the boreal coniferous and hardwood forest belt from

northeastern British Columbia to the Atlantic Coast of Canada

and the northeastern United States, and south through the

Appalachian Mountains, and migrates short distances to winter

across the southeastern quarter of North America. The Pacific

Wren was recently split from this species and it is the Pacific

Wren that is found across all of British Columbia except the

northeast (Toews and Irwin 2008, 2012).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In British Columbia, the

Winter Wren is found in the Taiga and Boreal Plains ecoprovinces

and in the eastern foothills of the Rocky Mountains in the

easternmost portion of the Sub-Boreal Interior Ecoprovince.

Whilst the Atlas confirms breeding in only one 10-km square in

the Peace River drainage, the species is likely breeding in forested

habitats over much of this range. In the field Winter Wren is not

easily separated from Pacific Wren; where there is doubt over

which of the two species was detected at a given location, those

records are omitted from Atlas analyses.

The Probability of Observation model and point count data both

show the centre of abundance to be below 500 m elevation in the

Fort Nelson River floodplain of the Taiga Plains Ecoprovince.

Campbell et al. (1997), while not dealing with the Winter Wren

as a species separate from the Pacific Wren, regarded the species

as only casual in the Taiga Plains Ecoprovince. Atlas work shows

the species to be more abundant here than was previously known.

Conservation and Recommendations The Winter Wren was

moved from the Yellow List (not at risk) to the Blue List

(Vulnerable) by the British Columbia Conservation Data Centre in

2015. Guidelines for forest operations for Pacific Wren have been

developed (Altman 1999, 2005) and should be evaluated for use

for Winter Wren in northeast British Columbia. The range of this

species and its overlap with Pacific Wren is still not clearly

understood, so birders can provide valuable information by

carefully noting which species they see or hear and documenting

their observations in available databases (e.g., eBird).

David F. Fraser

Recommended citation: Fraser, D.F. 2015. Winter Wren in

Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D. Lepage, and C.M.
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Characteristics and Range The Pacific Wren, one of our smallest

songbirds, never fails to impress when it sings its astonishingly

loud, long and complex song. Even more impressive is that it has

been estimated that a male may have a repertoire of over one

hundred songs (Van Horne 1995). This song is a familiar sound in

many of British Columbia's forests. The Pacific Wren was recently

split from the similar Winter Wren, which replaces it from

northeastern British Columbia across eastern North America. A

narrow area of overlap in British Columbia was important in the

study that separated the two species due to differences in song

types and appearance (Toews and Irwin 2008). Pacific Wren songs

are higher pitched and more staccato than those of the Winter

Wren. The Pacific Wren's range extends from coastal Alaska south

to southern California, and east through the Rocky Mountains

(Toews and Irwin 2012).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Pacific Wren is

widespread across southern and central British Columbia except

on the driest interior plateaus. Our knowledge of the species'

range in northern British Columbia is improved by the Atlas, and

the northeastern extent of the range in British Columbia clarified

to reach its limit in the eastern foothills of the Rocky Mountains

adjacent to the Peace River lowlands, where it overlaps with

Winter Wren (Toews and Irwin 2008). Records of Pacific or Winter

Wren reported to the Atlas without sufficiently robust supporting

identification information are omitted from the Atlas. In the

aforementioned zone of overlap, records with doubt regarding the

identification of the wren species were omitted from analyses, but

are available in the Atlas dataset.

Probability of Observation and Atlas point count data show the

main centre of abundance is in the Coast and Mountains

Ecoprovince, including island systems, and secondarily the

Georgia Depression, where Campbell et al. (1997) indicated that

the highest numbers of Pacific (then Winter) Wren occurred. Other

areas of moderate abundance based on Atlas data include wetter

areas of the Sub-Boreal Interior and Southern Interior Mountains

ecoprovinces.

In most of British Columbia it is a widespread inhabitant of most

forests, particularly older and moister forest types, especially in

the Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic zone. The species is

most abundant at lower elevations (below 250 m), also a finding

of Waterhouse et al. (2002a). In drier parts of British Columbia

the species is found in riparian forests.

Conservation and Recommendations This species is at its

highest densities in wetter and older forests with considerable

structure in terms of logs, snags and debris on the forest floor.

Some studies indicate that younger forest stands can be useful to

the species where these characters are retained or created

(Waterhouse et al. 2002b). Harvested forest stands are less

suitable (Bryant et al. 1993, Waterhouse and Harestad 2002).

British Columbia has a high global responsibility for this species

and guidelines for forest operations for this species that have

been developed elsewhere (Altman 1999, 2005) should be

evaluated for use in this province.

David F. Fraser

Recommended citation: Fraser, D.F. 2015. Pacific Wren in
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Pacific Wren
Troglodytes pacificus
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Characteristics and Range This boisterous wren is more often

heard than seen, broadcasting its scratchy songs from dense

vegetation in marshy habitats. It has a highly competitive nature.

This is exemplified by males that will sing for hours at a time to

claim a territorial advantage over a rival, and by both sexes' habit

of destroying the eggs of both neighbouring Marsh Wrens and

other species (including much larger birds like the Yellow-headed

Blackbird). Marsh Wrens occur across most of sub-boreal North

America; they are partial migrants, the most northerly breeders

move south or to the coasts to spend the winter, but coastal and

some western interior populations are resident. Two clearly

separable evolutionary groups, eastern and western, meet in the

central Great Plains, differ in the number of songs that males

learn (about 50 in the east, and up to 200 in the West), and may

in fact represent different species (Kroodsma and Verner 2014).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Marsh Wren's

distribution is closely tied to lower and mid elevation wetlands of

all sizes, the main centres of breeding being in the southwest,

southern and central interior, and northeast of the province. This

range has not changed since The Birds of British Columbia was

published in 1997; slightly more widespread breeding recorded

by the Atlas in the northeast is likely the result of wider coverage

during the Atlas period.

The areas where Marsh Wrens are most likely to be found are: the

Chilcotin and Cariboo plateaus; the Thompson-Nicola valley and

plateau system; the lower Fraser Valley, and the central Southern

Rocky Mountain Trench. Campbell et al. 1997 considered it most

numerous in the Georgia Depression. Atlas point counts and PObs

results expand on this, indicating the main population centres are

on the mid-elevation, wetland-studded plateaus of the Central

Interior Ecoprovince, which supported the highest abundance on

Atlas point counts, and in the low-lying marshes and agricultural

drainage systems of the Georgia Depression. Whilst this is an

accurate current picture, it should be noted that sample sizes

were small, and randomised point counts may not adequately

cover this wren's restricted wetland habitat.

Marsh Wrens nest in isolated pairs or loose colonies in a variety of

wetlands types, from estuarine (saltwater) coastal areas to

natural freshwater wetlands and man-made wetlands like narrow

drainage channels, preferring Cattail (Typha latifolia), bulrush

(Scirpus) or sedge (Cyperaceae) stands, tall-vegetated agricultural

ditches, and even patches of wet scrub, e.g., willow (Salix)

species.

Conservation and Recommendations There are no conservation

concerns for Marsh Wren, which shows a long-term increase

across Canada and within British Columbia (Environment Canada

2011). It readily colonises man-made wetlands, which helps to

compensate for local losses incurred from wetland drainage for

agriculture and development.

Peter J. A. Davidson
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Marsh Wren
Cistothorus palustris
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Characteristics and Range It is a constant delight to watch this

chunky, grey bird disappear below the water of a fast-flowing

river only to emerge shortly and bob up and down on a rock at

the water's edge. The American Dipper is resident on fast-flowing

mountain streams and cold coastal streams from Alaska and

Yukon south through the mountains of western North America

and Mexico south to Central America (Willson and Kingery 2011).

It winters throughout its breeding range with some short-distance

altitudinal migration in colder regions.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The American Dipper is

a relatively widespread resident across most of southern British

Columbia, particularly in the southwest and southeast, and a

sparsely distributed resident elsewhere. This pattern matches

Campbell et al. (1997). Nesting is generally below 1,000 m on

the coast and usually above 1,000 m in the interior.

It is generally uncommon, even in the areas of highest Probability

of Observation in the Georgia Depression, Coast and Mountains,

and Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovinces. Campbell et al.

(1997) considered it most numerous in the Southern Interior

Mountains Ecoprovince. The American Dipper is difficult to survey

using randomised point counts due to its narrow, linear habitat

preferences, and too few Atlas data were collected to calculate

abundance.

The American Dipper prefers shallow margins of rapids and riffles

in fast-moving, clear, unpolluted streams and around the rocky

edges of lakes year-round. This habitat specificity is reflected in

the highest PObs values being in the regions of the province that

support the highest density of fast-flowing, clear-water,

unpolluted streams.

Conservation and Recommendations There are no known

conservation concerns for this species, although results from the

Breeding Bird Survey and Christmas Bird Counts suggest a

moderate decrease in the Canadian population since the early

1970s, including in British Columbia (Environment Canada 2011,

2014). American Dippers are dependent upon the maintenance of

unpolluted water quality and the protection of riparian habitat;

their sensitivity to these two features makes them an indicator of

stream health (Willson and Kingery 2011).

Art Martell

Recommended citation: Martell, A. 2015. American Dipper in

Davidson, P.J.A. , R.J. Cannings, A.R. Couturier, D. Lepage, and C.M.
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American Dipper
Cinclus mexicanus
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Characteristics and Range One of our tiniest songbirds, the

Golden-crowned Kinglet is known for moving rapidly in small

flocks flitting high up through the trees, and giving extremely

high-pitched calls that most of us lose the ability to hear with

age. It is a bird of cool, moist, coniferous forests on the Pacific

coast and in mountain and boreal regions. It has been expanding

its breeding range southward at lower elevations into conifer

forests in central and eastern North America. Two subspecies are

found in British Columbia: R. s. olivaceus, which breeds west of

the Coast Mountains and winters coastally south to California;

and R. s. apache, which breeds from Alaska south through the

Cascades, Sierra Nevada, and Rocky Mountains to the Sierra

Madre Occidental in Mexico, and winters from southern British

Columbia south over the breeding range (Swanson et al. 2012).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Golden-crowned

Kinglet is a widespread breeder throughout most of the province.

Campbell et al. (1997) noted that its known breeding distribution

was fairly scattered throughout the southern quarter of the

province. The Atlas filled many gaps within the known breeding

distribution in the province; this was likely due to increased

effort.

The Probability of Observation map defines two areas where the

species is most likely to be found: in the Georgia Depression and

Coast and Mountains; and in the Sub-Boreal Interior and

Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovinces. Data from point counts

reveal a clear dichotomy in abundance patterns between these

two areas and the two subspecies, with the greatest abundance of

coastal R. s. olivaceus below 250 m, and the highest abundance

of interior R. s. apache from 1,250 to 1,750 m. Kinglets are most

abundant in the moister Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic

zone in the Coast and Mountains ecoprovince; lower abundances

of similar values occur in the other three favoured ecoprovinces,

the drier Coastal Douglas-fir, and interior spruce- and hemlock-

dominated biogeoclimatic zones. This contrasts slightly with

Campbell et al. (1997), who noted the species was most

numerous in the Georgia Depression.

Nesting is associated with forests of spruce (Picea species),

hemlock (Tsuga species), subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) or

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii); dense old growth or

advanced second growth is preferred.

Conservation and Recommendations There has been a

significant decrease in abundance in British Columbia since 1970

(Environment Canada 2014), consistent with trends in other

western parts of its range (Swanson et al. 2012). Although there

is currently little conservation concern for this very abundant

species overall (Environment Canada 2011), the Golden-crowned

Kinglet has a strong affinity for old-growth conifer forests for

nesting and, therefore, is sensitive to logging and other habitat

disturbances; that may explain population declines in the

western portion of the range (Swanson et al. 2012).

Art Martell

Recommended citation: Martell, A. 2015. Golden-crowned
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Golden-crowned Kinglet
Regulus satrapa

Ian Routley





Characteristics and Range One of North America's smallest

songbirds, the Ruby-crowned Kinglet is recognized for constantly

flicking its wings as it moves quickly through the forest searching

for food, as well as for its loud, complex song in the spring. It

breeds across North America in boreal and mixed wood forests

and south in montane spruce-pine forests (Swanson et al. 2008).

An altitudinal and short-distance migrant, it winters in a broad

arc from British Columbia across the southern, less heavily frost-

affected half of North America. Two subspecies are found in

British Columbia: R. c. calendula is widespread in the interior and

is primarily a migrant while R. c. grinnelli is primarily sedentary

on the coast but makes altitudinal movements and may show

some limited southward migration in winter (Swanson et al.

2008).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Ruby-crowned

Kinglet is a widespread breeder throughout British Columbia,

particularly east of the Coast Mountains, but absent on Haida

Gwaii. Campbell et al. (1997) noted that its breeding distribution

was not well known. The Atlas greatly filled in the breeding

distribution throughout the province and confirmed breeding on

the coast; this was likely due to increased effort. Breeding is

below about 1,200 m in coastal regions and below about

2,400 m in the interior.

The most extensive area of high Probability of Observation and

the area of highest abundance are centred on the Interior Plateau

in the Central Interior and Sub-Boreal Interior; Campbell et al.

(1997) noted it was most numerous in these two ecoprovinces.

Other areas with high Pobs values (e.g. in the Northern Boreal

Mountains, Southern Interior Mountains and Taiga Plains

ecoprovinces) supported lower abundance based on Atlas point

counts.

Preferred breeding habitat is mixed coniferous forests from

mid-elevations to timberline. The most records on point counts

and the highest abundance are in the Sub-Boreal Spruce and

Sub-Boreal Pine-Spruce biogeoclimatic zones. It is most common

between 1,000 m and 1,750 m.

Conservation and Recommendations There are few

conservation concerns for this abundant and widespread species.

Populations of the Ruby-crowned Kinglet in Canada, including

British Columbia, have shown little change since 1970

(Environment Canada 2011, 2014). Apparently some eastern

North American populations are declining, but western North

American populations are stable or increasing (Swanson et al.

2008). The causes of the declines in eastern populations are

unknown but the Ruby-crowned Kinglet is known to respond to

fluctuations in the abundance of spruce budworm.

Art Martell
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Characteristics and Range Found across open woods and

meadows of western North America, Western Bluebirds flash their

bright blue and rust-coloured plumage as they swoop from low

perches to catch insects in mid-air or on the ground. The species

reaches the northern limit of its range in southern British

Columbia. Although small numbers can often be found in British

Columbia during the winter, most retreat to warmer habitats at

lower elevations and migrate further south within their breeding

range (Campbell et al. 1997, Guinan et al. 1998). Birders,

naturalists, land managers and biologists are working together to

reintroduce and restore Western Bluebird populations to their

historic breeding range in the Georgia Depression along the

Pacific Coast.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat Western Bluebird

distribution is limited to southern British Columbia, where it is

most numerous at elevations below 750 m in the Southern

Interior Ecoprovince, primarily in the Okanagan Valley, followed

by the East Kootenay Valley in the Southern Interior Mountains

Ecoprovince. This pattern is similar to that known when The Birds

of British Columbia was published in 1997. Breeding birds are

also sparsely scattered throughout these ecoprovinces and in

southern parts of the Central Interior and Georgia Depression

Ecoprovince.

On the coast, Western Bluebirds prefer open habitats in Garry Oak

(Quercus garryana) woodland. In the interior, they prefer

Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa) and Douglas-fir (Psuedotsuga

menziesii) habitats with grassy or forb-filled openings

interspersed with trees. They nests in cavities excavated by

Northern Flickers, and readily use nest boxes (Campbell et al.

1997, Guinan et al. 1998).

Conservation and Recommendations While the Breeding Bird

Survey marks population increases in the Great Basin and

Northern Rockies Bird Conservation Regions (Environment Canada

2014, Sauer et al. 2014), Western Bluebirds continue to decline

along the Pacific Coast, remaining well below historic population

and distribution in the Georgia Depression Ecoprovince, which is

why this coastal population is on the provincial Red List. The

main threats to Western Bluebirds, especially on the coast,

continue to be the loss and degradation of lowland open forested

habitat due to fire suppression, urbanization, snag removal,

logging and changes in agricultural practices, and contaminant

loading of the prey base especially on the coast (Guinan et al.

1998). Introduced European Starlings and House Sparrows also

compete for nesting cavities. The Garry Oak Ecosystem Recovery

Team and partners in the United States continue to translocate

pairs of bluebirds from a healthy coastal population in

neighbouring Washington. In 2012, the first Western Bluebirds

since 1995 hatched on Vancouver Island (GOERT 2015).

Wendy E. Easton
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Characteristics and Range Mountain Bluebirds brighten open

habitats across most of western North America. Often foraging

like American Kestrels, they use their long wings to hover, dive or

sally from perches to catch insects on the ground. When winter

approaches, most Mountain Bluebirds migrate to warmer

habitats at lower elevations at the southern extent of their

breeding range and southwards to Mexico's Sierra Madre (Power

and Lombardo 2006). Some birds overwinter in milder habitats

along British Columbia's coast or southern interior (Campbell et

al. 1997).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Mountain Bluebird

breeds chiefly across the central-southern interior of British

Columbia. The Atlas maps a more widespread breeding season

distribution in the Southern Interior and Central Interior

ecoprovinces, but notably fewer occurrences in the Southern

Interior Mountains Ecoprovince, compared to when The Birds of

British Columbia was published in 1997. While its range extends

north through to Alaska, there are only two confirmed Atlas

breeding records in the north, one near Atlin and the other over

500 km to the south, southeast of Tatlatui Provincial Park. While

The Birds of British Columbia reports several breeding season

records along the coast (most from the 1920s and 1930s), there

are no Atlas records.

The highest Probabilities of Observation and abundance are

across the Nechako-Fraser-Thompson Plateau of the Central and

Southern Interior ecoprovinces, and secondarily in the Southern

Rocky Mountain Trench and its tributary valleys in the Southern

Interior Mountains Ecoprovince. Campbell et al. (1997)

considered the highest breeding season numbers of Mountain

Bluebirds to be in the Southern Interior Ecoprovince.

Breeding at elevations from 250 to 2,000 m, Mountain Bluebirds

are most common between 750 and 1,250 m. Their preferred

habitats include mountain meadows, burned or harvested

cut-over areas, and where grasslands and shrub-steppe meet

forest, and natural cavities or nest boxes abound (Power and

Lombardo 2006). Mountain Bluebirds also use a wide variety of

non-excavated holes in broken or downed trees and stumps, even

in cracks of boulders (Aitken and Martin 2007, Aitken and Martin

2008). Mountain Bluebirds are most common locally in open

habitats of the Interior Douglas-fir, Sub-boreal Pine-Spruce, and

Ponderosa Pine biogeoclimatic zones, and in the Bunchgrass

biogeoclimatic zone where nest boxes are provided.

Conservation and Recommendations Mountain Bluebirds are

declining in British Columbia, most notably in the centre of

provincial abundance in the Great Basin Bird Conservation

Region, and in a broad range of other open habitats across

western Canada (Environment Canada 2014). Availability of nest

sites limits populations (Power and Lombardo 2006), and invasive

European Starlings will outcompete Mountain Bluebirds for

cavities (Aitken and Martin 2008). Erection of nest boxes can help,

especially around natural grasslands, as can maintenance of nest

sites like snags next to foraging territories such as burns, cut

blocks and lightly grazed swards. Like other higher elevation

insectivores, Mountain Bluebirds are vulnerable to ecosystem

changes related to climate and impacts to their prey base. They

are sensitive to pesticides (Power and Lombardo 2006) and

successional habitats older than 20 years are usually unsuitable

(Holt and Martin 1997).

Wendy E. Easton
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Characteristics and Range The Townsend's Solitaire is a subtly-

plumaged member of the thrush family that is strongly

associated with hill and montane environments as a breeding

species. It is perhaps best known for its exquisitely beautiful song,

which it uses to defend territories both in summer and winter.

Non-breeding territories are established around food resources,

usually fruits, especially of juniper (Juniperus) species (Bowen

1997). Its range spans the western cordilleras of North America,

from Mexico's Sierra Madre north to Alaska's Brooks Range.

Recent records from the Northwest Territories and Nunavut

suggest the species may have a more northerly distribution than

originally believed (Lamont in press). Southern populations are

either resident or make short altitudinal migrations, but northern

populations, including most in British Columbia, migrate longer

distances to overwinter, usually to sites of high juniper densities

(Bock 1982).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Townsend's Solitaire

is most widespread on the plateaus and in the mountain ranges

of southern British Columbia east of the Coast Mountains. The

extent of the provincial range has not changed appreciably since

The Birds of British Columbia was published in 1997, but Atlas

data do fill a gap in breeding season distribution between about

53°N and 59°N, where previous literature suggested that the

range was discontinuous (Bowen 1997, Campbell et al. 1997).

Probable breeding occurs across the 650 km of this latitude band,

but breeding during the Atlas is only confirmed in the foothills of

the Rocky Mountains and the Skeena River headwaters, between

54°N and 56°N. The species is also more widely distributed on

Vancouver Island and in the Georgia Depression than was

previously known.

The Probability of Observation model and Atlas point count data

show that the core of the British Columbia population occurs at

higher elevations in the Southern Interior, and southern parts of

the Southern Interior Mountains and Central Interior

ecoprovinces, roughly as described in Campbell et al. (1997).

Atlas point count data suggest abundance increases with

elevation and is highest above 2,000 m, whereas Campbell et al.

(1997) described the species as most often found between 500

and 1,800 m, perhaps an artefact of access limitations at higher

elevations.

Open coniferous forest habitats, especially Douglas-fir

(Pseudotsuga menziesii), Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosae),

Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta), including edges and burns, and

Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) stands are preferred, in

several biogeoclimatic zones. Nests are situated on the ground

often in open areas, particularly crevices in vertical dirt banks

(especially road cuts; Campbell et al. 1997), beneath rocks, logs,

cliff faces with overhanging vegetation and other sheltered

structures (Sinclair et al. 2003). The elevated predation risk

associated with nesting on the ground is mitigated by the ability

to raise multiple broods during a long breeding season (Bowen

1997).

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey

results suggest a large decrease in British Columbia and Canada

since the 1970s, a trend that may be steepening, and a moderate

decrease across the North American range as a whole

(Environment Canada 2011). The reasons for these declines are

not clear. Developing and testing hypotheses should be made a

priority.

Peter J.A. Davidson and Myles M. Lamont
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Characteristics and Range Along with the Hermit Thrush,

Swainson's Thrush, and the most closely related Gray-cheeked

Thrush, the Veery belongs to the woodland thrush genus

Catharus, known for its retiring habits and beautiful songs.

Combined with its preference for dense, wet woodlands for

breeding, the Veery is inconspicuous even for a Catharus thrush,

and is usually detected by its song or loud, querulous calls. The

Veery breeds across the Prairie and Great Lakes regions to the

Atlantic Coast, and in some western cordilleras and the

Appalachian Mountains. It winters in southern Amazonia (Bevier

et al. 2005).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Veery breeds along

many of the waterways of southern and central interior British

Columbia Localized breeding also occurs in coastal valleys north

to the Nass River. The Atlas showed a breeding distribution

similar to that depicted in The Birds of British Columbia in 1997,

but also found more extensive coastal records, likely due to

increased coverage.

The Birds of British Columbia noted the Veery was most abundant

in the Southern Interior Ecoprovince. The findings of the Atlas

expanded on this assessment. The Probability of Observation map

also highlights valleys in the upper Thompson and adjacent

Columbia River drainage, and valleys in the eastern rain shadow

and west of the Coast Mountains, as the most likely places to find

the species. Atlas point counts confirm abundance is highest in

the Southern Interior Mountains, Coast and Mountains, and

Southern Interior ecoprovinces. Given the continued loss of

riparian habitat in the Okanagan Valley during the past 18 years,

it is likely that the Atlas assessment that there are now two or

three centres of abundance is accurate.

The Veery is closely associated with lowland riparian thickets and

swampy woodland. It occurs in highest abundance between 250

and 750 m. Throughout its breeding range, the Veery favours

wetter deciduous and early successional forests compared to the

habitat chosen by the Hermit Thrush, and the Veery more often

occurs around beaver ponds (Campbell et al. 1997, Bevier et al.

2005).

Conservation and Recommendations Although not currently

considered of conservation concern, the Veery has shown

significant declines on Breeding Bird Survey routes in B.C and

across Canada since 1970 (Environment Canada 2011). Some

possible causes of the decline may include cowbird parasitism,

and habitat destruction and degradation. Due to its preference for

riparian lowlands, the Veery is susceptible to habitat loss from

creation of reservoirs for hydro power and other uses.

Chris R. Siddle
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Characteristics and Range This enchanting far northern

songster is the least studied of the five Catharus thrushes in

Canada. The Gray-cheeked Thrush has the most northern

breeding range, is rarely seen on the breeding grounds by

scientists or birdwatchers, and skulks in the underbrush. The

Gray-cheeked and Bicknell's (C. bicknelli) thrushes were only

recently recognized to be separate species. Most of the

information published in the last century on "Gray-cheeked

Thrush" concerned the Bicknell's Thrush (Lowther et al. 2001).

The Gray-cheeked breeds across North America's subarctic and

northern mountains, from coast to coast and into eastern Siberia.

It is a long-distance migrant, spending the winter in northern

South America.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Gray-cheeked

Thrush is generally a high elevation breeder in northwestern

British Columbia from the Cassiar Mountains west, with a tongue

of records extending southeast through the Omineca Mountains

to the northern Rocky Mountains, and a cluster of records from

the highlands of the western Chilcotin. The Atlas filled

distribution gaps since The Birds of British Columbia was

published in 1997, but the provincial range remains essentially

the same, which is much further south in British Columbia than

shown in popular field guides and Lowther et al. (2001). The Atlas

added possible records (singing males) from high elevation Rocky

Mountain locations in the Southern Interior Mountains

Ecoprovince, but did not record any in the Taiga Plains

Ecoprovince. The paucity of Gray-cheeked Thrush records in the

province is at least partly the result of difficult access to higher

elevation habitat in the north.

Atlas point counts and Probability of Observation show that the

main centre of Gray-cheeked Thrush abundance in British

Columbia is still in the Northern Boreal Mountains Ecoprovince,

particularly at higher elevations in western mountains and

plateaus, from the Tatshenshini Basin extending southeast into

the central Sub-Boreal Interior Ecoprovince. The lower Stikine

Valley, in the northern Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince supports

locally high abundance, which was not reported in Campbell et

al. (1997). The high Pobs values on the Liard Plateau may be the

result of higher survey effort there compared to poorly-surveyed

surrounding areas. Higher elevations are preferred, with highest

abundance between 1,250 and 1,750 m, but the Atlas suggests

nesting occurs from near sea level along the lower Stikine River

to 1,870 m in the Rocky Mountains.

Across its British Columbia range, the Gray-cheeked Thrush

inhabits shrubby open parkland and dense thickets of stunted of

Subalpine Fir (Abies lasiocarpa), spruce (Picea), alder (Alnus), and

willow (Salix) species. It is also found at high elevations in open,

dry Lodgepole Pine (Pinus contorta) stands in the southern

Northern Boreal Mountains, often associated with water. It is

likely that it nests in shrubby habitats in low elevation drainages

adjacent to Alaska and across a much wider elevation range in

shrubby habitats around treeline in much of mountainous

northern British Columbia.

Conservation and Recommendations There appear to be no

major conservation threats on the breeding grounds in the vast

northern taiga, although sparse Breeding Bird Survey data

suggest the species has decreased in the west of the range since

1970 (Environment Canada 2011).
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Characteristics and Range The beautiful, ascending, flute-like

voice of the Swainson's Thrush contrasts with its dull plumage of

subtle browns and a spotted creamy breast. The Swainson's

Thrush is known on the British Columbia coast for "singing up the

Salmonberry", which is an excellent way to remember that the

Swainson's Thrush's ethereal song climbs up the scale. Swainson's

Thrushes breed through much of North America's boreal, western

lower montane, and Pacific slope forests, and migrate long

distances to their wintering grounds that extend from southern

Mexico to South America (Mack and Yong 2000). There are six

subspecies segregated into two groups, the "russet-backed"

coastal ustulatus group and the "olive-backed" interior swainsoni

group, which meet and hybridise along a contact zone in British

Columbia's Coast Mountains. These two groups use different

migratory pathways to reach their separate wintering grounds

along the Pacific Slope of Central America, and in northern South

America, respectively (Delmore et al. 2012).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In British Columbia, the

Swainson's Thrush can be encountered almost anywhere and is

indeed one of the province's most widespread birds; only the

American Robin was recorded in more 10-km squares during the

Atlas surveys. The main centres of abundance, with the highest

Probability of Observation and abundance values, are in the Coast

and Mountains, Georgia Depression, Sub-Boreal Interior

ecoprovinces, parts of the Taiga Plains and Boreal Plains

ecoprovinces, and along the Rocky Mountain Trench in the

Southern Interior Mountains Ecoprovince. This approximately

matches the conclusion of Campbell et al. (1997) that Swainson's

Thrush is most numerous in the Sub-Boreal Interior and Coast

and Mountains ecoprovinces.

The Swainson's Thrush is primarily a low- to mid-elevation

species: the coastal subspecies group is most abundant below

250 m in the Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic zone, and

the interior subspecies group is most common in the Sub-Boreal

Spruce, Interior Cedar-Hemlock and Boreal White and Black

Spruce biogeoclimatic zones between 500 and 1,500 m elevation.

It is common in second-growth coniferous forest near permanent

sources of water (Campbell et al. 1997), though is less reliant on

coniferous trees and more likely to be found in deciduous trees

and shrubs compared to its congener the Hermit Thrush. Nests

are most frequently found in thick shrubs and trees. In coastal

regions, nests are often found within 3 m of the ground; in

interior locations, Swainson's Thrush nests are also typically

found close to the ground, though in rare instances may be found

up to 24 m (typically in deciduous but also coniferous trees),

often on a horizontal branch rather than next to the trunk

(Campbell et al. 1997, Mack and Yong 2000).

Conservation and Recommendations The Swainson's Thrush

has experienced local declines and increases across its range in

the last 40 years (Environment Canada 2014), but overall its

population appears to be stable (Environment Canada 2011,

Mack and Yong 2000). Some authors suggest that changes to its

wintering habitat may cause observed declines (Mack and Yong

2000). The Swainson's Thrush also appears to be sensitive to local

habitat changes and may be negatively impacted by more

regular forest harvest rotations (Environment Canada 2011).
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Characteristics and Range The Hermit Thrush is named partly

for its skulking behaviour; it does an excellent job of hiding

amongst the dense understory and remaining out of sight despite

its beautiful flute-like song that is arguably one of North

America's most beautiful bird voices. Like many other members of

its genus, the Hermit Thrush's plumage is a drab combination of

a dark tan brown back and wings, a rufous rump and tail, and a

spotted creamy breast. It breeds across the Boreal Forest from

coast to coast, and south into the northern Appalachian

Mountains and the western cordilleras. The Hermit Thrush is a

short to medium distance migrant, overwintering in small

numbers as far north as southern British Columbia, although

most individuals head much farther south to Mexico and Central

America (Dellinger et al. 2012).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat In British Columbia, the

Hermit Thrush is widespread, although not as densely distributed

as its congener the Swainson's Thrush. This wide provincial range

is unchanged since The Birds of British Columbia was published

in 1997, but many distribution gaps have been filled by the Atlas

surveys.

The Probability of Observation model shows the Hermit Thrush is

most likely to be found on Haida Gwaii, on plateaus in the

Central Interior Ecoprovince, across the Taiga Plains Ecoprovince,

and at higher elevations in several of the major mountain ranges.

Point count data show highest abundances in the Coast and

Mountains, Southern Interior Mountains, and Central Interior

ecoprovinces, which expands the known centre of abundance

from Haida Gwaii as reported by Campbell et al. (1997). It is

most common in the spruce and hemlock-dominated

biogeoclimatic zones, and between 1,500 and 2,250 m.

Hermit Thrush is found as high as 2,470 m in the alpine of the

Southern Interior Mountains Ecoprovince, but it occurs down to

sea-level, especially in the cool coastal forests directly abutting

the Pacific Ocean along Vancouver Island, Haida Gwaii, and the

central and north coasts.

The Hermit Thrush prefers cooler, higher elevation, and more

coniferous forests relative to the Swainson's Thrush, and arrives

earlier in the spring. The Hermit Thrush often places its nest close

to or even on the ground, in trees or shrubs, in amongst roots, in

cavities in trees or rocks, and under logs (Campbell et al. 1997).

Conservation and Recommendations The Hermit Thrush

appears to be the only Catharus thrush with stable or increasing

populations over the last 40 years in North America (Dellinger et

al. 2012). However, in British Columbia, there is wide uncertainty

around the size of this increase and trend (Environment Canada

2014). The Hermit Thrush has been shown to be sensitive to

landscape-level habitat changes like clearcuts and conversion of

continuous forest to small patches, though the species appears to

be able to persist in these altered landscapes when enough closed

forest is present for nest placement and cover (Dellinger et al.

2012).
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Characteristics and Range The American Robin is one of the

most common birds in North America, and its distinctive

plumage, song, and approachable nature make it one of the

best-loved, too. It is the largest thrush in North America, with a

range that covers virtually all of the treed parts of the continent,

extending patchily beyond the treeline in the far north. In British

Columbia, the Atlas recorded American Robins in more 10-km

squares (3,329) than any other species. It is a partial migrant:

most northern breeders move short distances to wintering

grounds farther south, but a significant number stay in southern

British Columbia through the winter months. This is especially

the case in the Fraser Valley and southern Vancouver Island

(Campbell et al. 1997), which mark the northernmost part of the

American Robin's regular wintering range.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The American Robin is

widespread throughout British Columbia, from suburban

backyards to treeline, and only absent from the highest peaks. It

is most densely distributed in southern, central, and northeastern

parts of the province. The range is unchanged since The Birds of

British Columbia was published in 1997, but the more extensive

coverage of the Atlas and the species' conspicuous nature meant

many small distribution gaps were filled.

The American Robin is almost certain to be found across most of

the province, but reaches its greatest abundance in the Georgia

Depression Ecoprovince, as noted by Campbell et al. (1997),

followed by the Coast and Mountains, and then Central and

Sub-Boreal Interior ecoprovinces. Accordingly, it is most common

in Coastal Douglas-fir and Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic

zones, followed by Sub-Boreal Pine-Spruce and Sub-Boreal

Spruce.

American Robins use all but the very highest elevation habitats,

wherever there are both open areas for feeding and trees for

nesting, but are most abundant below 250 m (in coastal regions),

where abundance is double that at any other elevation. Highest

abundance in the interior is between 750 and 1,000 m, above

which abundance values gradually drop off to 2,500 m. The

American Robin adapts very well to human modified habitats and

indeed forest conversion, urbanization, and agriculture have

created more habitat for this species. Despite the negative effects

of pesticides and pollution like heavy metals in urban/suburban

areas, the American Robin generally thrives in close association

with human activities (Vanderhoff et al. 2014).

Conservation and Recommendations Breeding Bird Survey

results from Canada show a stable long-term trend for American

Robin populations, although in British Columbia there is a

significant decline over this time. For such a common bird, the

factors controlling population trends are poorly understood.

There is some speculation that population is limited by

availability of grassy foraging sites and inconspicuous breeding

locations, safe roosting sites and access to abundant fruit crops in

winter (Vanderhoff et al. 2014). There have also been

demonstrated negative impacts of some pesticides and pollutants

(Vanderhoff et al. 2014), although these have apparently not been

implicated in regional declines.
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Characteristics and Range Bird-watchers and non-birdwatchers

alike may be more familiar with the Varied Thrush's sweet but

eerie song that emanates from British Columbia's dark, humid

forests than with actual sightings of this shy and handsome bird.

It is a quintessential northwestern North American species,

endemic to moister mountain forests from the Alaskan Brooks

Range to the Californian Sierra Nevada, where it is a year-round

resident and a short-distance and altitudinal migrant. It is a

classic bird of British Columbia's forests, which together with its

striking appearance and familiarity in winter when it visits urban

and suburban gardens, garner it the accolade of being the logo

for this Atlas.

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Varied Thrush is a

widespread breeding species in cool forests from the Rocky

Mountains west. It is largely absent from the drier interior

plateaus and the north-eastern plains. Compared to The Birds of

British Columbia published in 1997, the Atlas has filled in

distribution gaps in northern British Columbia because of

increased, systematic surveys. Due to its secretive nature and

propensity to nest in dense habitat, it was only confirmed to

breed in approximately 12% of 10-km squares.

The highest abundance is in the wet rainforests of the Coast and

Mountains Ecoprovince. Two other ecoprovinces also support high

abundances: the Southern Interior Mountains, where Campbell et

al. (1997) reported the highest numbers, and the Sub-Boreal

Interior. The Probability of Observation model also highlights

these three areas as the most likely places to find the bird in the

province.

It is found throughout coniferous and mixed forests but the

highest abundances coincided with humid forests and moist

habitats in the Coastal Western Hemlock, followed by Engelmann

Spruce - Subalpine Fir and Interior Cedar - Hemlock

biogeoclimatic zones. It was recorded from sea level to 2,500 m

but is most common between 1,250 and 2,250 m, and also quite

common below 250 m in coastal regions.

Conservation and Recommendations The population status of

the Varied Thrush has shown little overall change on Breeding

Bird Surveys since 1970. Recent studies suggest that it breeds

most commonly in mature and old-growth forests and may be

sensitive to forest fragmentation (George 2000).
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Characteristics and Range The Gray Catbird is a frequent

summer visitor to southern British Columbia, although not as

common a backyard bird in our province as it is across the

eastern half of North America. It is the only member of the genus

Dumetella, which means "small thicket", its favoured habitat. It is

prone to skulk, but draws attention to itself through its

wide-ranging and often fairly loud vocal mimicry. The Gray

Catbird imitates the sounds of many other birds as well as

commonly uttering its well-known, cat-like call notes. It winters

from the Southern Coastal Plains into Central America and the

Caribbean, and rarely South America (Smith et al. 2011).

Distribution, Abundance, and Habitat The Gray Catbird breeds

across the southern half of British Columbia, its distribution

centred on the river valleys of the Southern Interior and the

Southern Interior Mountains. It occurs more sparingly in the

Central Interior, Georgia Depression and southern Coast and

Mountains ecoprovinces. Atlas confirmation of breeding in the

upper Skeena River catchment and probable breeding in the

Peace River lowlands suggest that the species has been spreading

northward since The Birds of British Columbia was published in

1997.

The strongly dendritic pattern of the Gray Catbird's Probability of

Observation map elaborates on the distribution, showing that the

species is most likely to be found in valley bottoms, mainly in the

Okanagan, Columbia, Kootenay and Duncan river valleys. Atlas

point count data support this, showing the highest abundance in

the 250-500 m elevation band. The core of British Columbia's

population remains in the valley systems of the Southern Interior

and Southern Interior Mountains ecoprovinces, as noted in

Campbell et al. (1997). Since the Gray Catbird has loud and

characteristic vocalizations during the breeding season and nests

at fairly low elevations that coincide with human settlement, it is

likely that Atlas survey efforts accurately reflect the bird's true

distribution and abundance.

Found in thickets and brushy edge habitats, the Gray Catbird

hides its nest in the centre of dense, leafy shrubs. The bird is

uncommon in forest, much preferring wide edge habitat in

riparian areas, and extensive shrubbery and blackberry (Rubus

species) tangles along dikes, rail and fence lines, lanes, and

gullies. It will occasionally nest in gardens and around fields and

orchards. It is seldom found far from cover (Campbell et al.

1997). These microhabitat features better define where the Gray

Catbird is found than broad habitat types.

Conservation and Recommendations Not considered to be at

risk, populations of Gray Catbird have likely benefitted from forest

clearing and subsequent regeneration of shrubby second growth,

and the creation of bushy edges along transportation corridors.

Although the Gray Catbird has shown population decreases in

parts of eastern North America, Breeding Bird Survey data from

British Columbia show a long term increasing trend. Future

atlassing will be important in documenting whether this trend

and apparent range expansion continue.
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